VILLAGE OF HUSSAR AGENDA
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Thursday, October 14, 2021
The regular meeting of the council of the Village of Hussar will be held at Sundowners’ Senior Centre and via
conference call on Thursday, October 14, 2021 starting at 7:00 p.m.
1.
2.
3.

CALL TO ORDER
ACCEPTANCE OF AGENDA
DELEGATION
(a) Wendy – Digital Economy Program Request
4. RCMP
(a) Monthly Mayors Report – July & August

5.

ADOPTION OF THE PREVIOUS MINUTES
(a)
August 12, 2021 Regular Council Meeting -Amended
(b)
September 16, 2021 Regular Council Meeting
(c)
September 30, 2021 Special Council Meeting

6.

POLICY & BYLAW REVIEW
(a)
Bylaw Review
• Unsightly Premise 521-18
• Public Notification 520-18
(b)

Policy Review
• 5.11 Asset Disposal Policy NEW

7.

BUSINESS
(a) AUMA Resolutions
(b) Land Use Bylaw Survey Results
(c) Land Use Bylaw review
(d) Municipal Indicators and response
(e) Armstrong Auto Bay information
(f) ATCO Franchise Renewal Agreement
(g) Bike Rack at School Bus Stop
(h) Development Permit 2021-005 235 2 Ave East – Demolition
(i) Fortis Franchise Fee 2022

8.

FINANCIAL
(a)
September 2021 Bank Reconciliation and Cheque Listing
(b)
Q3 Budget variance report
(c)
5 Year Equipment Plan

9. COMMITTEE REPORTS
10. CAO, PW & JG REPORT
11. CORRESPONDENCE
(a) RCMP Retroactive Pay
(b) Council Code of Conduct
(c) Fortis – Maximum investment Level for Rate 31 Street Lighting
(d) Marigold Library – Reports
(e) LAPP 2021 Contribution rates
12. CONFIDENTIAL
(a) Personnel Matter (as per s. 17(1) of the FOIP Act)
13. ADJOURNMENT
Next Meeting: Thursday, October 21, 2021 (Council Chambers and via. Conference call)

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Digital Economy Program Request

Agenda Item Number:

3a. DELEGATION

BACKGROUND
Wendy Gerbrandt is here to present the attached PowerPoint presentation:
• Digital Economy Program
They would like the Village to consider a contribution of $230 to assist businesses in increasing their
digital presence. This contribution would allow them to assist 5-10 businesses within our municipality.
They have also included a letter to request support from partnering municipalities to include with
their application for a regional initiative.

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion to contribute $230 to assist in funding the Digital Economy Program and to provide a
letter of Support to be submitted with Community Futures application.

2. Motion to provide a letter of Support to be submitted with Community Futures application.
3. Motion to accept as information at this time

#101, 331 – 3 Avenue (Box 2159)
Strathmore, AB T1P 1K2

T

403 934 8888

E
W

wildroseinfo@albertacf.com
wildrose.albertacf.com

October 6, 2021
Village of Hussar
109 – 1 Avenue East, Box 100
Hussar, AB
T0J 1S0
Attention:
RE:

Kate Brandt, CAO

Community Futures Wild Rose – Digital Economy Program Regional Initiative

Dear Kate,
Community Futures Wild Rose (CFWR) wishes to execute a regional initiative to facilitate and lead the
Digital Economy Program to our valued shareholder communities within the Community Futures Wild
Rose Region.
The Digital Economy Program is an initiative funded by Business Link in collaboration with partners and
municipalities who provide support to our local businesses. CFWR is uniquely positioned to deliver this
program throughout the region and among our 16 municipalities for the benefit of our small businesses
to assist them in gaining access to supports to increase their online digital presence.
CFWR is proposing the Digital Economy Program launch in December 2021/January 2022 and will
conclude by March 31, 2023. Our goal is to provide access to these services to SME businesses who
employ less than 49 employees, are for profit and not a franchise or trust. We will achieve this by hiring
a Digital Service Squad team to assist businesses with training, advisory support and digital strategy
development (Google my business, social media posts, photography, etc.).
The total value of our project is estimated at $260,000 (cash and in-kind) and we are seeking
contributions from each of our shareholder communities to offset the additional costs involved with
executing such an impactful and needed program to ensure our businesses are receiving the support
they require to maintain competitive in today’s marketplace.
We are requesting the Village of Hussar consider a contribution of $230 to assist businesses in increasing
their digital presence. We are also requesting in-kind supports in areas of:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify targeted businesses (sector) in which to promote
Marketing support
Financial Contribution
Launch Event
Reporting/Administration

The strategic outcomes from the Digital Economy Program are to be as followed:
•
•
•
•

Local businesses will receive one-on-one support for the digital business needs
Municipality can concentrate their marketing on desired targets within the eligibility
requirements of the program
Build relationships among the businesses and CFWR
Access to reporting

Village of Hussar will be recognized in promotional materials (website, print, and other media identified
within marketing plan). Your contribution will assist us in supporting 5-10 businesses within your
municipality and provide sufficient resources for CF Wild Rose to project manage and execute the
project.
Upon receipt of confirmation of Village of Hussar’s participation in the program, CFWR will enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding as per the grant guidelines and will provide a complete budget, project
plan, desired outcomes, conflict resolution and risk mitigation.
CFWR is enthusiastic on the opportunity to bring forward this program to our region in support of small
business and helping them survive and thrive in changing economic times. We look forward to this
opportunity to partner with the Village of Hussar to bring forward this valued program and the
opportunity to present to Council.
We are seeking a Letter of Support to submit with our application on before October 29, 2021 (we have
additional time to align with your Council and Management Meetings as required).
Should you have any questions related to the project you may contact Chantale Sangster, Executive
Director (chantale@albertacf.com) or Wendy Gerbrandt, Community Economic Development Officer
(wendyg@albertacf.com) at 403.934.8888.
We look forward to an opportunity to discuss this initiative in further detail.
Sincerely,
COMMUNITY FUTURES WILD ROSE
Wendy Gerbrandt
Chantale Sangster
Executive Director

Wendy Gerbrandt
CED Officer

Digital Economy
Program
A regional rural
collaboration within
the CF Wild Rose
Region to brings
supports to business

Program
Objectives &
Outcomes

The program can help businesses:
Improve their ability to reach customers online;
Increase sales;
Elevate businesses e-Commerce presence
Participating small businesses will learn to use and
maintain digital tools to adopt eCommerce
practices that are essential to succeed in today’s
competitive environment.

Methodology
CF Wild Rose is proposing to project manage on behalf of 16
municipalities within the region to promote the digital
economy program to rural businesses.
Proposing to hire a team of youth/student marketing
specialists to support businesses in increasing their presence
and their capacity.
Project will begin in approximately December through to
March 31, 2023 - pending confirmation of funding and MOU's.

Municipal Participation
1

Financial Contribution

Provide CFWR the financial
resources to project
management the initiative.
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In-kind Contribution

Assist in marketing/promotion, launch event,
welcome to participate in the walk to
promote the program, provide business list
and area of focus, reporting and feedback

The municipality will be recognized in marketing materials, website, social media
Goal: 400 businesses throughout the region
Business Link Contribution: $18,124 plus in-kind to support the initiative and enabling CF
Wild Rose to leverage the $144,300

Cash Budget - $187,000
Labour: $157,000
Marketing: $5,500
Travel, Meals, Accommodations: $6,100
Technology Requirements: $16,600
Supplies: $1,600

In-kind Budget - $73,000
Labour, Marketing, Travel, Meals,
21

Total Project Value:
$260,000
Business Link:
$144,300
Municipal: $18,124
(cash) & $73,000
(in-kind)
CF Wild Rose:
$24,576

HUSSAR/Wheatland County
MONTHLY MAYOR’S
POLICING REPORT
July/August 2021

Bassano RCMP Detachment
“K” Division
Alberta

Annual Performance Plan (A.P.P.’s) Community Priorities:
Community approved APP’s for your Area
(1) Community engagement
a) Crime Reduction rural crime
(1) Community engagement:
a) Live Communications.
Bassano Detachment continues its live reading program on Tuesdays via Facebook to
connect with our community resident’s youth.
Bassano Detachment continues its live reading program on Facebook to connect with
our community resident’s youth. These videos are now being distributed by Safe
Communities but are still being shared through all media platforms in and around your
communities.
Reading Program
In the month of July/August, we completed 4 reading sessions.
Bassano Crime Tips
Bassano Detachment continues its interactive online program called Bassano’s Friday
Crime tips. These tips are broadcasted via Facebook and have had over 1500 views thus
far. In July/August, we completed four presentations on Rural Crime Prevention.
Bassano Rural Crime Strategy Project
More details below on this project. This will track amount of houses engaged for the
engagement proponents of this plan. 1600 Houses thus far. All houses have been
engaged and we will be doing follow up next quarter.

**Hussar school does not fall in Bassano’s jurisdiction but Bassano RCMP shares its
reading program online with Hussar Bulletin Board**
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(2) Crime Reduction Rural/ Copper Patrols
a. Rural patrols
With recent Covid-19 concerns, Bassano Detachment is determined to stay on top of
helping to prevent crime and be more visible in our rural areas to keep residents safe and
stay engaged. Therefore, we have greatly increased our rural patrol in your areas during
these unprecedented times.

B. Bassano Rural Crime Strategy Project

Techniques utilized
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design [CPTED]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Survey/ consultation conducted with an RCMP member of rural properties.
The utilization of signage (Rural Property Crime Watch Program)
Shared information of best practices & tips of rural crime victimization.
Safety Planning of property assets; gas tanks, vehicles, farm equipment, tools.
Motion activated flood lighting.
Information & consultation on the safe storage of firearms & ammunition
New program spearheaded by Cst. BISSON to help prevent rural crime by environmental
design.

•

Bassano Detachment continues to take rural property crime as its top
priority. Therefore, we have made serious efforts in increasing the amount of
patrols in rural farm properties, the downtown area located in Hussar and
Wheatland County.

b. Copper/ Hot Spot patrols.
Bassano Detachment continues its new intelligence-sharing program to help combat
copper theft in our detachment area. This has helped us identify hot spot areas where we
can allocate more resources to these areas and greatly increase patrols.
• We continue our copper patrols, and have included designated hot spot patrols in your
communities.
*A patrol consists of a minimum of 45 minutes in the said area.
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(3) Community Relations
a. WE ARE NOW OPEN TO THE PUBLIC WITH NEW SAFETY GUIDELINES
FOR CRIMINAL RECORD CHECKS ETC. We still urge residents to call our
administration line for any non-emergency questions or concerns to help prevent
spread (403 641- 3684). PSE Stephanie STOKES is working Monday to Friday to
answers our admin line with any questions or concerns. Please urge residents
with any emergency questions to call 911.

•

We have continued our proactive communication with the public through
monthly news briefs with tips and tricks and Facebook posts.

Hot Spot/ Night Patrols: Due to a rise in break and enters at night, Bassano RCMP
identified two new hot spots in the Town of Hussar and Bassano. * These patrols consist
of police visibility in these areas no earlier than 10:00PM.
(4) Traffic:
Due to Covid-19 concerns, we continue to patrol our roads to keep residents and motorists
safe. We are starting to increase screening for impaired drivers with strict safety
protocols to keep all parties safe.
• * Chart below starts from April 2021- March 31 2022
• R stands for Rosemary, B stands for Bassano, G Gem, H for Hussar
Crime
Total
Night
Year* Night/Hot
prevention =R+B+G+H
R B G H
Hot
to
Patrols
June/July/August
spot
Date
Totals
2021
Rural/Night
188
50 85 23 30
H,B,R
354
37
patrols
*37
Vehicle
May
Total
checked
117
Impaired
impaired
for
3
7
sobriety
Notable occurrences for the Month
New Community Concerns (Update on concerns raised in the past if not yet resolved):
-

CAO Kate BRANDT and Town Council has been instrumental in keeping us informed and
the spread of information flowing as it pertains to Covid-19 and the RCMP’s response.
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Bassano Detachment responded to a total of 269 calls for service during the months
of June/July/August 2021

OCCURRENCES

Year to
Date

June/July
/August
2021

Fiscal April
20- March 31,
2021

June/July/
August
2020

Year Total
2020

Assaults (all categories)

4

8

7

13

Break and Enters
(Residence & Business)

1

3

3

20

Theft of Motor Vehicle

1

2

1

5

Theft Under $ 5000.00

1

2

5

17

Theft Over $ 5000.00

1

1

1

2

Drugs ( Possession )

1

1

0

1

Drugs ( Trafficking )

0

0

0

0

Liquor Act

2

3

1

6

Causing a Disturbance /
Mischief (including public
intoxication)

9

13

18

48

Impaired Driving

4

8

7

15

Other Complaints

24

63

*

351

857

Total Calls for Service

41

269

431

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding this report or any other
community matters, please feel free to contact Cpl. Sebastian ANDREWS
Cpl. Sebastian ANDREWS
Bassano RCMP Detachment
Telephone: (403) 462-4597 email:

Sebastian.andrews@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
The regular meeting of the council of the Village of Hussar was held at the Sundowners’ Senior Centre
on Thursday August 12, 2021, commencing at 7:00 pm
IN ATTENDANCE

Councillors: Corey Fisher, Les Schultz, Tim Frank
Kate Brandt, CAO
7 in person and 1 via. conference call

CALL TO ORDER
ACCEPTANCE OF
AGENDA
2021-08-12-498
DELEGATION

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm

MOVED by Councillor Schultz that the agenda be accepted as presented
CARRIED
RCMP – Cpl. Andrews – Quarterly Mayor’s Report
One person in connection with the break-in at the Hussar store has been
arrested. There were 28 engagement sessions which include Bassano Crime
Tips and reading programs. There is an increase in sexual fraud where young
people are sending naked photos to people that threaten to share them if they
do not pay, trying to make young people aware of the situation. One member
has been transferred to an anti-terrorism crime unit and a new member will
begin in August. There were 4 impaired drivers, 99 tickets were given to
speeders going 140 km/h, 12 motor vehicle collisions, 138 pro-active patrols.
Body worn cameras are being implemented, the federal government will cover
the initial cost of the roll out
Fire Chief – Mike Hager – Fire Department Report
At 27 calls for the year so far, 9 medical, 7 fire calls, 3 motor vehicle collisions, 2
public assists, 2 stand downs and 4 times unable to provide a response. Cluny
hall has been shut down which is increasing the number of calls for the
detachment. The fleet remains unchanged, maintenance has been kept up on
all the trucks. Next year may put in for a bush buggy with the capital budget.
There are 11 members, lost 1 member in the last 6 months and gained 1
member. Operational changes include a new dispatch apparatus. When
dispatch gets a call they look up the nature of the call which includes what is
recommended for that call, this will alleviate too many trucks attending calls.
Wheatland County will install Wi-Fi in all the fire halls and trucks will be fit with
a tablet and an automatic vehicle locator (AVL). Cluny hall put up their
equipment to departments that needed it, Hussar was not in a place to need
anything. They are keeping their bush buggy as it was purchased with funds
raised by the community. One engine may be held as a spare at the County
shop and used if another engine requires repair.
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
JG Water Services Update
This year’s water usage has not increased significantly during the heat wave.
Our water license usage, we are well under our allocated amounts, in the past
we have been 1000-1500 cubes under, last year we were below that and this
year we are back up to around average usage. The shed will be built soon as it
requires a base to elevate it about 6-8 inches higher. The radios were
purchased. The Agri-core well quality of the water was not great and therefore
has never been used, we have not exceeded our usage allocations, so we have
not had to use it. Could consider decommissioning the well. Bulk water system
was discussed.
Water Drainage at 217 2 Avenue West – Brian Wilkie
Concerned about the water drainage coming through their backyard. The alley
slopes toward the house. Council will walk the area to come up with
suggestions to fix the drainage in the back alley.
APPROVAL OF
MINUTES
2021-08-12-499

July 8, 2021 Regular Council Meeting
MOVED by Councillor Frank that the minutes of July 8, 2021 be accepted as
presented
CARRIED

BYLAW REVIEW
2021-08-12-500

Bylaw Review
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to give bylaw 535-21 being the Noise Control
Bylaw first reading
CARRIED

2021-08-12-501

MOVED by Councillor Frank to give bylaw 536-21 being the Records Retention
Bylaw first reading
CARRIED

POLICY REVIEW

Policy Review
The following policy was reviewed without changes:
• 4.9 Overtime Policy

2021-08-12-502

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to advise administration to revise Personnel Policy
4.10 Performance Review as per Council’s direction for approval at a future
regular meeting
CARRIED

BUSINESS
2021-08-12-503
Driveway quote

2 Avenue East Driveway quote
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve quote E508 to fix the driveway at 120 2
Avenue East, expensed from the Village operations account and to install a
sleeve with a cap around the water valve for improved access
CARRIED
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
2021-08-12-504
Tree trimming

Ratify tree trimming quote at campground
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to approve quote for Positive Pruning &
Maintenance to trim all the trees at the campground above 6 feet and low dead
areas as identified and trees at the School property
CARRIED
Campground trees – FORTIS grant
Council discussed trees at the campground and will do a walk around for
further planning on Friday morning at 10 am
Councillor Fisher called a 10-minute recess at 8:52 pm
Councillor Fisher called the meeting back to order at 9:00 pm

2021-08-12-505
AUMA Convention

2021-08-12-506
Weed spray
training
2021-08-12-507
Fence removal
2021-08-12-508
ATCO Franchise fee
renewal

2021-08-12-509
CP Land Purchase

AUMA Convention
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to register two Councillors in person and one
Councillor virtually for the 2021 AUMA Convention
CARRIED
Weed Spraying Training Course
MOVED by Councillor Frank to accept as information at this time

CARRIED

Barbed wire fence extension for removal
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve the request for the barbed wire fence to
be removed from the Village of Hussar boundary by September 30, 2021
CARRIED
ATCO Franchise fee renewal
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to proceed with the renewal of the Natural Gas
Distribution System Franchise Agreement with the following changes:
• 10-year term
• Effective February 1, 2022
• Franchise fee increase from 25% to 27.5%
• Remove Clause 8
CARRIED
CP Land Purchase Discussion
MOVED by Councillor Frank to offer $12,500 to purchase the North portion of
CP property and waive any outstanding amounts that may be on their account
CARRIED
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
2021-08-12-510
Bylaw services

2021-08-12-511
MRF Agreement
2021-08-12-512
WRC Legal
response

Bylaw Services – Wheatland County Draft Agreement
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to formally request that Wheatland County
provide animal control services in the Village of Hussar as per the draft
agreement as presented and to ask if they would be willing to enforce other
bylaws in the Village
CARRIED
MRF Agreement
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to sign the Master Consulting Agreement with MRF
Geosystems Corporation
CARRIED
Wheatland Regional Corporation Legal Response
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to give notice to the Wheatland Regional
Corporation Board to be put on the agenda for the next meeting of
shareholders and directors to discuss Hussar’s departure and distribution of
shares by resolution
CARRIED

DEVELOPMENT
2021-08-12-513
DP 2019-004
extension

DP 2019-004 application for extension
MOVED by Councillor Frank to have the accessory building removed from the
property as per conditions set forth in the initial application and the extension
request. The accessory building must be removed from the property by
November 1, 2021
CARRIED

FINANCIAL
2021-08-12-514

July 2021 Financial Reports
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to accept the July 2021 Bank Reconciliation and
Cheque Listing
CARRIED

2021-08-12-515

FGTF Bank Transfer
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to transfer $100,000 from the Village General
Operating Account to the FGTF Grant Term Account
CARRIED

2021-08-12-516

MOVED by Councillor Schultz to extend the meeting until 12:00 am

2021-08-12-517

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to transfer $145,000 from our Village General
Operating Account to the Village Reserves account
CARRIED

CARRIED
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
2021-08-12-518
Term Accounts

Term Accounts – MSI, FGTF, Reserves
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to transfer the following amounts into term
accounts at Connect First Credit Union:
MSI - $143,448.90 into a 6-month term
FGTF - $150,918.97 into a 6-month term
Reserves - $350,000 into a 6-month term
CARRIED

2021-08-12-519
5 Year Equipment
plan

5 Year Equipment Plan
MOVED by Councillor Schultz to make the changes as discussed to the 5-year
equipment plan and bring back to the next regular Council meeting for approval
CARRIED

COMMITTEE
MEETINGS

Councillor Fisher
Hon. Nathan Cooper, MLA met on August 12, 2021. He asked how the Village is
doing. It was noted that we have lost nearly $1,000,000 on assessment over the
last 2 years in the Village which has impacted us. Let him know we are leaving
the Wheatland Regional Corporation Board. He asked how the campground has
been doing this year and if we are going to have an election. Discussed
dissolution if we do not have 3 councillors running for office, if we become a
hamlet of the County there would be several changes and services that we
would not receive anymore, taxes would decrease until infrastructure projects
were completed and an improvement tax was implemented. After elections he
will come out to a Council meeting. There were discussions around the
proposed Alberta Provincial Police Force. Not being able to requisition for the
new RCMP charge has forced us to increase our taxes and have to explain to
residents why. Discussion about ambulance and the core/flex schedule and
how response times have gone up. They have a high number of fatigue time
booked off. The ambulances get stuck in Calgary on calls. There was an incident
where someone in Strathmore phoned for an ambulance and it took an hour as
they had come from the foothills. They are on track to receive 4800 calls this
year for ambulance services.
Councillor Frank
Drumheller & District Solid Waste Board will have an executive board meeting
on August 19, 2021. Wheatland County will act as host to underwrite the
Transtor Capital Replacement Plan, to apply to the Alberta Capital Finance
Company on our behalf. Will be reviewing the year end audited financials at the
next meeting. Currently reviewing policy and a succession plan.
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
Wheatland Regional Corporation met on July 20, 2021. RFP for consulting
services tender was discussed, it was decided to forego this exercise for a year.
General maintenance ongoing with valve replacement and hydrant repair in
both Rockyford and Standard. Truck-fill station is being fully used now, with
825.13 M3 of water sold in June, up from 572.91 M3 in May. Bringing the
Corporation $6,961.17 dollars in water sales for the truck fill in June. To date
the total labour hours for the corporation are roughly 798 hours less this year
compared to last year, while the total water distribution is 10,466 M3 higher
this year compared to this date last year. Board reviewed 4 potential routes for
water line hookups in Redland, and County will now explore hookup options.
Next Board meeting will be held August 18, 2021.
Hussar Library Board met on July 27, 2021. There are two new members to fill
the positions on the board. The library board will be initiating a Bicycle Safety
Course in cooperation with our Bassano RCMP detachment. Details to be
worked out, and advertisements sent out to Community and surrounding area.
2021-08-12-520

MOVED by Councillor Frank to ratify Nicki Brown and Jennifer Armstrong to our
Hussar Municipal Library Board
CARRIED
Cemetery Board, the path for the Cemetery waterline has been mapped out
and finalized. Clarke has been notified and he is asking if the Village can order
the hose and parts and pay for them through the Cemetery account. He will
supply a list and a supplier and is hoping everything can be shipped to the
Village. Clarke does not have a firm start date at this time.
Councillor Schultz
Strathmore Wheatland Chamber of Commerce received a grant to help with
tourism in the area, Tour 564. They will meet with all the municipalities in the
area and take video and photos in the area to highlight our municipality to
promote tourism.

CAO REPORT
2021-08-12-521
2021-08-12-522

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to build the approach as discussed

CARRIED

MOVED by Councillor Frank to accept the CAO & Public Works reports as
presented
CARRIED
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, August 12, 2021
CORRESPONDENCE
2021-08-12-523

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to accept the following correspondence as
information:
a) RCMP support letters from Alberta municipalities
b) AB Police Advisory Board Quarterly Update
c) Cancellation of Household Hazardous Waste Funding
d) Council Code of Conduct
e) RCMP Retroactive Pay
f) Bill C-21 Changes to the Criminal Code & Firearms Act
g) Green New Deal

CARRIED

CONFIDENTIAL
2021-08-12-524

MOVED by Councillor Fisher that we go into closed session at 11:15 pm as per
section 16(1) to discuss lots on 1st Avenue and section 17(1) to discuss a
personnel matter
CARRIED

2021-08-12-525

MOVED by Councillor Fisher that the meeting come out of closed session at
11:52 pm
CARRIED

2021-08-12-526

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to direct our CAO to contact our Auditor regarding
the discussion we had about the lots on 1st Avenue West
CARRIED

2021-08-12-527

MOVED by Councillor Schultz to change our September 9th meeting to
September 16, 2021

ADJOURNMENT

CARRIED

The meeting was adjourned at 11:54 pm

These minutes approved this _________ day of _____________________________, _______________.

________________________________
Corey Fisher
Mayor

________________________________
Kate Brandt
Chief Administrative Officer
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, September 16, 2021
The regular meeting of the council of the Village of Hussar was held at the Sundowners’ Senior Centre
on Thursday September 16, 2021, commencing at 7:00 pm
IN ATTENDANCE

Councillors: Corey Fisher, Tim Frank
Kate Brandt, CAO
3 in person and 2 via. conference call

CALL TO ORDER
ACCEPTANCE OF
AGENDA
2021-09-16-528

DELEGATION

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm

MOVED by Councillor Frank that the agenda be accepted with the following
addition:
6 (k) September 30, 2021 Truth & Reconciliation – Statutory holiday
CARRIED
Community Futures – Community Business Investment Program -Wendy
Community Business Investment Partnership (CBIP) is a collaborative initiative
to provide an opportunity for municipalities to invest within their business
community. Municipalities provide their businesses with an interest free grant
on loans up to $10,000 over a three-year term. Municipalities establish their
budget to allocate to the program and provide input, guidance and acceptance
of eligible projects. Loan interest on a $10,000 loan is $789.54. Municipalities
reimburses the interest costs to the business at close of the loan term (3 years).
Municipalities establish an annual budget to offset interest costs.
Armstrong Auto – Bay Concrete – Clay Armstrong
Clay presented a quote for a new concrete slab to be poured into his bay. The
bay that was poured at the time of the 2nd Avenue project is too steep and
boats, trailers and low clearance vehicles are unable to go into the bay. Clay has
requested that Council look into the issue.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES
2021-09-16-529

August 12, 2021 Regular Council Meeting
MOVED by Councillor Frank that the minutes of August 12, 2021 be accepted as
presented
CARRIED

BYLAW REVIEW
2021-09-16-530

Bylaw Review
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to give bylaw 535-21 being the Noise Control
Bylaw second reading
CARRIED

2021-09-16-531

MOVED by Councillor Frank to give bylaw 535-21 being the Noise Control Bylaw
third and final reading
CARRIED
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VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, September 16, 2021
2021-09-16-532

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to give bylaw 536-21 being the Records Retention
Bylaw second reading
CARRIED

2021-09-16-533

MOVED by Councillor Frank to give bylaw 536-21 being the Records Retention
Bylaw third and final reading
CARRIED

POLICY REVIEW
2021-09-16-534

Policy Review
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve policy 4.10 Performance Review Policy
CARRIED
The following policy was reviewed without changes:
• 4.11 Disciplinary Action Policy
• 4.12 Vehicle Use Policy

2021-09-16-535

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to adopt policy 5.10 Information and Records
Management
CARRIED

BUSINESS
2021-09-16-536
Seismic Testing

Seismic Testing
MOVED by Councillor Frank to sign the Permit to conduct geophysical
operations in the Village

2021-09-16-537
Cemetery Mapping

Cemetery Mapping
MOVED by Councillor Frank to purchase the Cemetery Administration program
through MuniSoft
CARRIED

2021-09-16-538
Campground trees

2021-09-16-539
Policing Priorities

CARRIED

Campground trees plan
MOVED by Councillor Frank to purchase and plant the lilac trees at the
campground with our Fortis Grant this year and purchase the bigger trees in the
spring
CARRIED
Policing Priorities
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to advise Wheatland County that our Policing
Priorities for the Village of Hussar are:
• Community Engagement (Rural)
• Contribute to Safe Roads
• Crime Reduction (Rural Property Crime)
CARRIED
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2021-09-16-540
Light up the Night

2021-09-16-541
Bulk Water

7th Annual Light up the Night
MOVED by Councillor Frank that the 7th Annual Light up the Night event will be
held December 4, 2021 to January 1, 2022 be approved with the condition that
the area be cleaned of all lights and decorations by March 31, 2022. Sites can
be set up starting November 1, 2021
CARRIED
Bulk Water System
MOVED by Councillor Frank to have JG Water Services provide a quote to install
a simplified bulk water system coming off the main distribution line and camera
system and to get a quote for a standby generator
CARRIED

2021-09-16-542
Training Courses

Training Courses
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve our CAO take the Leading Strategic
Planning course in October 2021
CARRIED

2021-09-16-543

MOVED by Councillor Fisher to accept as information at this time

2021-09-16-544
2nd Ave Alley
Drainage

2nd Avenue West Alley - Drainage
MOVED by Councillor Frank to install parking curbs along the north side of the
alley behind the property owners house so the water does not run into
neighbouring yards
CARRIED

2021-09-16-545
WHMB
2021-09-16-546
LUB Review

2021-09-16-547
Truth &
Reconciliation

CARRIED

Wheatland Housing Management Body
MOVED by Councillor Frank to invite Wheatland Housing Management Body to
have a conversation with us about affordable housing tools and the important
role of seniors housing in our community at our December meeting
CARRIED
Land Use Bylaw Review
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to provide Palliser with the changes to the Land
Use Bylaw Part 7 as discussed
CARRIED
Truth & Reconciliation Day
MOVED by Councillor Frank that the Village of Hussar will not recognize
September 30, National Day of Truth and Reconciliation, as a statutory holiday
CARRIED
Councillor Fisher called a 10-minute recess at 9:13 pm
Councillor Fisher called the meeting back to order at 9:20 pm
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DEVELOPMENT
2021-09-16-548
DP 2021-007 Home
Occupation

DP 2021-007 Home Occupation
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve Development Permit 2021-007 for
Home Occupation at 205 3 Avenue E as per the development permit
application. The application is approved for 1 year, at which time the
Development officer may allow the continuance of the use
CARRIED

2021-09-16-549
DP 2021-008
Accessory BuildingFabric Covered

DP 2021-008 Accessory Building – Fabric Covered
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve Development Permit 2021-008 for the
construction of an accessory building – fabric covered – car port at 206 2nd
Avenue West as per the development permit application with the following
conditions:
a. Approval is subject to the appropriate appeal period under the Land
Use Bylaw; and
b. The applicant is required to obtain all appropriate safety codes permits
c. Must be a minimum of 6ft from the principal building and 1m from the
property line and 3m (10ft) from flammable material
d. Shall be kept in good condition and shall not cause or create a nuisance
by way of noise, vibration, etc. and the privacy and enjoyment of
adjacent properties shall be preserved and the amenities of the
neighbourhood maintained
CARRIED

2021-09-16-550
DP 2021-009
Accessory BuildingFabric Covered

DP 2021-009 Accessory Building – Fabric Covered
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to approve Development Permit 2021-009 for the
construction of an accessory building – fabric covered – shed at 206 2nd Avenue
West as per the development permit application with the following conditions:
a. Approval is subject to the appropriate appeal period under the Land
Use Bylaw; and
b. The applicant is required to obtain all appropriate safety codes permits
c. Must be a minimum of 6ft from the principal building and 1m from the
property line and 3m (10ft) from flammable material
d. Shall be kept in good condition and shall not cause or create a nuisance
by way of noise, vibration, etc. and the privacy and enjoyment of
adjacent properties shall be preserved and the amenities of the
neighbourhood maintained
CARRIED

2021-09-16-551
DP 2021-010
Accessory Building

DP 2021-010 Accessory Building
MOVED by Councillor Fisher to approve Development Permit 2021-010 for the
construction of an accessory building – garage at 219 3rd Avenue West as per
the development permit application with the following conditions:
a. The applicant is required to obtain all appropriate safety codes permits
CARRIED
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2021-09-16-552
DP 2021-011
Accessory Building

DP 2021-011 Accessory Building
MOVED by Councillor Frank to approve Development Permit 2021-011 for the
relocation of an accessory building – shed at 219 3rd Avenue West as per the
development permit application with the following conditions:
a. The applicant is required to obtain all appropriate safety codes permits
b. The applicant is required to join both lots under one land title
CARRIED

FINANCIAL
2021-09-16-553

August 2021 Financial Reports
MOVED by Councillor Frank to accept the August 2021 Bank Reconciliation and
Cheque Listing
CARRIED

COMMITTEE
MEETINGS

Councillor Frank
Drumheller & District Solid Waste Board met on August 19, 2021 with an
executive meting on September 15, 2021. Audited financial statements were
discussed. Closure reserve fund amounts being an integral part of the
statement is being looked at in greater detail. Though it is hard to project what
our closure costs will be roughly 65 years from now. I will endeavour to begin a
complete report to our council from SAWEA board next meeting.
Wheatland Regional Corporation met on August 18, September 14, and
September 15, 2021. Phase 3 to Rosebud is now complete and the last invoice
has been paid out on the project. WRC and Wheatland County are in discussion
about resident hookups in Redland. Board discussed and accepted information
from their accountants in regard to Hussar stepping off WRC Board as
information only. They are seeking legal opinion on future share allocation and
shareholder agreement in regard to voting rights after Hussar leaves. October
may be Hussar’s last month in the Wheatland Regional Corporation.
Hussar Library Board has contacted Cpl. Andrews of the Bassano RCMP
detachment to set a date for our bicycle safety course for kids in the Village and
surrounding area. Date and time will be announced and promoted. The Hussar
Municipal Library has received its yearly grant from Wheatland County. Our
board wishes to give Wheatland County our appreciation and heartfelt thanks
for the funds. Our book locker is working well, and Library memberships will be
automatically renewed for all users in October.
Cemetery Board an email has been sent out to Cemetery Board seeking their
opinion on a final Cemetery cleanup before winter. This is also in response to
the new COVID state of emergency and restrictions. Awaiting replies. I have no
news concerning proposed waterline, or Columbarium base projects
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Wheatland Regional Partnership meeting was held September 7, 2021 in
Hussar. Rob Witty director of WADEMSA gave a very detailed briefing to the
group concerning the Core/flex shift issue. Further general discussion by group
about the availability of ambulances in our Rural areas, and in Strathmore as
well. The Strathmore Handi-bus Association gave a presentation to our group,
about its need for stabilized funding. Members requested more detailed
financial information from the group before being able to commit funds at this
time. Alice Booth assured group that more information could and would be
provided forthwith. A Canadian Badlands update was given to the group by
Donna Biggar. Community updates were provided on behalf of Wheatland
County, Rockyford, Strathmore, Standard and Hussar
Councillor Fisher
WADEMSA had a special meeting on August 30, 2021 to discuss the ambulance
system resource issues. Working on getting a meeting with all 4 MLAs in the
area. With the new restrictions the meeting will likely be virtual. Rob received
an email from the acting fire chief from Town of Strathmore Fire Department,
his administration is asking him to evaluate all options for 911 call answer and
fire dispatch services. If the Town pulls out it may impact the dispatch services
but with the new increase on cell phones for dispatch fees could offset some of
the costs and the Villages and County could consider an increase per capita. The
dispatch also has a work alone program for bylaw officers or those travelling for
meetings.
Canadian Badlands had a special meeting on September 13, 2021. 33
representatives needed to be present. They provided an overview of the
Twenty31 report. The motion to dissolve Canadian Badlands Limited was
brought forward. The motion passed. Everyone is still able to use the title
“Canadian Badlands”, Travel Alberta will still use it to promote the region.
Everyone who paid the requisition for the year will be paid back.
CAO REPORT
2021-09-16-554

MOVED by Councillor Frank to spread asphalt on 2nd Street East at the same
time that we work on the approach
CARRIED

2021-09-16-555

MOVED by Councillor Frank to accept the CAO, Public Works and JG Water
Services reports as presented
CARRIED

CORRESPONDENCE
2021-09-16-556

MOVED by Councillor Frank to contact Service Line Warranties to get more
information
CARRIED
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The following correspondence was reviewed:
a) RCMP support letters & RCMP Retroactive Pay
b) Alberta Municipal Affairs Notice of a detailed assessment audit
c) 2020 Red Tape Reduction Report
d) Service Line Warranties service program
ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 10:38 pm

These minutes approved this _________ day of _____________________________, _______________.

________________________________
Corey Fisher
Mayor

________________________________
Kate Brandt
Chief Administrative Officer
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SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
Thursday, September 30, 2021
The special meeting of the council of the Village of Hussar was held in Council Chambers on Thursday
September 30, 2021, commencing at 4:30 pm
IN ATTENDANCE

Councillors: Corey Fisher, Tim Frank, Les Schultz
Kate Brandt, CAO

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 4:30 pm

ACCEPTANCE OF
AGENDA
2021-09-30-556
BUSINESS
2021-09-30-557
Advance Vote

2021-09-30-558
Salary for election
workers
ADJOURNMENT

MOVED by Councillor Schultz that the agenda be accepted as presented
CARRIED
Advance Voting
MOVED by Councillor Frank to hold an advance vote for the Senate and
Referendum at:
Location: Sundowners Senior Centre
Date: Friday October 8, 2021 from 9 am to 12 pm
CARRIED
Salary for election workers
MOVED by Councillor Fisher that we pay 2 people to work the elections at a
wage of $20.00 per hour
CARRIED
The meeting was adjourned at 4:42 pm

These minutes approved this _________ day of _____________________________, _______________.

________________________________
Corey Fisher
Mayor

________________________________
Kate Brandt
Chief Administrative Officer
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Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Bylaw Review

Agenda Item Number:

6a.

BACKGROUND
The following bylaws are attached for review:
•
•

521-18 Unsightly Premises
520 Public Notification Bylaw

As per Policy & Bylaw review policy – Bylaws that are reviewed by Council with no amendments do
not require a resolution but a note shall appear in the Minutes listing all bylaws that were reviewed at
that meeting

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion to accept as information at this time

2. Motion for Administration to revise ____ bylaw as per Council direction for approval at a
future regular meeting.

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Policy Review

Agenda Item Number:

6b.

BACKGROUND
The following bylaws are attached for review:
•

5.11 Asset Disposal Policy

As per Policy & Bylaw review policy – Policies that are reviewed by Council with no amendments do
not require a resolution but a note shall appear in the Minutes listing all policies that were reviewed
at that meeting
Adopt policy 5.11 Asset Disposal Policy

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to Adopt policy 5.11 Asset Disposal Policy
2. Motion for administration to revise ______policy as per Council’s direction for approval at a
future regular meeting.
3. Motion to approve _________policy with the changes

Village of Hussar
Municipal Policy Handbook

Administrative Policy 5.11

Asset Disposal Policy
Date Approved by Council:

Resolution:

Review Date: March (with Tangible Capital Assets)

Related Bylaws: N/A

Amendments:

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to ensure the best method of asset disposal for any asset that has outlived
their useful lives and/or are no longer required for operational reasons.

Objectives

The objectives of the asset disposal policy are to:
• Safeguard the Village’s assets against inappropriate disposal or loss
• Ensure that the disposal is advertised to the public (if applicable)
• Ensure that all people who are interested in the asset have an equal opportunity to purchase
the asset
• Ensure that assets are sold at no less than fair market value unless otherwise approved by
Council
• Improve and enhance the control over asset disposal

General Guidelines

DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
In assessing the asset considered for disposal, the following should be considered:
• Asset can still deliver the services at acceptable quality level
• Asset can still deliver services effectively and efficiently
• Asset has reached the end of its useful life
• Asset has become uneconomical to operate and maintain
• The technology of the assets is outdated
• Assets have negative effects on the community and environments
APPROVAL OF ASSET DISPOSAL
“Schedule A” Asset Disposal Forms will be presented to Council during a regular council meeting. Council
shall be responsible for assessing and approving the asset disposal through a resolution.
ADVERTISEMENT
If applicable, the approved disposal shall be publicly advertised through the appropriate media as
specified in the asset disposal form. “Schedule A”.

Administrative Policy 5.11
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DISPOSAL METHODS
The following methods of disposal shall be used:
• Public Auction
The advantages of auctions:
o The process is open to the public
o It may maximize the number of potential buyers when selling the assets
o All potential buyers have equal opportunities to purchase the assets.
o The transaction may be settled at fair market value.
The disadvantages of auctions:
o The commission fees may be higher than the selling fees for private sales.
o The marketing fees for public auction may be higher than private sales
• Trade-in
The disposed asset may be traded-in on purchasing new assets. This method is applicable to the
vehicles and equipment categories of assets. The CAO is responsible for receiving a trade-in quote
from the vendor and must ensure the value is fair and reasonable. The trade-in value must be
approved by Council before entering into the trade-in agreement
• Tender
The value of the disposed assets and the prospect of maximizing the disposal value need to be
considered when selecting this method. A reserved bid shall be set for all assets proposed to be
disposed by this method. The tenders shall be advertised for two consecutive weeks. The results of
the tender shall be presented to Council with a recommendation of the successful bidder.
If all received tenders are below the predetermined reserved bid, a request for decision shall be
prepared and submitted to Council requesting to dispose an asset below the reserve bid to the
highest bidder.
• Donation
Surplus assets can be donated to registered charities, not-for-profit organizations, and other
governments. The transfer of the disposed asset shall be approved by Council before transferring
the ownership and physical assets.
• Other
Other methods of disposal may be utilized as authorized by the CAO and Council

Village of Hussar
Municipal Policy Handbook
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SCHEDULE A: ASSET DISPOSAL FORM

Type of Asset

SECTION A: INFORMATION ABOUT THE DISPOSED ASSET

Description of the Asset
Serial Number
Date Acquired
Original Cost
Expected Useful Life
Estimated Fair Value
SECTION B: PROPOSED DISPOSAL PLAN
Estimated Date of
Disposal
Reason for Disposal
Advertisement Plan
Disposal Method
Disposal Value
Purchaser Name

Other Comments

SECTION C: APPROVAL OF DISPOSAL
Chief Administrative Officer Signature: ___________________________________________
DATE: ______________________________________________________________________

MOTION:

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Council
October 14, 2021
AUMA Resolutions

Agenda Item Number:

7.a

BACKGROUND:
The resolutions will be considered during the 2021 AUMA Convention, taking place November 17-19.
We recommend councils review resolutions in advance of Convention, so that you are prepared to
participate in the debate and voting process.
We are currently planning for an in-person event, but are continually monitoring the situation around
COVID-19 and will follow public health orders that are in place at the time.
New this year, a virtual option is available for those who would like to attend from their office or
home. Virtual attendees will have access to all plenary sessions, including the Resolutions Session. All
registered elected officials representing regular members are eligible to vote virtually for elections
and resolutions.

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion to accept as information at this time
2. Motion to vote in favor of the following resolutions ___________
3. Motion to vote against the following resolutions ______________

2021 Resolutions Book
VERSION 1 – SEPTEMBER 23, 2021

Resolutions for discussion at the 2021 Annual Convention
Alberta Urban Municipalities Association
2021 Convention
Edmonton, Alberta
November 17-19
Resolutions Session
Thursday, November 18
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About Resolutions
Alberta Urban Municipalities Association (“AUMA”) represents over 260 municipalities that
face a wide variety of complex issues. AUMA’s vision is to be a change agent that
enables municipalities to be a fully engaged order of government with the capacity to
build thriving communities. AUMA’s mission is to be the voice of our member
municipalities and provide visionary leadership, solutions-based advocacy and service
excellence.
As part of fulfilling our vision and mission, AUMA conducts an annual resolutions
process that enables member municipalities to identify and prioritize common issues
and solutions and empower AUMA’s Board of Directors to advocate to the federal and
provincial governments on members’ behalf. This process includes a Resolutions Session
at AUMA’s Convention where members vote on the resolutions submitted.
As set out in AUMA’s Resolutions Policy, a resolution must address a topic of concern affecting
municipalities on a regional or provincial level, and must be approved by the council of the
sponsoring municipality and seconded by an additional municipal council. A resolution must
not direct one or more municipalities to adopt a particular course of action or policy but must
be worded as a request for consideration of an issue, including a call for action, by the AUMA.
Resolutions adopted by members annually at Convention are typically active for three years.
AUMA administration, standing committees and the Board take action to develop and
implement advocacy strategies for each resolution. Given the scope, complexity and volume of
issues facing municipalities, AUMA uses a framework to prioritize where it invests our collective
efforts.
All resolutions from the current year and the six previous years, including those that are both
active and expired, are posted in the Resolutions Library on AUMA’s website. Resolutions are
categorized under five advocacy subject areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Economic
Environment
Governance
Infrastructure
Social
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AUMA Resolutions Policy
POLICY NO. AP002 – Revised December 2020
PURPOSE
1. AUMA represents over 260 municipalities that face a wide variety of complex
issues. AUMA’s vision is to be a change agent that enables municipalities to be a
fully engaged order of government with the capacity to build thriving
communities. AUMA’s mission is to be the voice of urban municipalities and
provide visionary leadership, solutions-based advocacy and service excellence.
2. As part of fulfilling our vision and mission, AUMA conducts a resolutions process
that enables Member municipalities to identify and prioritize common issues and
solutions that empower AUMA’s Board of Directors to advocate to the federal and
provincial governments on Members’ behalf.
3. The purpose of the Resolutions policy (‘the Policy”) is to establish a clear and
consistent process for resolutions that aligns with AUMA’s broader advocacy
initiatives.
DEFINITIONS
4. In this Policy:
a. “Advocacy” means the wide variety of actions undertaken by AUMA to address
municipal issues.
b. “AUMA” means the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association.
c. “AUMA Administration” means AUMA employees.
d. “Board” means the AUMA Board of Directors.
e. “Board Member” refers to a Member of the AUMA Board of Directors.
f. “CEO” means the Chief Executive Officer of AUMA.
g. “Committee” means a standing Committee of the Board or an ad-hoc
Committee established by the Board.
h. “Convention” means the annual Convention held by AUMA to conduct the
business of the Association, consider resolutions, and provide opportunities for
education and networking.
i. “Elected Representative” refers to an elected representative of a Member of AUMA.
j. “Member” refers to a Regular Member of AUMA.
k. “Political Capital” refers to the goodwill, trust and influence a political
figure/organization has with the public and other political figures/organizations.
l. “Regular Member” means any city, town, village, summer village, and
specialized municipality that has been classified as a Regular Member in
accordance with Article IV of the AUMA Bylaws.
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m. Resolutions Book” means the electronic document that includes

resolutions to be considered at Convention.
POLICY
Call for Resolutions

5. No later than January 31 of each year, AUMA issues a call for resolutions to be
considered at AUMA’s Convention during the Resolutions Session.
6. The call includes information on:
a. AUMA’s resolutions policy and process, including a resolution writing guide and
template;
b. AUMA’s prioritization policy and process, so that Members understand how
AUMA identifies the level of engagement it invests in various issues;
c. Strategic initiatives approved by the Board, so Members are aware of where
AUMA is focusing its attention and resources; and
d. The Resolutions Library, so Members are aware of past resolutions and AUMA
activities, as well as resolutions that are due to expire at that year’s Convention as
per Section 61 of this policy.
Movers and Seconders
7. Resolutions may be sponsored by:
a. A single Member’s council. Resolutions sponsored by a single Member must be
seconded by another Member’s council;
b. The councils of a group of Members. All group-sponsored resolutions are deemed
to be seconded; or
c. The Board.
8. The sponsor of a resolution is deemed to have moved the resolution and is referred
to as the “mover”.
Research and Writing
9. As outlined by the template in Appendix A, each resolution shall be written in the
following format:
a. A concise title, which specifies the issue in the resolution;
b. A preamble of “WHEREAS” clauses, which provide a clear, brief, and factual context
for the operative clause;
c. An operative clause, which clearly sets out what the resolution is meant to achieve
and the proposal for action; and
d. Background information, which provides further context as to why the issue is
important to Alberta municipalities.
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10. The mover has primary responsibility for researching and drafting the resolution.
11. Members are encouraged to seek initial advice from AUMA Administration on
resolution topics and sources of information, as well as feedback on the format,
accuracy, and clarity of draft resolutions.
Submission
12. Resolutions must be submitted to AUMA Administration no later than May 31 of each
year.
13. AUMA’s CEO may grant an extension of the deadline if:
a. Convention is scheduled later than Thanksgiving Day in any year; or
b. Conditions prevent Members from submitting resolutions by the deadline (e.g.
emergency events.)
14. Resolutions must be submitted:
a. Electronically, as specified in the call for resolutions;
b. In the format specified by the template in Appendix A;
c. With minutes that show proof of the moving and seconding councils’ approvals as
required in Section 7; and
d. In adherence to the guidelines presented in this policy.
Emergent Resolutions
15. A resolution related to a matter of an urgent nature arising after the resolution
deadline may be considered as “emergent” on a case-by-case basis.
16. The criteria of an emergent resolution are that it must:
a. Deal with an issue of concern to Alberta municipalities that has arisen after the
resolution deadline, or just prior to the resolution deadline, such that Members
could not submit it as a regular resolution;
b. Have a critical aspect that needs to be addressed before the next Convention; and
c. Comply with the guidelines for resolutions set out in this policy.
17. Members wishing to move emergent resolutions shall provide notice to AUMA
Administration as soon as possible with a deadline of the first day of Convention.
18. Emergent resolutions must be submitted:
a. Electronically, as specified in the call for resolutions;
b. In the format specified by the template in Appendix A;
c. Along with minutes that show proof of the moving council’s approval and
d. In adherence to the guidelines presented in this policy.
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19. The proposed resolution will be deemed to have met the criteria of an emergent
resolution by either:
a. AUMA’s Board, if the proposed emergent resolution is submitted before the final
Board meeting prior to Convention; or
b. AUMA’s Executive Committee, if the proposed emergent resolution is submitted
after the final Board meeting prior to Convention.
20. If the Board or Executive Committee determines the resolution meets the criteria of
an emergent resolution, the Board or Executive Committee will second the
resolution.
21. If the resolution receives approval for consideration after the Convention Guide is
sent to be published, the mover will provide AUMA with 1,000 printed copies of the
resolution.
22. Emergent resolutions accepted by the AUMA Board or Executive Committee shall be
added to the Resolution Session Agenda following the Category C resolutions as
defined in Section 24(a).
AUMA Review
23. AUMA Administration will review resolutions as they are submitted and advise
movers if a resolution:
a. Could trigger any of the criteria set out in Section 27;
b. Addresses a topic covered by an already active resolution;
c. Contradicts existing AUMA policy;
d. Should be combined with a similar resolution being moved by another municipality;
or
e. Has any further deficiencies such as:
i. Absence of any indication of the resolution being endorsed by the council of
the moving and seconding municipality;
ii. Unclear, contradictory, incorrect, or misleading statements;
iii. Lack of enough background information to justify the action being proposed;
or
iv. Incorrect formatting.
24. AUMA Administration will compile resolutions into a draft Resolutions Book that:
a. Categorizes resolutions as follows:
i. Category A – position papers moved by the Board;
ii. Category B – issues that relate to AUMA’s strategic initiatives; or
iii. Category C – other issues of potential interest to Alberta municipalities.
Resolutions within these categories may be grouped by theme. (e.g. governance,
infrastructure, safe and healthy communities)
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b. Proposes AUMA comments on each resolution relating to:
i. Whether and how the resolution relates to an existing AUMA position or
strategic initiative; and
ii. Other considerations that may affect AUMA’s ability to act on the resolution.
c.

Identifies resolutions that potentially trigger the criteria set out in Section 28.

25. AUMA’s Municipal Governance Committee will review and recommend any
amendments to the draft Resolutions Book as required, including proposed
comments and any Section 28 concerns.
26. The draft Resolutions Book will then be forwarded to the Board for consideration.
27. To preserve AUMA’s credibility, the Board reserves the right to ensure issues raised by
resolutions to be considered at Convention are related to municipal interests and do
not:
a. Involve conflicts between individual municipalities;
b. Involve conflicts between individual municipalities and citizens, other organizations,
etc.;
c. Involve internal issues of a municipality;
d. Promote the interests of individual businesses;
e. Direct a municipality to take a course of action;
f. Result in the perception that AUMA is partisan and supports a political party or
candidate; or
g. Lack the clarity required to determine the issue and/or what is being asked of the
AUMA.
28. If Section 27 conditions exist, the Board may reject the proposed resolution and
notify the mover with an explanation of why the resolution will not appear in the
Resolutions Book.
29. The mover of a rejected resolution may appeal the decision by bringing forward a
motion at the Resolutions Session for the resolution to be considered, and the
decision can be reversed by 2/3 majority of votes cast.
30. The AUMA will electronically publish and distribute the Resolutions Book to Members
at least eight (8) weeks prior to Convention to give councils enough time to review
and discuss the resolutions.
31. Resolutions are also published in the Resolutions Library on AUMA’s website and
distributed at Convention.
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Resolutions Session
32. All procedures at the Resolutions Session will be governed by Robert’s Rules of Order
as modified by this policy.
33. As provided in AUMA’s Bylaws, quorum for all proceedings at a Resolutions Session
will be comprised of Elected Representatives of 25% of AUMA’s Regular Members.
34. Prior to the beginning of the Resolutions Session, the Resolutions Session Chair will
ask for a motion from the floor to adopt the Resolutions Session Agenda as presented
in the Convention Guide, with the addition of any emergent resolutions submitted
after the guide was published.
35. Amendments from the floor to the Resolutions Session Agenda will be accepted
when duly moved and seconded.
36. The motion to approve the Resolutions Session Agenda will be passed by a simple
majority of votes cast. A 2/3 majority of the votes cast will be required to approve
amendments to the Resolutions Session Agenda.
37. If there are no amendments to the Resolutions Session Agenda, resolutions will be
debated in the order they are presented in the Convention Guide. No further
amendments to the approved Agenda will be accepted.
38. So long as there is quorum (Section 33), the Resolutions Session shall not be closed
until all resolutions listed in the agenda are debated and voted upon, or the allotted
time for the Resolutions Session has expired, unless the majority of delegates present
vote to extend the allotted time.
39. Resolutions which are not debated at a Resolutions Session because of insufficient
time or lack of quorum will be considered by the Board following the Convention.
Adoption
40. The Resolutions Session Chair will introduce each proposed resolution by indicating
its number, title, the names of the mover and seconder, and the operative clause.
41. A mover may withdraw a proposed resolution when the resolution is introduced. In
this event, the Resolutions Session Chair shall declare the resolution withdrawn and
no further debate or comments will be allowed.
42. Resolutions that are moved by the Board must be seconded from the floor by an
Elected Representative of a Member.
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43. A spokesperson from the mover will then have up to two (2) minutes to speak to the
resolution.
44. Next, AUMA comments on member-moved resolutions may be presented by a Board
Member.
45. These comments must be approved in advance by the Board.
46. The Resolutions Session Chair will then open debate by calling for a speaker in
opposition, seeking clarification or proposing an amendment.
47. Speakers will have a two (2) minute time limit and shall not speak more than once on
any one question.
48. If no one rises to speak in opposition, for clarification, or to propose an amendment
to a resolution, the question will be immediately called.
49. As provided in the AUMA Bylaws, the persons entitled to speak to a resolution during
the Resolutions Session are:
a. Elected Representatives in attendance whose municipalities are Regular Members
of AUMA in good standing.
b. In the event a Regular Member is unable to be represented at the Resolutions
Session by an Elected Representative, an official appointed by motion of the
Council to represent it, if notice of such appointment is submitted in writing to
AUMA’s CEO at least three (3) days prior to the date of the Resolutions Session.
c. Upon a motion from the floor, or at the discretion of the Resolution Session Chair,
a representative of an Associate Member as defined in AUMA’s bylaws.
50. No debate on accompanying background material and information for resolutions is
allowed.
51. When no opposing position speaker is available, the Resolutions Session Chair will
declare the end of the debate and the spokesperson from the mover will be allowed
one (1) minute for the closing of debate.
52. Amendments, including “minor amendments” should be submitted in writing to the
Resolutions Session Chair prior to the amendment being introduced, but verbal
amendments will also be accepted from the floor.
53. Amendments must be seconded from the floor or they do not proceed.
54. Debate procedures for an amendment shall be the same as for a resolution as set out
in Sections 43 to 51.
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55. The conflict of interest guidelines for council votes, as outlined in the Municipal
Government Act, shall also apply to Convention resolution votes for all delegates. It is
incumbent upon each delegate to adhere to these guidelines.
56. Voting may, at the discretion of the Resolutions Session Chair, be by:
a. electronic device;
b. a show of hands of eligible voters; or
c. paper ballot.
57. The number of votes necessary for any resolution to pass is a simple majority of votes
cast for that resolution (50% plus one vote).
Action on Adopted Resolutions
58. All adopted resolutions will be sent to the relevant provincial and/or federal ministry
or organization for response.
59. Further advocacy on resolutions will be recommended to the Board by the relevant
Committee based on analysis completed using the Prioritization and Levels of
Engagement Frameworks in Appendix B.
60. Category A resolutions are considered active until the Board deems them to be
complete or inactive.
61. Category B and C resolutions have an active life of up to three (3) years if not
completed before then, following which they are deemed inactive.
62. Members or the Board may sponsor renewal of a resolution that is going to expire.
POLICY REVIEW
63. This Policy will be reviewed annually. Any required changes will be presented to the
AUMA Board for approval.
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APPENDICES
A. Resolution Template
B. Prioritization and Levels of Engagement Frameworks
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APPENDIX A
Resolution Template
Title of resolution:
Moved by:
Seconded by:
WHEREAS the purpose of the “Whereas” clauses is to clearly and succinctly describe the issue or
opportunity that the resolution is bringing forward, and identify why the subject is relevant to
Alberta municipalities;
WHEREAS the clauses should identify whether the issue involves the need for information sharing,
policy changes, legislative/regulatory change or a combination thereof, and refer to specific
documents and sections whenever possible;
WHEREAS depending on the complexity of the issue, including roughly five “Whereas” clauses is
ideal;
WHEREAS further information can be included in the background; and
WHEREAS these clauses should lead logically to the operative clause.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate for ……This operative clause is the call
to action. It usually includes a request for the Government of Alberta, Government of Canada or
another organization to act. This is the most important part of the resolution and should be written
clearly, so there is no doubt as to what action is being requested.
BACKGROUND:
No preamble can be comprehensive enough to give a full account of the situation that gave rise to
the resolution. In all cases, supplementary or background information (1 to 2 pages max.) is
necessary.
The background should answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the impact of the issue on Alberta municipalities and how many municipalities
are impacted? (Provide examples and/or statistics where possible.)
What priority should the resolution be given?
Does the issue and call to action relate to one of AUMA’s strategic initiatives?
Has the issue been addressed by AUMA in response to a resolution or otherwise in the past
and what was the outcome?
Have other associations or groups acted on this issue, or are they considering action? (e.g.
Is a similar resolution being considered by the Rural Municipalities of Alberta?)
What other considerations are involved? (e.g. Does the proposed action align with goals
of the provincial or federal government, or other organizations?)
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APPENDIX B
Prioritization Framework
Questions

Sample considerations

Does the issue relate to
AUMA’s strategic
initiatives?

•

Will action on the issue contribute towards
realizing the goals of the strategic
initiative or will it lead to scope creep
without adding value?

Is the issue within
municipal jurisdiction?

•

Is the issue exclusive to municipalities or
does it also involve federal or provincial
government?

What is the impact on
Members and how many
Members are impacted?

•

Is this a significant issue to a single
Member or to many Members?

•

If the issue only impacts a few Members
today, does it have the potential to impact
more Members in the future?

Will engagement in this
issue build or deplete
political capital?

•

Does the issue align with the priorities of
the government of the day?

•

Or, will we have to push to get it onto the
agenda or actively counter their agenda?

Does the issue involve the
need for

•

The answer to this question will influence
the time, resources and chances for
success.

•

In general, changes to legislation requires
more time and effort than changes to
regulations.

•

Requests for funding must consider that
federal and provincial governments face
funding constraints.

•

Does AUMA have the expertise on staff, on
the Board/Committees, among Members
to add value?

•

Information sharing?

•

Funding?

•

Policy Change?

•

Legislative/regulatory
change?

•

All of the above?

Is there an opportunity for
AUMA to add value to this
issue?
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Analysis

•

AUMA is often best positioned to provide
input on higher level principles and only
has the capacity to engage at a detailed
technical level on a limited number of
issues.

What are timelines
involved?

What are the chances of
success?

Does AUMA have the
capacity to respond
effectively?

•

Are there other organizations that have
greater expertise and credibility on the
issue?

•

Is it better for municipalities to respond
directly, or is a collective response
needed?

•

Is there time to seek input from
Members/Committees and seek approval
from the Board?

•

In other words, is there time to determine
a collective response, or should AUMA just
let Members know about an issue and let
them respond individually?

Given the answers to the above questions:
•

How likely will AUMA’s advocacy on an
issue result in tangible benefits for
Members?

•

Has the relevant decision maker (i.e.
provincial or federal government)
indicated they are open to making
changes? Has a consultation process been
initiated?

Given the answers to the above questions:
•

Would action on this issue take time and
resources away from key priorities?

•

Does AUMA have the time and resources
to conduct appropriate analysis, engage
Members, build partnerships, create
meaningful solutions and report back to
Members on this issue?
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Conclusion
Based on the analysis above, what should AUMA’s level of engagement* be on this
issue?
What action should be taken?
How will the action be reported?

*As outlined in the Levels of Engagement Framework
Levels of Engagement Framework
Level of
Engagement

Potential Actions

Reporting

Low – Inform

•

Article in AUMA’s newsletter.

•

•

Informal email or phone call at the
administrative level on issues that can be
quickly resolved.

Information item for a
Committee or Board

•

Update to AUMA’s
Resolutions Library

•

Updates to the
relevant AUMA
Committee.

•

Updates to Members
through the AUMA’s
newsletter and
Resolutions Library.

•

Regular updates at to
Board and relevant
AUMA Committee.

•

Updates to Members
through AUMA’s
newsletter, website
and events.

Medium –
Contribute

•

Monitoring for potential future impacts.

•

Briefing Note or Request for Decision
through a Committee seeking direction or
a recommendation to AUMA’s Board. As a
result, further action may be taken
including:
o Letters

o Meetings

o Presentations to Committees
o Webinars
High – Lead

•

Develop and implement an advocacy
strategy.
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2021 Resolutions
Category B - Issues related to
AUMA’s strategic initiatives
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B1: Creating Jobs Through Remediating and Redeveloping
Brownfields
Moved by: Town of Calmar
Seconded by: City of Medicine Hat
WHEREAS the Alberta government has not provided support and funding to local
governments to remediate brownfields;
WHEREAS the current process to discover, investigate, remediate, and redevelop
brownfields is onerous, costly, and frustrating for local governments and does not
encourage and incentivize the private sector to redevelop brownfields;
WHEREAS Alberta’s Municipal Government Act enables local government to cancel, defer,
or reduce the municipal taxes on brownfields through a property tax bylaw. However, the
province portion of education taxes remain on property; and
WHEREAS Legislation and regulations for remediation and reclamation changes over time.
Old reclamation certificates are deemed null and void because they do not meet the current
requirements. The change of standards creates significant barriers for brownfield
redevelopment.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA call on the Government of Alberta to
immediately implement all recommendations from the 2011 Brownfield Redevelopment
Working Group. The first priority is to provide financial incentives to support municipalities in
conducting environmental site assessments.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED THAT the AUMA ask the Government of Alberta create a red tape
reduction task force making recommendations on removing barriers for local government
and the private sector to discover, investigate, remediate,and redevelop brownfields.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate the Government of Alberta develop a
policy to manage old reclamation certificates deemed null and void and re-define the Orphan
Well Association mandate to support legacy sites.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED THAT the AUMA call for a provincial brownfield tax incentive
program that matches the province’s education tax with municipal property tax to encourage
eligible property owners to clean up brownfieldproperties.
BACKGROUND:
More than 1,700 brownfields sit abandoned on main streets and in neighbourhoods in
almost every municipality across Alberta. The cost to remediate brownfields is quite onerous,
often costing more than the property's value, resulting in private property owners choosing to
leave brownfields vacant/dormant to avoid these costs, leaving brownfields and contaminated
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sites a detriment to business development, communitygrowth and aesthetics in many
communities.
At a time of economic uncertainty and increased concern about the state of the environment
and our economy, brownfield redevelopment provides a business opportunity for Alberta.
Municipalities, the province, and the private sector need to collaborate on solutions that
promote economic development, protect the environment, and improve Alberta's
reputation as a responsible steward of natural resources.
In 2011, Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) established a working group to identify required
actions to encourage brownfield redevelopment. AUMA participated in this working group
along with Municipal Affairs, the Cities of Edmonton and Calgary, Rural Municipalities of Alberta,
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, and industry stakeholders such as the Canadian Fuels
Association and BILD. The group's final report,which included recommendations relating to
financial tools, liability closure and educational programs, was submitted to responsible
Ministers in April 2012.
Since the final report, AEP has implemented several recommendations but not all of them. A
successful example coming from the report is enabling Municipal GovernmentAct (MGA) to
grant municipalities to offer multi-year property tax exemptions for brownfields. However,
the province’s education tax portion remains despite that municipal property tax exemption,
and municipalities will continue to collect the education tax on behalf of the provincial
government.
The provincial government also has not enacted several important recommendations,
including, recommendations on providing financial offsets to support local government for
environmental site assessment or financial incentive for the private sector to redevelop
brownfields.
Financial incentive and support are especially important for smaller rural communities, who
do not have the knowledge, engineering expertise and resources to investigate, reclaim and
reuse contaminated sites. An example of this is Calmar, a small rural community home to
2,300 people, 100 local businesses and a robust oil and gas industry. There are 13 oil sites
defined as legacy sites in Calmar. Many of the recertified sites have certificates from the 1950s1970s, which according to the Alberta Energy Regulator, these certificates are not valid today.
Calmar has been working with a business looking to relocate to the town. According to the
business plan, the company plans to relocate and create upwards of 300 jobs and several of
their subsidiary companies to the community. The business is experiencing challenges through
this process because the land it is interested in has six legacy oil wellsites. This parcel of land has
direct access to highway and rail, and it is suitable for highway commercial and light industrial
development.
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Many years ago, these six oil wells were abandoned, and the property eventually went into
receivership due to tax forfeiture for years. Through exhausting and frustrating two-year-long
research, it was discovered that three of six oil sites are in the final remediation phase. The
other three have unknown liabilities, and they would require a Phase 1 and 2 Environmental
Site Assessment. The estimated cost of both assessments is approximately $25,000 - $50,000
per site not including reclamation costs. An amount that many communities cannot afford.
Alberta needs a better system to allow local governments and businesses to discover,
investigate, remediate, and redevelop brownfields, and we need the provincial government to
be a partner in this. Brownfields are barriers to job creation, local investment, tax revenue
generation, sustainability of communities, and entrepreneurs tostart new businesses. Today's
regulatory system is burdensome, red-tape-ridden, slow and confusing. Streamlining the
system is equally important as having financial incentives for local government and businesses
to redevelop brownfields. Reclaim brownfields are more than just about protecting our
environment. It is also about job creation and viability of our communities.
AUMA Comments:
As noted, this resolution builds on AUMA’s previous work and advocacy on brownfield
redevelopment, further background can be found on its Brownfield Redevelopment Hub.
Should this resolution be adopted, AUMA will pursue implementation of its recommendations
within the context of our red tape reduction, economic development and assessment and
taxation related initiatives.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B2: Provincial Commitment to Transition to an Extended Producer
Responsibility for Household Hazardous Waste Program
Moved by: AUMA Board of Directors
Seconded by: N/A
WHEREAS the Government of Alberta’s Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Program has
provided funding to encourage municipalities to separate household hazardous waste from the
overall municipal waste stream since 1998;
WHEREAS Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) launched a public engagement seeking
stakeholder input to enable an Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) policy on packaging and
paper products, and HHW;
WHEREAS Alberta Infrastructure (AI) decided to end its financial support to the Swan Hills
Treatment Centre effective June 1, 2021, and in doing so it ended 30 years of support for
helping properly dispose of HHW materials in Alberta; and
WHEREAS municipalities are concerned that AI’s cancellation of financial support is leaving
municipalities to make up for an approximately $2 million shortfall to continue this service at
the exact time the province is transitioning to a permanent EPR HHW Program.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA request the Government of Alberta provide
bridge funding to support the HHW collection until a permanent EPR household hazardous
waste program is in place.
BACKGROUND:
The HHW Program has traditionally been funded by three entities:
• AEP provides funding for two aspects of the program:
o Approximately $1.5 million (2016-17 1) for material consolidation from
municipalities and transportation to the Swan Hills Treatment Centre (The
Centre),
o Approximately $480,000 (2016-17) for material disposal at the Centre.
• AI has subsidized (about $1.5 million in 2016-17) the cost of material disposal at the
Centre by waiving the disposal fees.
• Municipalities fund a significant portion of HHW collection and are often a part of
material transportation.
On June 1, 2021, AI reduced funding to the Centre. The decision led to layoffs impacting all local
communities in the area. Prior to the layoffs, the Centre employed around 100 employees, with
the majority living in Swan Hills. AI’s decision also affected the province-wide collection of HHW
Available data published by the Government of Alberta: https://www.alberta.ca/household-hazardous-wasteprogram.aspx
1
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materials. The cut has resulted in downloading approximately $2 million per year to
municipalities. Municipalities already contributing are now expected to carry an additional
financial burden to transport the materials out of the province. In the past, the HHW created in
Alberta was treated properly here and was not directed to local landfills and transfer stations.
The Government of Alberta is sending contradictory policy directions to Albertans. One ministry
is creating EPR policies to expand recycling while another is putting up barriers to Albertans
wanting to do the right thing by recycling their HHW.
Municipalities support an EPR HHW program, but a program could be a few years away. Local
governments are already one of the funding partners of the HHW Program. They need the
provincial government to partner to encourage Albertans not to dispose of HHW in their
garbage during this transition period and develop a transition plan to ensure an EPR program
can be launched as soon as possible.
AUMA Comments:
Should members adopt this resolution, AUMA will advocate for a bridge funding program to
support the existing HHW Program within the context of our EPR initiative. For more context on
this priority initiative, visit AUMA’s Waste Management Hub.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B3: Advocacy on Financial Measures
Moved by: City of Calgary
Seconded by: Town of Okotoks
WHEREAS Alberta’s municipalities have long advocated for long-term, stable, predictable and
appropriate funding in order to remain financially viable and continue to provide the services
and infrastructure needed by our citizens;
WHEREAS the AUMA in 2020 passed a resolution, submitted by the City of Edmonton,
advocating for the Government of Alberta to reshape municipal finance for a new time and
provide municipalities with reasonable measures and tools, and the responsibility that goes
with them, to enable cities, towns, and villages to sustainably meet their operating and capital
budget needs;
WHEREAS to support Calgary’s economic recovery and financial resiliency, Calgary City Council
identified the need for a Financial Task Force with a mandate to identify and assess innovative
solutions for short-term economic mitigation, long-term economic recovery, and revenue
options to improve the City of Calgary’s financial resilience;
WHEREAS several of the Financial Task Force’s recommendations are of interest to all of
Alberta’s municipalities in our on-going advocacy with the Government of Alberta on municipal
financial reform;
WHEREAS the Financial Task Force recommended working with the Government of Alberta on
municipal financial reform such as:
•
•
•
•

Expansion of revenue tools;
Property tax flexibility;
Taxation of non-property related activity; and
Non-residential sub-classes;

WHEREAS without changes to legislation, there is limited opportunity for change in these areas;
WHEREAS research and analysis are needed that documents the extent of the decline in bricks
and mortar retail and the current transition to new models of goods and services delivery to
demonstrate that municipalities’ traditional real estate tax revenues cannot capture the
transition to e-commerce transactions;
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WHEREAS research and analysis identifying a comprehensive list of services and associated
costs redirected to municipalities is required to support AUMA and Alberta municipalities
advocacy and dialogue with the Government of Alberta in determining the fiscal tools
necessary to allow effective delivery of those services by the municipality; and
WHEREAS incorporating some of the Financial Taskforce recommendations can focus and
improve AUMA’s ongoing advocacy and work.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association continue to
advocate to the Government of Alberta for municipal finance reform, including:
• The expansion of revenue tools to reduce reliance on property taxes as
opportunities allow;
• The expansion of property tax flexibility as opportunities allow;
• The expansion of revenue tools to non-property related activities as opportunities
allow;
• The development of non-residential property sub-classes that are efficient and easily
administered to allow municipalities a tool for targeted financial relief;
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED THAT to support our advocacy, the AUMA, in collaboration with
Alberta’s municipalities, and if possible, the Government of Alberta undertake research studies
and/or collect information on:
• The impact of e-commerce and the new models of goods and services delivery on
municipal economies and finances; and
• Identifying a comprehensive list of services and associated costs redirected to
municipalities.
BACKGROUND:
To support Calgary’s economic recovery and financial resiliency, Calgary City Council identified
the need for a Financial Task Force (FTF) with the mandate to identify and assess innovative
solutions for short-term economic mitigation, long-term economic recovery, and revenue
options for The City of Calgary’s financial resiliency. The FTF worked for nine months over 20192020 and made 35 recommendations, all of which were adopted by Calgary City Council in June
2020.
The City of Calgary sees alignment with AUMA’s advocacy on municipal finance reform, a policy
that was adopted at the 2020 AUMA Convention, and several of the FTF’s recommendations.
The proposed resolution directs the AUMA incorporate several of the FTF’s recommendations
into AUMA municipal finance reform policy to help support our collective municipal advocacy
towards the Government of Alberta. The resolution asks that the AUMA to include specific
policies such as:
• Expansion of revenue tools – The revenue sources available to municipalities are restricted
by provincial legislation and AUMA and Alberta’s municipalities have long advocated for
the ability to use alternate revenue tools – if municipalities could improve the diversity and
reliance on other, non-property tax revenue sources this would help create long-term,
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•

•

•

•

stable, predictable municipal funding and lessen the reliance of municipalities on property
tax and the need for sustained property tax increases;
Property tax flexibility – The ability to differentiate taxation for businesses and
organizations that make significant contributions to the character and fabric of a
municipality including organizations like Business Improvement Areas (BIAs), non-profit
organizations and owner-operated small businesses with limited financial means;
Taxation of non-property related activity – Our economy is everchanging with the rapidly
growing e-commerce activity that is transforming behaviours within society and
municipalities need the capacity to adjust and adapt to changing demands and uses on
municipal infrastructure and on municipal economies;
Non-residential sub-classes – Work with the Government of Alberta to expand the tools
available for responses when tax circumstances that are unique to certain nonresidential
taxpayer groups emerge and provide the capacity for targeted property tax relief because
the current sub-class definition makes for a blunt tool for property tax relief; and
Calls for the AUMA and municipalities to either do further research and analysis and/or
collection information to document:
o The extent of the decline in bricks and mortar retail and the current transition to new
models of goods and services delivery to demonstrate that municipalities’ traditional
real estate tax revenues cannot capture the transition to e-commerce transactions;
and
o A comprehensive list of services and associated costs redirected to municipalities by
the Government of Alberta.

Adding these polices into AUMA’s advocacy on municipal finance reform would help support
and focus AUMA’s and Alberta’s municipalities in their on-going advocacy and dialogue with
the Government of Alberta. It would assist in helping our collective advocacy for the fiscal tools
necessary to allow municipalities to continue to provide effective delivery of services into the
future, and help Alberta’s municipalities towards meeting the challenges of a rapidly evolving
economy and society.
AUMA Comments:
As noted, this resolution aligns with an existing 2020 resolution and ongoing work of AUMA to
advocate to the Government of Alberta for municipalities to have an expanded suite of revenue
tools to address the current and future scope of services that municipalities will be responsible
for. The continual change in expectations of local public services along with changes in demand
for non-residential property, and the downloading of public services by other levels of
government, highlight the importance of municipal governments having the appropriate fiscal
tools to sustainably serve Alberta communities into the future.
If this resolution is adopted, given the complexity of this issue and its linkages to other AUMA
positions, AUMA would approach this issue with a high level of engagement with members to
define priority financial tools, measures, and targeted outcomes and then engage the
Government of Alberta on members’ recommendations.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B4: Online Voting for Municipal Elections
Moved by: City of Lethbridge
Seconded by: City of St. Albert
WHEREAS online voting, as an option, could be deemed as a convenience by many voters, with
the potential to increase voter participation;
WHEREAS the technology now exists to provide secure and auditable online voting processes;
WHEREAS the general population is increasingly embracing the use of technology for a wide
variety of uses;
WHEREAS the use of online voting would provide opportunities for efficiencies and lower costs
for municipalities by reducing the number of polling stations and associated staffing; and
WHEREAS voters could participate in a barrier-free election process, unimpeded by mobility
challenges, parking issues, traffic jams, line-ups to vote, ballot shortages or adverse weather.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association enter into
discussions with the Government of Alberta and advocate for the necessary legislative changes
to the Local Authorities Election Act to permit secure online voting.
BACKGROUND:
Online voting has long been considered high risk because internet systems and databases can
be hacked. As technology advances and the need for online voting becomes more appealing,
exploring online voting for Alberta could increase voter turnout and enable voters who are not
living within their riding or close to a polling station to vote. Online voting would allow for
military and overseas residents, Indigenous voters, students studying outside of their riding, the
elderly and those with disabilities to easily vote. In addition, with the COVID-19 pandemic as a
prime example of potential scenarios that prohibit the ability to gather in large groups, those
who do not wish to leave their homes and be in a public space would be enabled to vote. This
would also be very appealing to the younger generations or those with a busy life-work
schedule to vote from the comfort of their computers. The issue of online voting has been
discussed extensively around the world and tried in a few jurisdictions in Canada and various
other countries. Although the option of online voting is fairly new, we believe there are now
companies that have developed safe technologies that would support effective and transparent
elections in Alberta.
Advantages of online voting include but are not limited to:
•
•

Convenience and accessibility for all voters. Voters do not need to travel to polling
stations within defined periods or line up to register and vote;
Those with health or mobility restrictions can participate,
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•
•
•
•
•

Lower cost of voting than traditional methods;
Potential to increase voter turnout;
Decreases the time spent tallying votes when automated electronically;
Instant absentee ballot; and,
Avoids issue of a limited number of printed ballots (ballot shortages).

Disadvantages of online voting include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hacks or viruses being used to corrupt the results;
Potential to open the election process to cyber-terrorism,
Identity theft or misrepresentation;
Technical difficulties such as server crashes;
Difficulty verifying voter identification;
Internet connectivity in rural areas or limited access to the internet; and,
Limited understanding of how to online vote or distrust of the system.

We encourage the Alberta government to review and analyze the technology and tech
companies that have been working diligently to address cybersecurity concerns for the
implementation of the 2025 Alberta election. For example, some companies have developed
blockchain as a security mechanism to ward off hackers online and decrease the risk of manual
manipulation. Blockchain distributes data to several servers; therefore, if one server is hacked, it
will signal the other servers that there has been a change. This significantly enhances the
cybersecurity of online voting and protects voter personal information. There are fingerprint
and facial recognition options that could be implemented as an additional security feature.
We encourage and advocate for the support of Albertan companies that are developing
technologies for online voting. Alberta could be a leading example for other jurisdictions of
successful online voting. The ability to access online voting on home computers and mobile
devices is now an available option and could be tested over the next four years to make it
available for the 2025 Alberta municipal elections. In addition, there would need to be
amendments to the Local Authorities Election Act to permit online voting. Online voting is
currently precluded by Alberta legislation.
The Alberta Urban Municipalities Association would need to begin early discussions with the
Alberta government to receive verification processes and begin changes to legislation for
potential implementation of October 2025.
AUMA Comments:
If this resolution is adopted, AUMA would advocate for online voting within the context of the
broader review of the Local Authorities Election Act (LAEA) which the province typically does
after each municipal election.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B5: Expansion of Authority to Support Affordable Housing
Moved by: Town of Okotoks
Seconded by: Town of Canmore
WHEREAS the cost of housing has been consistently increasing across Alberta and Canadian
municipalities, and lower income Albertans seem to be disproportionately affected especially
with economic impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic;
WHEREAS affordable housing for families, seniors and individuals is defined as housing that
costs not more than 30% of a household's total annual income, including heat, water and sewer
expenses;
WHEREAS the Federation of Canadian Municipalities has a housing advocacy program which
states “housing is the bedrock of livable and prosperous communities. We advocate for action
on social and affordable housing, so all Canadians have a decent place to call home. Housing is
more than just a roof over your head. Safe, affordable housing makes our cities and
communities welcoming places to live, work and start a business. It's also key to retaining
workers and attracting newcomers to enrich our neighbourhoods and drive economic growth”;
WHEREAS section 264(2) of the Municipal Government Act (MGA) prescribes the authorities for
all municipalities under which loans may be provided to non-profit organizations for affordable
housing initiatives and limits this authority to provides these types of loans; and
WHEREAS the local improvement tax process under Section 390.1-390.9 of the MGA was
expanded to create additional authorities to make loans to individual homeowners for the
purposes of encouraging environmental improvements under the Clean Energy Improvement
Program (CEIP).
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate for the Government of Alberta to make
amendments to the Municipal Government Act to provide additional financial tools, through
expansion of the local improvement tax process, that enable individuals to increase affordable
housing options, such as secondary suites and accessory buildings.
BACKGROUND:
In support of providing safe and affordable housing for all residents of Alberta, tools under the
MGA need to be expanded to provide homeowners similar local improvement tax options that
were provided for the purposes of environmental improvements. The CEIP program was
accomplished with amendments to the MGA and the development of a corresponding
regulation to provide municipalities with the discretionary authority to cover all or part of the
costs for homeowners of environmental improvements. This municipal authority could be
expanded to include providing similar financial supports to implement affordable housing
initiatives, like secondary suites or accessory buildings. Affordable housing options, especially
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for lower income individuals and families, are key for the health and economic development of
all municipalities.
Secondary suites (including basement suites, granny suites, and lane housing) can provide
additional rental product in a community. Homeowners are often not aware of the opportunity
that this type of housing provides in assisting with their mortgage and may be motivated
through this type of support or loan program to spend money to do so.
Municipalities are able to create the environment to enable the availability of this type of rental
product through regulatory approaches but are not able to “loan” money to residents to
introduce this housing into the community. Some municipalities have introduced limited grant
programs to legalize existing illegal secondary suites or allow for new suites. This approach also
requires cash contributions from the tax base to allow for the construction of these types of
housing, rather than being directly costed to the homeowner.
The proposed program would work in a similar fashion to the CEIP where property owners
could finance suites using competitive interest rates and repayment terms of up to 20-25 years
and have the option to pay the project off at any time. Repayment would be made through
their regular property tax bill. The Town of Okotoks is not aware of any other province that
currently has this type of program to encourage affordable housing options.
AUMA Comments:
Municipal Affairs will be completing its red tape reduction review of Parts 9 and 10 of the MGA
on Assessment and Taxation in 2022. Should this resolution be adopted, AUMA will include the
proposal in this resolution as part of its input during the stakeholder engagement process.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B6: Police Funding Model Accountability & Transparency
Moved by: Village of Stirling
Seconded by: Town of Magrath
WHEREAS the Government of Alberta began issuing annual invoices in March 2021 to
municipalities for the purposes of collecting the municipal cost share under the new Police
Funding Model Regulation;
WHEREAS the Ministry of Municipal Affairs 2021-2024 Business Plan (February 2021) notes that
Key Objective 2.2 is to “encourage municipal accountability and transparency”;
WHEREAS key Objective 2.3 of the Municipal Affairs Business Plan clearly delineates the role of
the Ministry to “oversee the property tax and assessment system”;
WHEREAS the requisition by the province under the Police Funding Model Regulation is neither
transparent or accountable to individual property taxpayers; and
WHEREAS a request for decision sponsored by the Town of Forestburg was adopted at the
Spring 2021 Municipal Leaders’ Caucus that proposes AUMA lobby the provincial government
to make the necessary amendment to section 382(1) of the Municipal Government Act (MGA) to
allow municipalities the ability to pass a special tax bylaw to raise revenues for police service
costs should they deem it appropriate to do so.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA also advocate for the Government of Alberta to
treat the Police Funding Model requisition to municipalities like the education and housing
authority requisitions by mandating their inclusion on assessment and tax notices provided to
property owners.
BACKGROUND:
A minor legislative change to the definition of “requisition” in section s. 326(1)(a) of the MGA
would permit municipalities to clearly communicate the costs associated with policing to
residents. Unlike other municipal expenses, the cost share portion of the Police Funding Model
is outside of the municipality’s control.
The Police Funding Model is in effect an external requisition that does not take into account
other related expenses like shared regional peace officer programs, and it is important to ensure
transparency of policing costs being imposed on municipalities.
The Police Funding Model also will not result in additional front-line resources being deployed
to many communities. Adding a line for the Police Funding Model requisition to the tax
assessment notice would ensure a clear line of sight for residents on this additional cost.
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It is unclear if the Government of Alberta will act on the recommendation from the Spring 2021
Municipal Leaders’ Caucus request enabling the mechanism for a special tax bylaw and even if
approved, some communities may choose not to adopt such a bylaw but may wish to be able to
directly communicate the impact of the Police Funding Model to local rate payers.
AUMA Comments:
Municipal Affairs will conduct a red tape reduction review of Parts 9 and 10 of the MGA on
Assessment and Taxation in 2022. Should the resolution be adopted, AUMA will include the
proposal in this resolution as part of its input during the stakeholder engagement process.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B7: Regional Centre Funding
Moved by: City of Grande Prairie
Seconded by: City of Lethbridge
WHEREAS some municipalities serve as regional service centre hubs for commerce, recreation,
health care, social services, and provincial amenities;
WHEREAS there are unique challenges that are disproportionately faced by regional centres;
WHEREAS these unique challenges result in a disproportionate tax burden being placed on
residents of these communities; and
WHEREAS the Alberta government’s 50% reduction in GIPOT funding disproportionately
impacts regional centres which typically have more provincial facilities such as court houses,
hospitals, schools, etc.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate for a dedicated funding stream for
municipalities who serve as regional service centres.
BACKGROUND:
Some municipalities in the Province serve as regional centres where a variety of services are
located. As a regional service centre, a municipality has increased costs due to the variety of
municipal services it must provide while not receiving offsetting revenue for these costs.
For example, regional service centres are typically where community halls, churches, nonprofits, and social housing projects are located. None of these facilities generate property tax,
yet the municipality still has to provide snow removal, fire services, storm drainage, etc. to these
properties.
These services are also provided to provincial properties such as court houses and health
facilities. While some funding for these services are provided by the Province through GIPOT, in
recent years this funding has been cut by 50%.
Additionally, regional service centres attract a greater number of street engaged and at-risk
individuals. This increases the demand for the social services provided by these municipalities.
While the Province does support many of the direct costs of providing services to this
population, there are many indirect costs that are borne by the municipalities such as increased
policing/enforcement costs and funding to non-profits operating in the sector.
Having a dedicated funding stream for regional centres would address the disproportionate
burden that is placed on their taxpayers.
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AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this specific issue. If this resolution is passed, it
would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy would
be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Municipal Governance Committee within the
context of other priorities and positions related to funding and intermunicipal collaboration.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B8: National Flood Insurance Strategy and Community Resiliency
Advocacy
Moved by: Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Seconded by: Lac La Biche County
WHEREAS the Government of Canada has created a National Task Force on Flood Insurance
and Relocation, including representation from the federal, provincial, and territorial
governments and the insurance industry;
WHEREAS the Task Force will look at options to protect homeowners who are at high risk of
flooding and do not have adequate insurance protection and examine the viabilityof a lowcost national flood insurance program, among other goals;
WHEREAS at the same time, Indigenous Services Canada will work with First Nations partners
on a dedicated Steering Committee on First Nations Home Flood Insurance Needs to examine
the unique context on reserves;
WHEREAS flooding is the most common and costly natural disaster in Canada, causing over
$1B in direct damage to residential property and impacting thousands of Canadians every year;
and
WHEREAS according to the Insurance Bureau of Canada, only 39 percent of residential
property owners had access in 2019 to overland flood insurance with these property owners in
high-risk flood areas being increasingly unable to access flood insurance, affordable or
otherwise.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate for the Government of Alberta to
participate in and contribute to the work of the National Task Force on Flood Insurance and
Relocation, with the goal of developing a national high-risk residential flood insurance
program and to secure sustainable, long-term funding for provinces, Indigenous communities
and municipalities for flood mitigation programs, projects and initiatives that increase overall
community resiliency.
BACKGROUND:
Government of Canada Creates Task Force on Flood Insurance and Relocation From:
Public Safety Canada news release (November 23, 2020)
“The cost of climate change is undeniable. Flooding continues to be the most frequent and
costly natural disaster in Canada. Water damage goes beyond the destruction of property; it
also places an emotional toll on individuals as their homes are destroyed and families are
displaced. Each year, too many Canadians, including Indigenous communities, are exposed to
the worst effects of climate change. To help people get ready for climate risks and realities, the
Government of Canada is taking action to create a more resilient and sustainable approach to
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floods in Canada.
Today, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, the Honourable Bill Blair,
and the Minister of Families, Children and Social Development, the Honourable Ahmed
Hussen, announced the creation of an interdisciplinary Task Force on Flood Insurance and
Relocation. As a first step in creating a National High Risk Residential Flood Insurance Program,
the Task Force will look at options to protect homeowners who are at high risk of flooding and
don’t have adequate insurance protection and examine the viability of a low-cost national
flood insurance program. The Task Force will also consider options for potential relocation for
residents of areas at the highest risk of recurrent flooding.
The Task Force will be composed of representatives from federal, provincial and territorial
governments and the insurance industry. At the same time, Indigenous Services Canada will
work with First Nations partners on a dedicated Steering Committee on First NationsHome
Flood Insurance Needs to examine the unique context on reserves.
The Government of Canada is also committed to ensuring that broad Indigenous perspectives
are included in flood risk management in Canada. The Task Force and Steering Committee will
share information with one another, and work closely together to engage with various
partners, including with First Nations off-reserve, Inuit, and Métis communities and
organizations. Both entities will begin their work by January 2021 and will report on their
findings by Spring 2022.
We will continue to help people whose jobs and livelihoods are affected when disasters strike
and help people and communities deal with the realities of increased climate related risks and
disasters and ultimately, increase the country’s resiliency to natural disasters. To further
support communities in effectively managing, mitigating, preparing, and responding to all
sorts of hazardous events, including flooding, Public Safety Canada willalso be undertaking a
review of the Disaster Financial Assistance arrangements, in order to assess and improve the
sustainability of this program.
Further, as committed in the July 2020 Economic Update, the National Disaster Mitigation
Program will be extended through to 2022, to cost-share flood mitigation projects with
provinces and territories. A call for proposals will soon be launched to continue this important
work.”
Quick Facts:
Flooding is the most common and costly occurring natural hazard in Canada, causing over $1
billion in direct damage to households, property and infrastructure and affecting thousands of
Canadians each year.
As announced in the Speech from the Throne, the Government of Canada is investing in
reducing the impact of climate-related disasters, like floods and wildfires, to make
communities safer and more resilient.
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The Task Force on Flood Insurance and Relocation is tasked with examining a national
residential flood insurance program for homeowners living in areas of high-risk flooding and
measures for a national action plan to assist high-risk homeowners with potential relocation to
safer areas.
In the event of a large-scale natural disaster, the Government of Canada provides financial
assistance for recovery to provincial and territorial governments through Disaster Financial
Assistance Arrangements (DFAA). In order to assess the sustainability of the DFAA, Public
Safety Canada is undertaking a review of its terms and conditions.
According to an estimate by the Insurance Bureau of Canada, approximately 39 per cent of
homeowners had access in 2019 to overland flood insurance. While the availability of flood
insurance in Canada has grown since the insurance industry introduced it in 2015, it is mostly
homes in low and medium risk areas that have been insured against flood damages.
Homeowners in high-risk flood areas cannot access flood insurance because the high costs
make it challenging for the industry to offer insurance at an affordable ratefor homeowners.
According to Canadian Voices on Flood Risk 2020, a report by Partners for Action, only 6% of
respondents knew that they live in a designated flood risk area.
AUMA Comments:
This resolution aligns with previous AUMA advocacy on flood mitigation. If this resolution is
passed, it would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy
would be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Infrastructure and Energy Committee
within the context of related priorities and positions.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B9: Improved Provincial-Municipal Emergency Collaboration and
Communications
Moved by: The City of Calgary
Seconded by: Town of Okotoks
WHEREAS Alberta and its municipalities have been recognized nationally and internationally in
the past for their collaborative, inter-governmental and inter-agency approach to emergency
response;
WHEREAS Alberta’s traditional emergency management processes involve the Government of
Alberta (through the Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA)) providing support in a
collaborative and timely manner to Alberta’s municipalities who play an essential leadership
role within their jurisdiction in responding to the emergency event occurring in their
community;
WHEREAS throughout the COVID-19 pandemic there has been a lack of proactive
communication and meaningful engagement and collaboration from the Government of
Alberta towards Alberta’s municipalities, and this has resulted in negative outcomes for
municipalities and their citizens;
WHEREAS during the COVID-19 pandemic there has been very little opportunity for Alberta’s
municipalities to provide advanced input on public health measures or decisions, even though
these have significant consequences at the local level and local advice, in many cases, could
have improved the effectiveness of provincial measures;
WHEREAS during the COVID-19 pandemic, Alberta’s municipalities rarely received formal
advance notice of the details and timing of public health measures before they were
announced and had to find out details of measures through press conferences at the same time
as the public;
WHEREAS official Public Health Orders and Ministerial Orders were typically not published until
often several days after the restrictions were implemented; and
WHEREAS this lack of collaboration has been the source of major challenges for
implementation of public health measures for municipal services, communications and public
engagement, and enforcement of public health measures by local enforcement agencies. The
result has been confusion, reputational impacts, financial loss, and impacts to service delivery.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association urge the
Government of Alberta to:
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•

•
•

Work collaboratively with municipalities and their emergency management
organizations on conducting a comprehensive lessons-learned review of the COVID-19
pandemic response and incorporate those lessons in an improved Provincial emergency
response and communications plan;
Commit that going forward Alberta’s municipalities and their emergency management
organizations will be treated as trusted and valued partners in Provincial emergency
response; and
Establish an advisory group of municipal emergency management organizations and
other key stakeholders to better advise and support the Government of Alberta’s
decision making and emergency order drafting and to improve emergency
communications, coordination and collaboration.

BACKGROUND:
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a lack of proactive communication and
meaningful engagement from the Government of Alberta towards Alberta municipalities and
their emergency management organizations. This has resulted in negative outcomes for
Albertans.
Alberta’s municipalities and their emergency management agencies have positive working
relationships with their operational counterparts within the Government of Alberta, however,
the decision-making process that was adopted by the Government of Alberta for the pandemic
limited the ability of both orders of government to effectively collaborate. In traditional
emergency management processes, local authorities play a leadership role within their
jurisdiction and are provided support by the Government of Alberta (through the AEMA) in a
collaborative manner through a well-established framework. During the pandemic, there has
been very little opportunity for municipalities to provide advance input on public health
measures, Ministerial Orders and provincial decisions even though these have had significant
consequences at the local level and Alberta’s municipalities are required to implement and
enforce them.
There have been several occasions over the past 15 months where if municipalities had been
given either the opportunity to provide input into the drafting of orders, or advance notice of
their issuing, confusion would have been prevented and the efficiency of implementation of
orders improved.
Alberta’s municipalities recognize the Government of Alberta’s mandate to lead on public
health issues and pandemic response, and that protracted engagement with every municipality
in Alberta would be a challenge. Despite this challenge, communication flow and coordination
needs to be improved for future emergency events.
The pandemic response did not just include issues requiring the timely communication
between different orders of government, the drafting and execution of public health orders,
and public communications. The wider pandemic response also included supports and financial
aid for individuals, businesses and municipalities to meet immediate short-term challenges and
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support long-term post-pandemic recovery. During the pandemic, both location-specific and
province-wide orders and measures were enacted (in urban, rural, and Indigenous settings) and
their utility and effectiveness must be understood to improve future responses in similar
emergency situations.
The wider pandemic response also required Alberta’s municipalities to make difficult decisions
regarding their own local pandemic response. Municipal councils and administrations had to
determine, under difficult financial and health circumstances, which services should be
prioritized and at what level of service (i.e. continued or reduced). During the pandemic,
municipal governments worked hard to find innovative solutions to support the welfare and
safety of their citizens and businesses while advocating to the Government of Alberta for
financial support and stimulus investments.
As the pandemic ends, it is important for organizations to review their emergency response, to
proactively conduct a lessons learned review to identify issues and deficiencies and look
towards improving their plans and best practices, in order to be better prepared when a similar
emergency occurs in the future. In the municipal emergency management context this
includes, but is not exclusive to, reviewing issues of emergency response, the drafting and
issuing of health orders, improved communication between orders of government, business
supports, clarification of essential services, review of financial aid programs, value of municipal
stimulus program, consideration of multiple scales of response and recovery (urban, rural,
Indigenous) and review of vaccination and mass casualty planning.
This resolution is proposing to AUMA members that the Government of Alberta and Alberta’s
municipalities conduct a comprehensive review of the pandemic response together to find
solutions to these issues, improve provincial-municipal cooperation and collaboration, and
improve emergency communications and coordination going forward into any similar
emergency event. A permanent advisory group is needed, made up of members from Alberta’s
emergency management organizations and other key municipal stakeholders, which could
provide a resource to aid the Government of Alberta’s decision making and improve municipalprovincial collaboration, coordination and communications.
AUMA Comments:
This resolution aligns with previous AUMA advocacy on emergency management. If this
resolution is passed, it would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and
further advocacy would be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Infrastructure and
Energy Committee within the context of related priorities and positions.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B10: Provincial Broadband Strategy
Moved by: AUMA Board of Directors
Seconded by: N/A
WHEREAS the digital divide is increasingly limiting access to economic, health, social, and
educational opportunities across Alberta;
WHEREAS the availability of high-speed, reliable internet is key to attracting business and
residents and this has an impact on economic development and viability of municipalities;
WHEREAS there exists provincially a piecemeal approach with municipalities, non-profits and
private sector individually trying to solve this issue with a lack of resources and coordination,
and limited opportunities to share lessons learned; and
WHEREAS development of a broadband strategy has been listed as a provincial business plan
initiative since 2019.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT AUMA advocate for the Government of Alberta to
immediately engage municipalities and other stakeholders in developing a provincial
broadband strategy with measurable goals, concrete actions and a dedicated budget that
recognizes broadband as an essential utility.
BACKGROUND:
Broadband is an essential service that provides communities access to education, healthcare,
government, and the marketplace. In the 20th century, provincial governments directly invested
in expanding access to telephone. A similar effort is required to bridge the digital divide in the
21st century.
The federal government aims to have 98 per cent of Canadian households connected with 50
megabits per second (Mbps) download speeds and 10 Mbps upload speeds (commonly referred
to as the 50/10 threshold). According to the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC), only 45.6% of small towns, villages and other areas defined as rural in
Canada can access these speeds1. Yet even this low number is likely overinflated as the current
method of capturing Broadband access is based on one connection in an area meeting the
50/10 threshold.
The federal government provides funding through programs like the Universal Broadband Fund
to attempt to address this divide, however the fund is $1.75 billion Canada-wide, of which
Alberta expects around $200 million. Service Alberta estimates it would cost $1 billion to
connect all Albertans to the target internet speed. 2 Municipalities are also limited in applying for
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/internet/internet.htm
From: Alberta broadband strategy unclear despite push from province, feds for connectivity, www.cbc.ca,
March 30, 2021
1
2
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this funding because the maps that determine eligibility are often inaccurate due to the issues
mentioned above.
Even newer technology, such as 5G may have limited success at narrowing the digital divide, if it
is deployed using existing infrastructure which leaves gaps in both cellular and internet
coverage. While other technologies, such as satellite, are currently cost prohibitive for many
users.
Municipalities can be stymied when they try to drive their own solutions for broadband.
Telecommunications companies require significant financial contributions to upgrade
infrastructure ahead of their internal schedules. Some municipalities look to establish their own
community Internet Service Provider (ISP). However, municipalities often lack the capacity to
source infrastructure and gather the information to build a business case. In addition, there is a
great deal of risk associated with municipal investments in broadband, including that local
infrastructure will be taken advantage of by ISP providers without adequate compensation.
There are successful examples of community broadband in Alberta. Communities like Olds,
Delburne, and Kainai (Blood) First Nation have managed to develop successful ISPs, and a
provincial broadband strategy would help municipalities to emulate these successes. A strategy
is needed from the provincial government to provide coordination among municipalities, nonprofits and telecommunications companies to support broadband access across the province
for the benefit of all communities. A strategy will also provide the data needed to confirm the
essential nature of broadband in Alberta. A provincial strategy would provide utility to
municipalities that are wanting to pursue a broadband project by establishing resources for
financial analysis, mapping of existing infrastructure, and metrics for developing business cases.
In 2015, AUMA members passed a resolution co-sponsored by 14 towns and villages
emphasizing the importance of affordable internet access and advocating for the province to
advocate for a broadband policy. In 2016, the City of St. Albert sponsored requesting the
province include municipalities as key stakeholders in the development of broadband programs
and provide funding for municipalities to increase access to high-speed internet. Municipalities
small and large from across Alberta continue to emphasize the essential nature of broadband
infrastructure in supporting the economic and social wellbeing of communities.
Since 2019, the Government of Alberta’s business plans have indicated that Service Alberta will
develop a broadband framework or strategy, but to date there has been no concrete
engagement of municipalities or other stakeholders in its development.
It is essential that the strategy be completed in advance of the next provincial election so that
progress can be made to measurably improving broadband access without further delays.
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Business Plan Excerpts:
•

Service Alberta Business Plan 2021-24
The ministry is committed to building a framework to support widespread access to
high-speed broadband across the province to ensure that all Albertans can take
advantage of online services and remote learning. Making connectivity a foundational
part of the province will encourage investment, job creation and economic
diversification.

•

Service Alberta Business Plan 2020-23
Improve connectivity services to public sector facilities, and collaborate with business
and partners to develop a framework to support widespread access to high-speed
broadband.

•

Service Alberta Business Plan 2019-2022
Develop a strategy to support widespread access to high-speed broadband and realize
the opportunities for innovation and efficiency inherent in digital service delivery

AUMA Comments:
Advocating for increased access to reliable, affordable high-speed internet is a high priority for
AUMA and closely related to our work on municipal viability as well as economic recovery and
resiliency.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B11: Mental Health and Wellness for Public Safety Personnel
Moved by: City of Fort Saskatchewan
Seconded by: Wetaskiwin
WHEREAS public safety personnel are defined as those professionals who work in a field that,
due to the nature of their operational duties to protect the safety of others, are necessarily
exposed to potentially psychologically traumatic events with exceptional frequency (Carleton et
al., 2019);
WHEREAS public safety personnel appear to be at an increased risk for developing a
psychological injury due to their nature of their work (Carleton et al., 2019, 2020) and 44.5% meet
the criteria for one or more mental disorders (Carleton, 2018a);
WHEREAS posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a potentially disabling condition that is now a
widely recognized public health issue, particularly among public safety personnel. A recent
study conducted by Carleton et al. (2018) investigated the proportion of Canadian public safety
personnel reporting symptom clusters consistent with various mental disorders. The results
indicated that 23.2% of the total sample screened positive for PTSD (in contrast, estimates of the
prevalence of PTSD among the general population range from 1.1 to 3.5%);
WHEREAS public safety personnel report suicidal behaviours at rates up to three times the rates
for the general population (Carleton, 2018b);
WHEREAS significant stigmas associated with mental health remain, despite relatively recent
improvements (Krakauer et al., 2020; McCall et al., in press; Ricciardelli et al., 2020). Public safety
personnel require resources that are confidential and career specific; policies and procedures
that normalize mental health disorder as a job hazard, not a personal failure; effective education
to increase awareness and buy-in (beginning with leadership); social support from peers and
leaders; and integrative return-to-work policies; and
WHEREAS Municipalities are the employers of public safety personnel and derive community
safety benefits from an engaged mentally healthy and resilient workforce, which requires
coordinated evidence-based solutions to support the best interests of these jurisdictions.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association request that
the Government of Alberta work cooperatively with public safety personnel organizations and
allied stakeholders to research, develop and implement evidence-based solutions to address
mental health and wellness of public safety personnel in the Province of Alberta.
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BACKGROUND:
*They run in when everyone else runs out.
Public safety personnel are people who respond to the scenes of emergencies, and include
police, firefighters, and paramedics, among other emergency personnel. Public safety personnel
work by definition involves frequent exposures to potentially psychologically traumatic events,
such as witnessing deaths and injuries, including the deaths or major injuries of children and
mass casualty events; as such, the number of exposures public safety persons can have in one
week may be more than what members of the general public experience in a lifetime! Public
safety personnel report having varied responses to the events depending on numerous
dynamic factors, Public safety personnel have typically worked in a “suck it up” culture – for
themselves and for others – often facing problematic and punitive comments for the public,
such as “you knew what you signed up for”. Thus, various types of stress reactions, including
posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms, can gradually and progressively build up over time.
Increasing exposures can result in cumulative trauma. The stigma associated with being a
“helper” who then asks for help has been and remains unacceptably prevalent in public safety
personnel organizations, and can be a significant barrier to seeking much needed help.
Other factors can impact the mental health of public safety personnel, including shift work,
disruptions to family and social lives, and perceived levels of organizational support.
Public safety personnel have often continued to work for a long time after becoming injured,
despite reduced ability to cope and continued subsequent exposures to potentially
psychologically traumatic events. Eventually, public safety personnel may reach a “breaking
point”, even after what may appear to be a relatively common place exposure, as a result of the
cumulative stressors. A comparison can be made to injuring one’s ankle. If one continues to
walk on the ankle without allowing time for healing, the ankle may become increasingly
vulnerable to re-injury.
Historically, public safety personnel have, at times, experienced difficulty having the cumulative
impact of exposures and stress be recognized by employers and worker’s compensation boards.
Some have even had compensation claims denied due to difficulty identifying a singular workrelated event that could be considered “uncommon enough” relative to their other work
experiences to “explain” or “justify’ a mental health diagnosis, such as Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder.
In a 2016 study, the Canadian Institute for Public Safety Research and Treatment (CIPSRT) found
that 75% of public safety organizations who reported having a mental health program in place
failed to meet the basic standards of the program’s model (Authors, 2016). Another study
warned against such variations from a model’s validated protocols with the potential of such
unfounded variations causing iatrogenic harm (Fikretoglu et al., 2019). In another 2019 study,
CIPSRT found that most programs overlook the type of help public safety personnel are most
willing to access (Carleton et al., 2019b). Thus, with the current research, we have never been
more informed to improve the mental health and wellness programming we provide to our
public safety personnel - those persons whose every workday is responding to the worst days of
the publics’ lives.
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*Canadian Mental Health Association
AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this specific issue, but the topic generally aligns
with AUMA advocacy on the need for enhanced mental health supports. If this resolution is
passed, it would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy
would be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe and Healthy Communities
Committee within the context of related priorities and positions.
SOURCES:
Authors et al., (2016). Peer Support and Crisis-Focused Psychological Intervention Programs in
Canadian First Responders: Blue Paper. University of Regina. Canadian Institute for Public Safety
Research and Treatment.
Bikos, L.J. (2020) “It’s all window dressing:” Canadian police officers’ perceptions of mental health
stigma
in
their
workplace.
Policing:
An
International
Journal,
44(1),
6376. https://doi.org/10.1108/PIJPSM-07-2020-0126
Carleton, R. N. et al. (2020). Assessing the Relative Impact of Diverse Stressors Among Public Safety
Personnel. International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, 17.
https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph17041234
Carleton, R. N. et al. (2019). Exposures to Potentially Traumatic Events Among Public Safety Personnel
in Canada. Canadian Journal of Behavioural Science, 51, 37-52. https://doi.org/10.1037/cbs0000115
Carleton, R. N. et al. (2018b). Suicidal ideation, plans, and attempts among public safety personnel in
Canada. Canadian Psychology, 59, 220-231. https://doi.org/10.1037/cap0000136
Carleton, R. N. et al. (2018a). Mental Disorder Symptoms Among Public Safety Personnel. Canadian
Journal of Psychiatry, 63, 54-64. https://doi.org/10.1177/0706743717723825
Krakauer, R. L. et al. (2020). Examining mental health knowledge, stigma, and service use intentions
among public safety personnel. Front Psychol, 11, 949. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.00949
McCall, H. C. et al. (in press). Stakeholder perspectives on Internet-delivered cognitive behavioural
therapy for public safety personnel: A qualitative analysis. Canadian Journal of Behavioural Science.
doi: 10.1037/cbs0000242
Ricciardelli, R. et al. (2020). "Playing the system": Structural factors potentiating mental health stigma,
challenging awareness, and creating barriers to care for Canadian public safety personnel. Health,
24(3), 259-278. https://doi.org/10.1177/1363459318800167
Summary prepared by E. Kossick Reviewed & edited by B. Barootes and Bikos, L.J
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AUMA Resolution 2021.B12: Alberta Health Services Emergency Ambulance Dispatch –
Independent Review
Moved by: The City of Red Deer
Seconded by: Town of McGrath
WHEREAS on January 12, 2021, emergency ambulance dispatch was fully consolidated into the
Alberta Health Services (AHS) provincial dispatch system. This removed it from the four
integrated satellite centers, which were used to assist in providing this vital health service. Since
the move to a total provincial dispatch system, there have several cases of increased response
times and technical errors, which put Albertans’ lives at risk1;
WHEREAS the Alberta integrated satellite centres dispatch approach is proven to be an
effective system in delivering prompt, efficient, and accurate emergency dispatch to the
residents of Alberta;
WHEREAS past centralizations have degraded emergency response, but as this is the final
consolidation, the real consequences have yet to be fully experienced by Albertans; and
WHEREAS many municipalities have experienced numerous errors and delays that affected
emergency response times, these errors would not have occurred under the integrated satellite
model. It is clear that AHS alone cannot meet the emergency dispatch demands for Alberta,
thus putting lives at risk.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate to the Government of Alberta and the
Minister of Health to undertake an independent third-party review of the AHS emergency
ambulance dispatch system and to investigate the increase in response times and the technical
outages that have occurred since January 12, 2021.
BACKGROUND:
AHS Emergency Ambulance Dispatch is an issue that impacts all municipalities across the
province. Red Deer, Lethbridge, Calgary and Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo have been
at the forefront in attempting to convince the Government of Alberta to reverse its decision to
fully centralized ambulance emergency dispatch services.
The AUMA issued a statement on this matter back in August 2020. Key issues that were raised
included that more information about the impact of consolidation on response times was
required and that municipalities are totally frustrated regarding the lack of consultation on the
_____________

https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/i-was-completely-shocked-dispatch-nightmare-operator-hangs-up-as-parentscall-to-save-dying-southern-alberta-teen-1.5409960
1
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matter. This new resolution speaks directly to the performance issues that AHS is experiencing
with the centralized service model, and that an independent review of performance measures is
required.
AHS officials have stated that dispatch centralization will not result in a degradation of service.
This commitment was also made in previous consolidations, but to date 39 Alberta
communities have gone on record that their communities experienced a degradation of service,
both in timing and coordination of emergency dispatch, and in the number of ambulances
available in their communities. In the words of a fellow Alberta Mayor whose community
dispatch was consolidated into the provincial system in 2014, “We should have fought with you
harder in 2013”. In other words, had they known what was going to happen, instead of
believing the appeasing assurances that emergency ambulance service would not degrade for
their community, they would have done more to stop it.
Past centralizations have degraded emergency response, but as this is the final consolidation,
the real consequences, intended and unintended, have yet to be fully experienced by Albertans.
May we learn from other provinces' life and death experiences, instead of being forced to learn
through the consequences that are on the horizon for Albertans.
This is an important municipal issue. It speaks to the safety and wellbeing of our residents, and
the fact that municipalities were providing this dispatch service at a much higher standard
before it was centralized.
Further background on the benefits of an integrated dispatch approach:
• Integrated dispatch services allow fire, EMS, and for Lethbridge and Calgary (and in the
future for Red Deer), police communications operators to be in the same room.
• When a dispatcher learns a critical piece of information, the other dispatcher is
immediately made aware through verbal communication within the room.
• When fire and EMS communicate in the same room, they provide for a faster response.
• Integrated dispatch services allow emergency response units to leave the station earlier
in critical situations where seconds matter, or as often occurs, in advance of an
ambulance.
• Integrated approach in emergency services means that individuals are cross-trained in
both firefighting and emergency medical services response, providing a seamless
response to any emergency by any and every member. Integration between fire and
ambulance is critical for patient outcomes.
• Municipal dispatch staff are cross-trained 911 call takers, and both fire and medical
dispatchers.
• The cross-training provides the most efficient and effective services to patients in need.
This is imperative for patient outcomes.
• Integrated service allows fire units to be dispatched simultaneously as ambulances.
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AUMA Comments:
This resolution aligns with previous AUMA advocacy on emergency medical services and
response times. If this resolution is passed, it would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta
for response and further advocacy would be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe
and Healthy Communities Committee within the context of related priorities and positions.
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2021 Resolutions
Category C – Other issues of potential
interest to Alberta Municipalities
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AUMA Resolution 2021.C1: Advocacy for a National Early Learning and Care
Program
Moved by: City of Lethbridge
Seconded by: City of Spruce Grove
WHEREAS a well-designed, National Early Learning and Care Program, that is affordable,
high-quality, inclusive, and accessible, will support families economically and support
more women in joining and staying in the workforce; and
WHEREAS the COVID pandemic has shown how communities and families are negatively
impacted when early learning and care is not accessible, inclusive or affordable and should
make us strive to fix this problem on behalf of parents, families and communities.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate to the Provincial Government for a
National Early Learning and Care Program that will be high-quality, inclusive, affordable and
accessible, developed with significant long-term sustained funding and which will create a
Canada-wide early-learning and child-care system.
BACKGROUND:
Families and children across Canada have been impacted by insufficient childcare and
learning during these uncertain times. This is further compounding poverty impacts,
wage gaps and employment implications. While these concerns are being particularly felt
during the pandemic, they will not disappear in the years ahead. It is vital for all orders of
government to advocate on behalf of our residents for the programs that will best
support families, our communities and our country. Provincial support and allocation of
the funds from the federal “A Canada-Wide Early Learning and Child Care Plan” starts with
the fundamental idea that early learning and care programs are essential for families and
municipalities at large. Communities and residents across Alberta and Canada will benefit
both economically and socially because of such a program.
Economically there are many reasons to support such a program. According to the Alberta
Child Services Annual Report 2020-2021, there are 143,469 licensed and approved childcare
cases for a total Albertan population of 4,444,277. The provincial government is incrementally
increasing these spaces, however availability and affordability continue to be an issue for
Alberta. First, without such a program, employers in Alberta and Canada could face low
productivity due to parents missing work. There are also the lost wages to parents and
sometimes a complete inability for parents to join the workforce. This results in a loss of
income tax to governments, and from a municipal perspective could impact the ability of the
low income to pay their property taxes. A parent should not be forced to choose between
employment and childcare; employed parents contribute to the economy and early-educated
children contribute to the future success of our economy. Second, local businesses cannot
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recover without workers and some workers cannot return to work because they cannot afford
childcare. The local restaurants rely heavily on these individuals and were severely impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Ensuring all have access to affordable childcare will help boost the
productivity of the local economy. If families are supported by such a program, they will have
more disposable income which can be used to support local businesses, to save for the future,
to create educational opportunities for the parents and their children. Third, childcare is a
municipal issue because every city, town, village, or rural area has different needs. A “one-sizefits-all” approach without advocacy and consultation with municipalities may result in the
exclusion of key economic contributors such as Indigenous workers, shift workers, and
rural/agriculture workers, all of whom are increasingly important for today’s economy and
arguably are now supporting Alberta’s economy as the energy industry economic influence is
strained. We also believe that pandemic times have demonstrated childcare is necessary for
essential workers (the leading cohort of the Lethbridge economy) to continue effectively
working as we navigate battling COVID-19 and maintaining access to all other healthcare.
Finally, in Alberta, the average daily fee for centre-based child care businesses is higher than
the national average:
Alberta 2021

Child care
businesses by
type

Less than
18
months
old
children
enrolled

Canada 2021
18 months
to less than
36 months
old
children
enrolled

3 years to
less than
5 years
old
children
enrolled

5 years
and
older
children
enrolled

Dollars

Less than
18
months
old
children
enrolled

18 months
to less than
36 months
old
children
enrolled

3 years to
less than
5 years
old
children
enrolled

5 years
and older
children
enrolled

Dollars

Centre-based
child care
businesses

50.0A

46.0A

41.0B

33.0B

46.0A

41.0A

37.0A

29.0A

Licensed homebased child care
businesses

33.0D

35.0B

37.0B

27.0D

37.0A

34.0A

33.0A

28.0B

Unlicensed
home-based
child care
businesses

35.0C

35.0B

36.0B

27.0C

37.0A

38.0A

36.0A

30.0B

Statistics Canada. Table 42-10-0019-01 Average daily fee per child by child care business type and age group, January 2020 and January 2021

From a social perspective, such a program will support families during these uncertain times
and into the future and will help with poverty reduction. For example: according to Statistic
Canada, in 2015, 14% of Lethbridge households were low-income, compared to 11% in
Alberta and other cities of the same size (Grande Prairie and Red Deer). These rates were
higher for single persons (27%), lone parents (26%), new immigrants (18%), Indigenous people
(27%), and children (16%). Although childcare is provincially legislated jurisdiction, every
municipality, including our own, has specific early learning and childcare needs. Ensuring
high-quality, affordable programs would help us combat financial and social inequality. The
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early years of a child’s life are instrumental in their development. Children who attend highquality early learning and care programs are more likely to succeed in future educational
endeavours, attain employment, and develop the social and emotional skills required to help
them be successful. Additionally, obtaining childcare for low-income earners is now not only a
considerable burden to residents in Alberta but also a crisis to those who simply cannot afford
childcare or do not have alternate options while navigating the current economic crisis. At a
municipal level, this is a community development issue as much as it is a family issue;
childcare contributes to community development plans. For example, a municipality would
consider including childcare businesses in community plans; the same a municipality would
consider location and need for schools. Communities largely impacted by low income, shift
workers, etc., would be considered for specific childcare centres to support the families and
economy as required.
A national program such as this is supported by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce as they
realize that a lack of good childcare is holding back entrepreneurs and without childcare,
businesses cannot be opened, which is holding back the economy and the economic recovery
that our province and country are needing. A National Early Learning and Care Program that is
high-quality, inclusive, affordable, and accessible, created with long-term, sustained funding,
will provide solutions to many economic and social issues we face locally and nationally and is
a fundamental next step to permanently pivoting our economy today and for generations to
come.
AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this issue. If this resolution is passed, it would be
forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy would be
recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe and Healthy Communities Committee within
the context of related priorities and positions.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.C2: Elder Care Model
Moved by: Town of Strathmore
Seconded by: Town of Okotoks
WHEREAS it is the role of the government to provide for the safety, health, and welfare of
people;
WHEREAS in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic the Government of Alberta has identified a
growing crisis to maintain an acceptable level of care for our aging population;
WHEREAS changing demographics in the population growth of Alberta Seniors significantly
influence the demand for and provision of aged care;
WHEREAS people seeking aged care should have the right to equitable access to services, the
right to exercise choice between available services, the right to freedom from degrading
treatment, or any form of abuse, the right to liberty, the right of autonomy and the right to
make decisions about their care, the right to fair and non-discriminatory treatment and the right
to offer opinions and make complaints; and
WHEREAS seniors in Alberta are demanding enhanced choices in the care and services they
received.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association encourage the
Government of Alberta to create and develop an elder care model in our Province that will offer
client directed services focused on standards of care.
BACKGROUND:
Demographics
• In 2046, Alberta’s population is expected to:
o Reach over 6.3 million people, an increase of roughly 2.0 million people from 2019,
and
o Become older, with an average age of 41.5 years, up from 38.3 years in 2019.
• Albertans are expected to live longer on average, a girl born in Alberta in 2019 could
expect to live to 83.6 years of age, while a boy could reach 79.0 years. Under the medium
growth scenario, life expectancy at birth for females is projected to rise to 87.0 years by
2046, while for males it is expected to reach 83.7 years.
• In 2019, people aged 65 and older represented about 13% of the population. Under the
medium growth scenario one in five, or 20%, is expected to be 65 years or older by 2046.
The number of seniors is expected to exceed 1.2 million by 2046
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Alberta Population Projections - Alberta and Census Divisions, 2020-2046 (August 28, 2020)
Health Issues/Pandemics and the Impact on Age Care
“The coronavirus pandemic, which particularly affects seniors, could prove to be a great
opportunity to rethink the relationship our societies have with them”, notes Martine Lagacé, a
professor in the Department of Communication of the Faculty of Arts. “If, as a society, we learn
the lessons from this health and social crisis, this pandemic could act as a trigger for developing
public policies that further the social inclusion of seniors and fight ageism,” says Lagacé, who
specializes in social gerontology.
The large numbers of seniors who died in age care facilities during this COVID crisis has served
to highlight issues for aged care in Alberta. The reported figures have inadvertently stigmatized
Seniors who were already associated with fragility, end of life and other vulnerabilities. What
value do we place on Seniors in our society? The hashtag, “Boomer-remover” widely utilized on
social media to highlight the horrific rates of mortality among Seniors, is an example of ageism
that we need to address overtly and systemically.
The evidence-based research regarding the isolation of Seniors has emphasized the
extraordinary hardship experienced by Seniors during forced lockdowns; measures that were
broadly applied because buildings were not sufficiently equipped for sectional isolation. New
measures are needed to address the social, mental/emotional, financial, and technological
inequities that have impacted Alberta’s Seniors.
The impact of COVID-19 on seniors: Lessons to be learned | Research | University of Ottawa
(uottawa.ca)
Standards of Care
Under a Ministry responsible for Seniors, specific responsibilities for the important functions
should be assigned to a Senior’s Advocate or Commissioner whose duty would be to oversee
and ensure:
• quality, safety, and prudential regulation
• system management functions and funding administration
• ensuring that appropriate aged care services are widely available for BIPOC populations
• planning and development of the aged care workforce
• investigation and resolution of complaints
Systemic problems are serious and recurrent issues that stem from problems inherent in the
design and operation of the aged care system. They may be funding, policy, cultural or
operational issues. These systemic problems are interconnected. None of them exist in isolation
and they often have a compounding effect on the quality and accessibility of aged care.
Aged Care Royal Commission Final Report: Summary (Australian example of a widely applied
standard of care)
Aged care residents’ prioritization of care: A mixed‐methods study - Ludlow - 2021 - Health
Expectations - Wiley Online Library
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AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this issue. If this resolution is passed, it would be
forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy would be
recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe and Healthy Communities Committee within
the context of related priorities and positions.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.C3: Long Term Care
Moved by: Town of Strathmore
Seconded by: Town of Okotoks
WHEREAS hospital and physician care are covered by Medicare, long-term care and home care
are not, there are long wait lists for subsidized care and inequity in our system where those who
can pay more get better access;
WHEREAS costs borne by both the province and by the families of Alberta in caring for aging
parents continue to increase and are unsustainable in the long-term; and
WHEREAS the aging demographic and chronic lack of adequate housing and care solutions for
seniors demands innovative solutions and the development of creative alternatives.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association urge our
provincial government to petition the Government of Canada to make long term care and
home care “medically necessary” services under the terms of the Canada Health Act.
BACKGROUND:
• The aging population in Alberta represents a growing need and concern for the care of
seniors. There is an ongoing shortage of living facilities for seniors who require assisted
living and support, and the private opportunities can be financially out of reach for many
Albertan families. Families placing their aging parents into assisted living facilities can
find their resources significantly stretched by the enormous associated costs.
• Evidence-based research indicated that the fundamental causes of inferior or deficient
care in aged care, particularly residential aged care, is that individuals do not reliably get
the health care they deserve and need. The causes for substandard access to health care
encompass lack of funding for proactive health care services provided to people at their
place of residence, and an unwillingness by some health care providers to attend a
person at their residence. A lack of clarity, and inconsistencies around the responsibilities
of aged care and health care providers exists. These systemic issues are partly a result of
the split in responsibilities for health care and aged care between federal and provincial
governments.
S0144686X19001806jra 1145.1162 (cambridge.org)“In conclusion, we believe that the evidence
presented here of life course trajectories of family care provides a foundation for understanding
better patterns of care work across the life course”.
Delivering, funding, and rating safe staffing levels and skills mix in aged care - ScienceDirect
Care workers’ perspectives of factors affecting a sustainable aged care workforce - Xiao - 2021 International Nursing Review - Wiley Online Library
Our Aging Population: Statistics (comfortlife.ca)
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Infographic: Canada’s seniors population outlook: Uncharted territory | CIHI
AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this issue. If this resolution is passed, it would be
forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy would be
recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe and Healthy Communities Committee within
the context of related priorities and positions.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.C4: Tobacco Industry Health Cost Recovery Fee
Moved by: City of Airdrie
Seconded by: City of St. Albert
WHEREAS tobacco use results in 4,000 premature deaths and 80,000 residents suffering with
Related illnesses each year in Alberta;
WHEREAS the cost of tobacco use in Alberta exceeds $1 billion annually including health care
costs, reduced productivity, fire and environmental damage;
WHEREAS a substantial portion of these costs are a direct result of the harmful health impacts
from the use of tobacco and tobacco products;
WHEREAS tobacco companies are not required to pay any compensation to Alberta taxpayers
beyond general corporate and payroll taxes; and
WHEREAS many Alberta industries are required to compensate Alberta taxpayers for
negligence and third party damages including automobile insurers; transportation companies;
oil, gas and mining operators; and agricultural producers (i.e., polluter pays principle).
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT the AUMA advocate to the Alberta government to use the
Crown’s Right of Recovery Act to establish a five percent (5%) levy on all Alberta revenues
collected by major tobacco manufacturers and importers. Funds collected would be redirected
to support effective programs and strategies to reduce and prevent tobacco use in Alberta.
BACKGROUND:
Tobacco use affects every Alberta municipality and their residents from a clean-up,
environmental and health perspective. Taxes collected on tobacco products in Alberta raises
approximately $750 million annually. As the cost of tobacco use exceeds $1 billion annually, all
Albertans pay for the negative consequences of tobacco use.
Despite the enormous burden that tobacco places on society and our healthcare system,
tobacco companies are presently not required to pay any compensation for harm beyond
general corporate and payroll taxes. These companies are located outside of Alberta so
consequently the provincial taxes that they do pay are negligible. The vast majority of tobacco
taxes are paid for by consumers, not tobacco companies.
The Government of Alberta’s $10 billion lawsuit filed against fourteen Canadian and
international tobacco firms in 2012 outlines the harmful activities conducted by the tobacco
industry. The lawsuit is an attempt by the Government of Alberta to recover decades worth of
public harm and the resulting healthcare costs.
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Many Alberta businesses are required to pay for the provincial clean-up costs resulting from
their harmful and negligent activities, whether the damage is deliberate or not. Examples
include:
• Oil and gas companies – are required to pay for the mitigation of environmental damage
and emissions resulting from mining, extraction and refining.
• Trucking and rail companies – are required to pay for the clean-up costs resulting from
collisions, derailments, and chemical spills.
• Utility companies – are required to mitigate air pollution including CO2 and SO2 emissions
resulting from power production.
• Auto insurance carriers – are required to pay for the healthcare costs resulting from motor
vehicle collisions. (1)
This same “polluter pays” principal can be applied to tobacco companies. Like the examples
provided above the Government of Alberta can recover the cost of health services caused or
contributed to by a tobacco-related wrong under the Crown’s Right of Recovery Act. It is under
this Act that the Government of Alberta sued the tobacco companies in 2012. The Crown’s Right
of Recovery Act can also be used to recoup current health care costs and the annual cost of
implementing initiatives outlined in the Alberta Tobacco Reduction Strategy (ATRS).
Action on Smoking and Health (ASH Canada) has determined that a tax of 5% on tobacco
industry revenues ($573 million in 2018(2)) would cover the $28 million annual cost of
implementing the Alberta Tobacco Reduction Strategy. This strategy outlines steps to:
• help Albertans to quit using tobacco
• reduce second-hand smoke exposure
• make tobacco products less attractive to youth
• educate youth on the dangers of tobacco use
ATRS focusses on reducing the number of Albertans who use tobacco. The original 2002
strategy is credited with significantly decreasing the number of people who start to use tobacco
and helping people who use tobacco to quit. The goal of the strategy is to create a smoke-free
Alberta. Funding for the ATRS is no longer included in the provincial budget. When the strategy
was first introduced it was funded at a level of $12 million annually. Since 2008 approximately
$4 million, or one dollar per capita, is spent on anti-smoking efforts in the province.
The ATRS expires in 2022. The Government of Alberta should begin consultations on next steps
to develop a new strategy in late 2021 that will potentially also address vaping and vaping
products.
AUMA Comments:
AUMA does not currently have a position on this specific issue. If this resolution is passed, it
would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta for response and further advocacy would be
recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe and Healthy Communities Committee within
the context of related priorities and positions.
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Notes:
(1) Campaign for a Smoke-Free Alberta, Tobacco Industry Health Cost Recovery Fee, August
2020
(2) Health Canada, August 2019
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2021 Resolutions
Emergent Resolutions
Criteria
The criteria of an emergent resolution, as set in the Resolutions Policy is that it must:
a. Deal with an issue of concern to Alberta municipalities which has arisen after the
resolution deadline, or just prior to the resolution deadline, such that Members
could not submit it as a resolution in time;
b. Have a critical aspect that needs to be addressed before the next Convention; and
c. Comply with the guidelines for resolutions set out in this policy.
Seconding
The policy also stipulates that, if the AUMA Board determines the resolution meets the criteria
of an emergent resolution, the Board will second the resolution.
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AUMA Resolution 2021.Emergent 1: Responsibility of Ambulance Service Delivery
Moved by:

City of Airdrie
Town of Chestermere
Town of Okotoks
Town of Strathmore
Town of Turner Valley

Seconded by: N/A
WHEREAS the Province of Alberta took responsibility for the delivery of ambulance service as it
was a provincial health responsibility;
WHEREAS at the time the ambulance service transitioned from a municipal responsibility to a
provincial responsibility there was a commitment that there would be no degradation of service
to citizens;
WHEREAS the entire provincial health system has been operating on overdrive because of the
COVID-19 pandemic;
WHEREAS the number of code reds, where no ambulances are available in the Province is
impacting the ability of Albertans, especially rural Albertans, to access emergency medical care;
WHEREAS municipalities continue to provide support to the provincial health care system with
the operation of our fire departments;
WHEREAS the health and safety of citizens continues to be a priority for municipalities as we
arrive on scene as first responders to medical calls approximately 40% if the time;
WHEREAS the length of time, fire is on scene until an ambulance arrives is trending upwards
exponentially, in some areas up over 50% and some rural areas as much as a 200% increase in
wait time for fire services over the last year or 2 years;
WHEREAS municipalities are acting as a stop gap in the provincial health system with no
compensation, and it is impacting the ability of municipalities to meet their own operational
requirements; and
WHEREAS everyday Albertans’ access to health is being compromised due to a lack of
emergency health care.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Province of Alberta, immediately consult with
municipalities, to develop a plan to make urgently needed improvements to the delivery and
performance of the ambulance system where municipalities are recognized and compensated
for the role they play in support of the provincial health care system.
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BACKGROUND:
When the province transitioned ambulance service from a municipal responsibility to a
provincial responsibility there was a commitment that there would be no degradation in the
capacity of these services. Since that transition and especially over the last several months the
impact on municipal fire services include:
o Increasing need for fire services to be the first response and first to arrive on the
scene;
o Increasing need for co-response when EMS are more than 10 minutes out;
o Municipal fire crews are tied up at incidents longer and are required to stay until
they can pass the patient to someone with at least the same level of qualification
or higher which means fire crews once on scene cannot leave until EMS arrives;
o Increasing number of concurrent calls, which is affected by increased response
times for lower level incidents (more than 10 minutes) and results in fire being
dispatched; and
o Increasing need for call outs to protect the municipality from other occurrences
which increases staffing costs for over time and relies on the availability of off
duty staff. There is no contractual requirement for staff to attend call outs outside
of their scheduled hours.
The effects on municipal staff include:
o Increasing stress on staff being exposed to more medical incidents;
o Dealing with patients and families concerned about delayed EMS transportation;
o Not being able to deliver the scope of practice of an Advanced Care Paramedic
(ACP);
o Reduction of availability for other incidents, impacts capability, staffing and
safety.
o Not being able to respond to other emergency situations.
o Experiencing delayed response of care for family members when seconds in
response can affect long-term health outcomes;
o Potential increase in mental health issues; and
o Burn out.
Every citizen experiencing a medical crisis across Alberta is impacted, as the time of EMS
response increases the survival rate of patient’s decreases. EMS are usually staffed with an ACP
with a higher scope of practice than Firefighters Primary Care Paramedic (PCP), this restricts the
care provided which could prove critical.

Ambulance service levels have become an urgent, emergent issue. As an example, in Okotoks,
within the space of four days, July 28 – 31, two incidents required the use of the STARS
helicopter. On one of these occasions, Okotoks did not have a ground ambulance available. On
another occasion, August 3, dispatch informed the Incident Commander that EMS was 45
minutes out, eventually arriving from Strathmore. This is an unacceptable level of service
provided by AHS and has shifted the burden substantially to municipalities across Alberta with
dire health outcomes for citizens.
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AUMA Comments:
This resolution aligns with previous AUMA advocacy on emergency medical services and
response times. If this resolution is passed, it would be forwarded to the Government of Alberta
for response and further advocacy would be recommended to AUMA’s Board by AUMA’s Safe
and Healthy Communities Committee within the context of related priorities and positions, and
in coordination with any other related resolutions that are adopted.
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Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Land Use Bylaw Survey Results

Agenda Item Number:

7b.

BACKGROUND
See attached Land Use Bylaw Survey Results.
We received 15 responses.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to accept as information at this time

Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q1 Do you live in the Village of Hussar?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

100.00%

No

0.00%

80%

90% 100%

15
0

TOTAL
#

15
IF NO, PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH MUNICIPALITY YOU LIVE IN.
There are no responses.

1 / 12

DATE

Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q2 Do you own a business in the Village?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

If Yes, please
specify what...
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Yes

13.33%

2

No

80.00%

12

If Yes, please specify what type of business(s) you own:

6.67%

1

TOTAL

15

#

IF YES, PLEASE SPECIFY WHAT TYPE OF BUSINESS(S) YOU OWN:

DATE

1

Home based

9/2/2021 2:28 PM

2 / 12

Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q3 When you have a development or zoning inquiry, who or what do you
approach to answer your questions?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 0

The Village
Office (e-ma...
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Land Use Bylaw
(online/phys...
Other (please
specify)
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The Village Office (e-mail/ drop-in/ phone-call)

66.67%

10

Palliser Regional Municipal Services (e-mail/ drop-in/ phone call)

0.00%

0

Internet (website/ search engine)

0.00%

0

Land Use Bylaw (online/physical copy)

33.33%

5

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

TOTAL
#

15
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

There are no responses.
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q4 How familiar are you with the Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 0

Very familiar.

Kind of
familiar.

I know of it,
but not what...

I am not
familiar wit...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very familiar.

6.67%

1

Kind of familiar.

46.67%

7

I know of it, but not what is inside the document.

20.00%

3

I am not familiar with it at all.

26.67%

4

TOTAL

15
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q5 If you are familiar with the Village of Hussar's Land Use Bylaw (LUB),
please indicate to what extent you have interacted with it:Check off
whichever choices apply to you:
Answered: 14

Skipped: 1

I have not
interacted w...
I needed to
reference th...
I needed to
reference th...
I needed to
reference th...
I referred to
it when I...
I have gone
through part...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I have not interacted with the LUB at all.

14.29%

2

I needed to reference the LUB for a Development Permit Application

42.86%

6

I needed to reference the LUB for a Land Use Bylaw Amendment (Rezoning) Application

0.00%

0

I needed to reference the LUB to appeal a development

0.00%

0

I referred to it when I needed a safety codes permit.

7.14%

1

I have gone through parts of the LUB our of interest/curiosity.

64.29%

9

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 14
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

There are no responses.
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q6 Is the language within the Village's Land Use Bylaw easy to read?
Answered: 14

Skipped: 1

Yes

Somewhat

No

0%
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20%
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60%
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

28.57%

4

Somewhat

64.29%

9

No

7.14%

1

TOTAL

14
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q7 How easy if it for you to navigate the current LUB layout? If it is
difficult, what would you change?
Answered: 12

Skipped: 3

Easy

Neither easy
nor difficult

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Easy

16.67%

2

Neither easy nor difficult

83.33%

10

TOTAL

12

#

DIFFICULT, I WOULD CHANGE:

DATE

1

More organized sections. You need to know what you are looking for and search for it.

9/11/2021 12:38 PM

2

The language is confusing

9/3/2021 6:39 PM

3

Scattered information

9/3/2021 3:10 PM
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q8 Do you prefer paper or electronic version of Land Use Bylaw No.49314? Why?
Answered: 12

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Paper, so I can write notes on it for reference

9/28/2021 9:33 PM

2

Paper. Easier to read and the ability to look at multiple pages at once.

9/16/2021 7:46 AM

3

Electronic. Can easily search for what you are looking for.

9/11/2021 12:38 PM

4

Paper, prefer to read a paper copy of everything.

9/7/2021 8:53 PM

5

paper

9/6/2021 1:29 PM

6

Electronic No storage needed

9/3/2021 6:39 PM

7

Paper, read and make notes

9/3/2021 3:10 PM

8

Paper, easier to reference points

9/3/2021 6:51 AM

9

Paper

9/2/2021 2:58 PM

10

Electronic. Quick reference. No need to store it

9/2/2021 2:28 PM

11

Either

9/2/2021 1:25 PM

12

electronic

9/2/2021 12:45 PM
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q9 Are you familiar with the General Regulations within the Land Use
Bylaw? If so, what regulations would you like to see in the LUB that is not
already out there? Would there be any regulation sections that you would
take out or add in?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 7

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

No not familiar

9/28/2021 9:33 PM

2

If the Village chooses to sell village property, it should be posted publically before the sale
takes place. The CAO should not be allowed to sell Village land without a public hearing.

9/11/2021 12:38 PM

3

Perhaps some regulations on fencing height.

9/7/2021 8:53 PM

4

Ability to use any building for storage if sided to appear a part of the home structure.

9/3/2021 6:39 PM

5

More research required to answer.

9/3/2021 3:10 PM

6

No

9/3/2021 6:51 AM

7

N/a

9/2/2021 2:58 PM

8

Yes

9/2/2021 1:25 PM
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q10 Are there issues with the districts and their rules within the Land Use
Bylaw?
Answered: 10

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Not familiar

9/28/2021 9:33 PM

2

The districs are too narrowly defined. Residential is divided into random catagories. Business
is random as well. It is a futile and difficult to manage as it is.

9/11/2021 12:38 PM

3

No.

9/7/2021 8:53 PM

4

too many

9/6/2021 1:29 PM

5

No

9/3/2021 6:39 PM

6

Yes, residential is too complicated with student types of homes

9/3/2021 3:10 PM

7

Don't know

9/3/2021 6:51 AM

8

No

9/2/2021 2:58 PM

9

No

9/2/2021 1:25 PM

10

no

9/2/2021 12:45 PM
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q11 Please provide any additional comments you may have related to land
use planning in the Village of Hussar (i.e. any issues with residential,
industrial, commercial uses, etc.)
Answered: 8

Skipped: 7

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

No comments right now

9/28/2021 9:33 PM

2

Combining and/or separating “Titles” for building purposes.

9/7/2021 8:53 PM

3

Not welcoming to new development

9/6/2021 1:29 PM

4

Enforcement of unsafe and unsightly premises will make our village build back better.

9/3/2021 3:10 PM

5

.

9/3/2021 6:51 AM

6

I have witnessed several situations in the past, where people have joined council only to
“push” through an agenda to please their personal situation. I do not believe that the village of
Hussar has the ability to control its own by law.

9/2/2021 10:37 PM

7

N/a

9/2/2021 2:58 PM

8

N/a

9/2/2021 1:25 PM
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Village of Hussar Land Use Bylaw No. 493-14 Review

Q12 How involved would you like the community to be for the Land Use
Bylaw Review process?
Answered: 14

Skipped: 1

Once is fine,
no further...
Once is fine,
I would like...
I want more
engagement,...
I want to
engage in an...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Once is fine, no further action.

7.14%

1

Once is fine, I would like to see the overall results of this survey.

28.57%

4

I want more engagement, like a second survey

7.14%

1

I want to engage in an open house.

50.00%

7

Other (please specify)

7.14%

1

TOTAL

14

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Information sessions for the public to provide awareness of the content and purpose of Land
Use By-Laws.

9/7/2021 8:53 PM
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Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Land Use Bylaw Review

Agenda Item Number:

7c.

BACKGROUND
Palliser is asking Council to revisit the discussion over building and fence heights.
Do fence heights include all forms of shrubs, bushes, trees, etc.
Fences within the height restrictions don’t require permits, would you like this to remain the same?

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion to provide the discussion information to Palliser Regional Municipal Services on the
height of buildings and fences.

2. Motion to accept as information at this time

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Municipal Indicators

Agenda Item Number:

7d.

BACKGROUND
Beginning in 2017, Alberta Municipal Affairs started reporting on a new performance measure,
which identified the percentage of municipalities that were deemed to be “not at risk” based on
financial and governance risk indicators. This performance measure was developed in
consultation with stakeholders, and is used as a benchmark for measuring the ministry’s efforts
to ensure Albertans live in viable municipalities and communities with responsible, collaborative
and accountable local governments.
Each of the thirteen indicators has a defined benchmark, and a municipality will be deemed “not
at risk” as long as it does not trigger a critical indicator or three or more noncritical indicators. Municipal Affairs will publish the 2020 Municipal Indicator Results report
for municipalities that are deemed “at risk” on the open government portal in early 2022
(https://open.alberta.ca/publications/municipal-indicator-results).
The municipal indicator results from 2016 to 2020 for all municipalities are available on the
online Municipal Indicator Dashboard on the Municipal Indicators webpage
(https://www.alberta.ca/municipal-indicators.aspx).
The attached Excel file indicates those indicators where your municipality did not meet the “not
at risk” criteria for the 2020 financial year. The benchmarks established by Municipal Affairs for
each indicator provide a general indication of acceptable risk. However, a municipality may have
unique circumstances or alternative strategies that justify a different result. Therefore, we are
asking you to complete the attached excel template and provide your feedback in the box under
the indicator. Your responses will be included in the Municipal Indicator Results report
(https://open.alberta.ca/publications/municipal-indicator-results) if received by November 1,
2021.

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion to approve the responses for the municipal indicators that will be posted on the
Alberta Municipal Affairs website.
2. Motion to approve the responses for the municipal indicators that will be posted on the
Alberta Municipal Affairs website with the following changes.
3. Motion to accept as information at this time

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Armstrong Auto Bay Information

Agenda Item Number:

7e.

BACKGROUND
Please see the attached photos showing the existing apron and the one that was constructed. I have
also attached the road design that was done for this area. The profile for the south lip of gutter
shows that the proposed road was only dropped approximately 1-2 cm (less than 1 inch). We had to
be close the existing road elevation in this area as the garage is located at the end of the street and
we had to tie into the existing elevations at the intersection. The slope in the before and after photos
look very similar

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to accept as information at this time
2. Motion to get a quote to correct the concrete on the north bay of Armstrong Auto as
proposed by Mr. Armstrong.

Saved:2020-04-30,jason.penley Plotted:4/30/2020 11:06 AM
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Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Council
October 14, 2021
ATCO Franchise Fee Renewal Agreement

Agenda Item Number:

7f.

BACKGROUND:
Attached is the agreement, this version needs to be initialed on every page. This would be Step 2 in
the formal renewal process
I’ve left the terms highlighted in yellow in the agreement, just to make them easier to find. The
property tax clause was removed (it stills show in the table of contents, but that will be removed in
the final copy).
Once the agreement is initialed, you can move to Steps 3-5 which includes the reading of the bylaw
and the Form of Application to the AUC.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to initial every page of the ATCO franchise fee agreement and proceed with Steps 3-5
of the renewal process.
2. Motion to accept as information at this time

NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FRANCHISE AGREEMENT
2022
BETWEEN:

VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
- AND ATCO GAS AND PIPELINES LTD.
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NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FRANCHISE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
VILLAGE OF HUSSAR, a municipality located
in the Province of Alberta (the “Municipality”)
OF THE FIRST PART
– and –
ATCO GAS AND PIPELINES LTD., a
corporation having its head office at the City of
Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta (the
“Company”)
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS by Agreement July 16, 1960 made between the Company
and the Municipality a franchise was granted to the Company to supply natural gas to the
Municipality and its inhabitants, for a period of twenty (20) years;
WHEREAS by Renewal Agreement dated November 27, 1980 the
Agreement was renewed and extended for a period of ten (10) years;
WHEREAS by Renewal Agreement dated October 11, 1990 the
Agreement was renewed and extended for a period of ten (10) years;
WHEREAS by Renewal Agreement dated January 18, 2001 the
Agreement was renewed and extended for a period of ten (10) years;
WHEREAS by Renewal Agreement dated February 9, 2012 the
Agreement was renewed and extended for a period of ten (10) years;
WHEREAS the Municipality desires to grant and the Company,
collectively the “Parties”, desires to obtain an exclusive franchise to provide Natural Gas
Distribution Service within the Municipal Service Area on the terms and conditions herein
contained;
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual covenants and
promises herein contained, the Parties hereby agree as follows:
1)

Definitions and Interpretation
Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the words, phrases and expressions
in this Agreement will have the meanings attributed to them as follows:

a) “Agreement” means this Natural Gas Distribution System Franchise Agreement;
b) “Alternative Course of Action” shall have the meaning set out in paragraph 14 (c);
c) “Commission” means the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) as established under the
Alberta Utilities Commission Act (Alberta);
d) “Company” means the Party of the second part to this Agreement and includes its
successors and permitted assigns;
e) “Construct” means constructing, reconstructing, upgrading, extending, relocating, or
removing any part of the Natural Gas Distribution System;
f) “Consumer” or “Consumers” as the text may require, means any individual, group of
individuals, firm or body corporate, including the Municipality, with premises or
facilities located within the Municipal Service Area from time to time that are provided
with Natural Gas Distribution Service by the Company pursuant to the Company’s
Delivery Tariff;
g) “Core Services” means all those services set forth in Schedule “A” of this Agreement;
h) “Delivery Tariff” means the rates and Terms and Conditions of service approved by the
Commission from time to time on an interim or final basis, as the case may be, for the
Company to deliver Natural Gas to the Consumer;
i) “Electronic Format” means any document or other means of communication that is
created, recorded, transmitted or stored in digital form or in any other intangible form
by electronic, magnetic or optical means or by any other computer-related means that
have similar capabilities for creation, recording, transmission or storage;
j) “Extra Services” means those services set forth in Schedule “B” that are requested by
the Municipality for itself or on behalf of its citizens and provided by the Company in
accordance with paragraph 7 of this Agreement;
k) “GUA” means the Gas Utilities Act (Alberta);
l) “Intended Time Frame” shall have the meaning set out in paragraph 14 (c);
m) “Maintain” means to maintain and keep in good repair any part of the Natural Gas
Distribution System;
n) “Major Work” means any Work to Construct or Maintain the Distribution System that
costs more than One Hundred Thousand ($100,000.00) Dollars;
o) “MGA” means the Municipal Government Act (Alberta);

p) “Modified Plans” shall have the meaning set out in paragraph 14 (c)(ii);
q) “Municipality” means the Party of the first part to this Agreement;
r) “Municipal Compensation” shall have the meaning set out in paragraph 20;
s) “Municipal Service Area” means the geographical area within the legal boundaries of
the Municipality where the Company has been granted rights hereunder in connection
with, among other matters, Natural Gas Distribution Service, as altered from time to
time;
t) “Municipal Property” means all property, including lands and buildings, owned,
controlled or managed by the Municipality within the Municipal Service Area;
u) “Natural Gas” means a combustible mixture of hydrocarbon gases;
v) “Natural Gas Distribution Service” means the delivery of Natural Gas in accordance
with the Company’s Delivery Tariff;
w) “Natural Gas Distribution System” means any facilities owned by the Company which
are used to provide Natural Gas Distribution Service within the Municipal Service
Area, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, will include all mains, pipes,
conduits, valves and all other installations used and required for the purpose of
delivering Natural Gas to the Consumer within the Municipal Service Area and includes
any Natural Gas transmission lines owned by the Company within the Municipal
Service Area;
x) “NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGTL)” means NGTL and its successors, as
applicable, for purposes of paragraph 5 g) of this Agreement. For greater certainty, the
provisions of paragraph 5 g) may only apply in relation to franchises held by ATCO;
y) “Operate” means to operate the Natural Gas Distribution System, or to interrupt or
restore service in any part of the Natural Gas Distribution System, in a safe and reliable
manner;
z) “Party” means any party to this Agreement and “Parties” means all of the parties to this
Agreement;
aa) “Plans and Specifications” means the plans, drawings and specifications reasonably
necessary to properly assess and review proposed Work prior to issuance of any
approval that may be required under this Agreement;
bb) “Term” means the term of this Agreement set out in paragraph 2;
cc) “Terms and Conditions” means the terms and conditions contained within the Delivery
Tariff in effect from time to time for the Company as approved by the Commission;

dd) “Work” means any work to Construct or Maintain the Natural Gas Distribution System;
and
ee) “Work Around Procedures” shall have the meaning set out in paragraph 14 (c)(ii).
The words “hereof”, “herein”, “hereunder” and other words of similar import refer to this
Agreement as a whole, including any attachments hereto, as the same may from time to time be
amended or supplemented and not to any subdivision contained in this Agreement. Unless
the context otherwise requires, words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa
and words importing gender include all genders. References to provisions of statutes, rules or
regulations will be deemed to include references to such provisions as amended, modified or reenacted from time to time. The word “including” when used herein is not intended to be exclusive
and in all cases means “including without limitation”. References herein to a section,
paragraph, clause, Article or provision will refer to the appropriate section, paragraph, clause,
article or provision of this Agreement. The descriptive headings of this Agreement are inserted
for convenience of reference only and do not constitute a part of and will not be utilized in
interpreting this Agreement.
2)

Term
a)

Subject to sub-paragraph 2(b), this Agreement will be for a minimum term of ten years,
commencing on the later of:
i.
ii.

1

day of

February

20 22

; and

the first (1st) business day after both of the following have occurred:
A. the Commission has approved and acknowledged this Agreement; and
B. Council of the Municipality has passed third reading of the applicable
adopting bylaw.

b) This Agreement will expire on the

1

day of February

, 20

32

c) It is agreed this Agreement supersedes and replaces any prior Natural Gas franchise
agreements between the Municipality and the Company.
3)

Expiry of Term of Agreement
a) Provided the Company gives written notice to the Municipality not less than twelve
(12) months prior to the expiration of the Term of its intention to negotiate a new
franchise agreement, at any time following the expiration of the Term, and if the
Municipality has not provided written notice to the Company to exercise its

rights to purchase the Natural Gas Distribution System, either Party may submit any
items in dispute pertaining to a new franchise agreement to binding arbitration by the
Commission.
b) Subject to subparagraph 3c) of this Agreement, upon expiry of the Term, this
Agreement will continue in effect pursuant to the provisions of the MGA.
c) Commencing one (1) year following the expiration of the Term of this Agreement,
unless either Party has invoked the right to arbitration referred to in subparagraph 3a),
or the Municipality has given written notice to purchase the Natural Gas Distribution
System, this Agreement will be amended to provide the following:
i)

Fifty percent (50%) of the franchise fee otherwise payable under this
Agreement to the Municipality will be held back and deposited in trust in an
interest bearing trust account by the Company, for the sole benefit of the
Municipality. The trust money along with all accumulated interest will be paid
to the Municipality immediately upon execution of another Natural Gas
Franchise Agreement with the Company, or if the Municipality purchases the
Natural Gas Distribution System, or if the Company transfers or sells the Natural
Gas Distribution System, or upon further Order of the Commission.

d) In the event a franchise agreement template is approved by the Commission during the
Term of this Agreement and the provisions are materially different from the provisions
of this Agreement, the Parties may, by agreement in writing, amend this Agreement to
conform to such franchise agreement template.
4)

Grant of Franchise
a) Subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the Municipality hereby grants to the
Company the exclusive right within the Municipal Service Area to:
i. provide Natural Gas Distribution Service;
ii. Construct, Operate, and Maintain the Natural Gas Distribution System; and
iii. use portions of roads, rights-of-way, and other lands owned, controlled or
managed by the Municipality which have been designated by the Municipality for
such use and which are necessary to provide Natural Gas Distribution Service or
to Construct, Operate and Maintain the Natural Gas Distribution System.
b) Subject to subparagraph 4c) , and to the terms and conditions hereof, the Municipality
agrees it will not, during the Term, grant to any other person, firm or corporation, the
right to Construct, Operate and Maintain any natural gas distribution system nor the
exclusive right to use the portions of the roads, rights-of-way and other lands owned,
controlled or managed by the Municipality which have been designated by the
Municipality for such use and which are necessary to provide Natural Gas distribution

service or to Construct, Operate and Maintain a Natural Gas distribution system, for
the purpose of delivering Natural Gas in the Municipal Service Area for Consumers,
so long as the Company delivers the Consumers’ requirements of Natural Gas.
c) The Company agrees to:
i. bear the full responsibility of an owner of a Natural Gas distribution
system and to ensure all services provided pursuant to this Agreement are
provided in accordance with the Delivery Tariff, insofar as applicable;
ii. Construct, Operate and Maintain the Natural Gas Distribution System;
iii. use designated portions of roads, rights-of-way, and other lands including
other lands owned, controlled or managed by the Municipality necessary
to Construct, Operate and Maintain the Natural Gas Distribution System,
including the necessary removal, trimming of trees, shrubs or bushes or
any parts thereof; and
iv. use the Municipality’s roads, rights-of-way and other Municipal Property
granted hereunder solely for the purpose of providing Natural Gas
Distribution Service and any other service contemplated by this
Agreement.
5)

Franchise Fee
a) Calculation of Franchise Fee
In consideration of the rights granted pursuant to paragraph 4 and the mutual
covenants herein and subject to Commission approval the Company agrees to collect
from Consumers and pay to the Municipality a franchise fee. The Parties agree s.
360(4) of the MGA, as amended, does not apply to the calculation of the franchise
fee in this Agreement. For each calendar year the franchise fee will be calculated
as a percentage of the Company’s actual total revenue derived from the Delivery
Tariff, including without limitation the fixed charge, base energy charge, demand
charge, but excluding the cost of Natural Gas (being the calculated revenues from the
Natural Gas cost recovery rate rider or the deemed cost of Natural Gas and Natural
Gas supply related riders) in that year for Natural Gas Distribution Service within the
Municipal Service Area.
For the first (1st) calendar year or portion thereof of the Term of this Agreement, the
franchise fee percentage will be twenty-seven point five percent (27.5%).

By no later than September 1st of each year, the Company will:
i. advise the Municipality in writing of the total revenues that were derived from
the Delivery Tariff within the Municipal Service Area for the prior calendar year;
and
ii. with the Municipality’s assistance, provide in writing an estimate of total
revenues to be derived from the Delivery Tariff within the Municipal Service
Area for the next calendar year.
b) Adjustment to the Franchise Fee
At the option of the Municipality and subject to Commission approval, the franchise
fee percentage may be changed annually by providing written notice to the Company.
If the Municipality wishes to amend the franchise fee percentage, then the
Municipality will, no later than November 1st in any year of the Term, advise the
Company in writing of the franchise fee percentage to be charged for the following
calendar year. Upon receipt of notice, the Company will work with the Municipality
to ensure all regulatory requirements are satisfied on a timely basis and agrees to use
best efforts to obtain approval from the Commission for implementation of the
proposed franchise fee percentage as and from January 1st of the following calendar
year.
If the Municipality provides written notice at any other time with respect to a
franchise fee change, the Company will implement the new franchise fee percentage
as soon as reasonably possible.
c) Notice to Change Franchise Fee
Prior to implementing any change to the franchise fee, the Municipality will notify
its intent to change the level of the franchise fee and the resulting effect such change
will have on an average residential Consumer’s annual Natural Gas bill through
publication of a notice once in the newspaper with the widest circulation in the
Municipal Service Area at least forty five (45) days prior to implementing the revised
franchise fee. A copy of the published notice will be filed with the Commission.
d) Payment of Franchise Fee
The Company will pay the Municipality the franchise fee amount billed to
Consumers on a monthly basis within forty-five (45) days after billing Consumers.
e) Franchise Fee Cap
The franchise fee percentage will not at any time exceed thirty five percent (35%)
without prior Commission approval.

f) Reporting Considerations
Upon request, the Company will provide to the Municipality, along with payment of
the franchise fee amount information on the total Delivery Tariff billed, the franchise
fee percentage applied, and the derived franchise fee amount used by the Company
to verify the payment of the franchise fee amount as calculated under this paragraph
5.
g)

Franchise Fees Collected from NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. Customers
In the event certain customers in the Municipal Service Area connected to the
Company’s Natural Gas Distribution System are customers of the NOVA Gas
Transmission Ltd. (NGTL), a franchise fee will be collected from such customers by
NGTL in accordance with NGTL’s applicable tariff and such franchise fee once
remitted to the Company will be aggregated with the franchise fee as calculated in
paragraph 5 a) to be dealt with in accordance with paragraph 5 d).

6)

Core Services
The Company agrees to provide to the Municipality the Core Services set forth in Schedule
“A”. The Company and the Municipality may amend Schedule “A” from time to time upon
mutual agreement.

7)

Provision of Extra Services
Subject to an agreement being reached, the Company agrees to provide to the
Municipality the Extra Services, if any, set forth in Schedule “B”, as requested by the
Municipality from time to time. The Company is entitled to receive from the Municipality
a reasonable amount for full compensation for the provision of the Extra Services in
accordance with Schedule “B”. The Company and the Municipality may amend Schedule
“B” from time to time upon mutual agreement.
Any breach by the Company in connection with the provision of any Extra Services
contained in this Agreement will not constitute a breach of a material provision of this
Agreement for the purposes of paragraph 9.

8)

Right to Terminate on Default
In the event either Party breaches any material provision of this Agreement, the other Party
may, at its option, provide written notice to the Party in breach to remedy such breach. If
the said breach is not remedied within two (2) weeks after receipt of the written notice or
such further time as may be reasonably required by the Party in breach using best
efforts on a commercially reasonable basis, the Party not in breach may give six (6)
months notice in writing to the other Party of its intent to terminate this Agreement, and

unless such breach is remedied to the satisfaction of the Party not in breach acting
reasonably this Agreement will terminate six (6) months from the date such written notice
is given, subject to prior Commission approval.
9)

Sale of Natural Gas Distribution System
Upon the expiration of the Term of this Agreement or the termination of this Agreement
pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof or by operation of law or order of a
governmental authority or court of law having jurisdiction the Municipality may, subject
to the approval of the Commission under Section 47 of the MGA:
i. exercise its right to require the Company to sell to it the Natural Gas Distribution
System within the Municipal Service Area pursuant to the provisions of the MGA,
where applicable; or
ii. if such right to require the Company to sell the Natural Gas Distribution System is
either not applicable or has been repealed, require the Company to sell to it the Natural
Gas Distribution System. If, upon the expiration of the Agreement, the parties are
unable to agree on the price or on any other terms and conditions of the purchase, the
unresolved matters will be referred to the Commission for determination.

10)

Provision of Detailed Plans and Equipment
a) Detailed Plans
The Company agrees to provide to the Municipality for the Municipality’s purposes
only, the most current set of detailed plan sheets including as-built drawings and
specifications showing the locations (excluding depth) and alignments of the Natural
Gas Distribution System, excepting service lines and installations on private property,
according to the plan sheets in hard copy and in Electronic Format, where available,
together with as many prints of the overall Natural Gas Distribution System as the
Municipality may reasonably require. These plans and plan sheets will be updated by
the Company on at least an annual basis.
The Municipality will, upon reasonable request, provide to the Company any
subdivision development plans of the Municipality in hard copy and in Electronic
Format, where available. The subdivision development plans are provided to the
Company for the sole purpose of assisting the Company in delivering Natural Gas to
the Consumer.
b) Provision of Equipment
The Company agrees to provide the Municipality’s fire department with the equipment
necessary for the operation of curb boxes and service valves. In case of fire, the service
valves may be turned off by the fire department if they reach a fire before the

Company’s representative. The Municipality will notify one of the Company’s
representatives of fires which may affect the Natural Gas Distribution System and/or
the operations thereof as quickly as reasonably possible or, in the event they cannot
reach a Company representative, the Municipality will advise the Company’s standby
personnel of such fires. The Company will ensure its representatives reasonably
cooperate with the Municipality in preventing, controlling and investigating fires
involving or affecting the Natural Gas Distribution System.
11)

Right of First Refusal to Purchase
a) If during the Term of this Agreement, the Company receives a bona fide arm’s length
offer to operate, take control of, or purchase the Natural Gas Distribution System within
the Municipal Service Area, which the Company is willing to accept, then the Company
will promptly give written notice to the Municipality of the terms and conditions of such
offer and the Municipality will during the next one hundred and twenty (120) days, have
the right of first refusal to operate, take control of or purchase the Natural Gas
Distribution System, as the case may be, for the same price and upon the terms and
conditions contained in the said offer.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event the Municipality fails or refuses to exercise
its right of first refusal, the Municipality will retain the right to withhold its consent to an
assignment of this Agreement in accordance with paragraph 20 below. For the purposes
of this paragraph 12, “operate, take control” will not be construed as including the
subcontracting by the Company of only some portions of its operations where the
Company continues to be responsible for the performance of this entire Agreement;
b) If the Municipality does not exercise its right of first refusal and the said bona fide offer
the Company is willing to accept does not proceed to closure, the Municipality retains its
right of first refusal on any other offer.
c) This right of first refusal applies where the offer pertains only to the entire Natural Gas
Distribution System. The right of first refusal does not apply to offers that include any
other distribution systems or distribution facilities of the Company located outside of the
Municipal Service Area. If such offer includes other distribution systems of the
Company, the aforesaid right of first refusal will be of no force and effect and will not
apply.

d) Where the Municipality exercises its rights to purchase the Natural Gas Distribution
System from the Company and thereby acquires the Natural Gas Distribution System, the
Municipality agrees, should it no longer wish to own the Natural Gas Distribution System
within five (5) years after it acquires the said system and the Municipality receives any
bona fide offer from an arms-length third party to purchase the Natural Gas Distribution
System, which it is willing to accept, then it will promptly give written notice to the
Company of the terms and conditions of such offer. The Company will during the next
one hundred and twenty (120) days have the first right of refusal to purchase the Natural
Gas Distribution System for the same price and upon the same terms and conditions as
contained in the said offer.
e) The Municipality’s right of first refusal will not apply where the Company has agreed to
transfer the Natural Gas Distribution System to a third party utility company in exchange
for certain other assets provided all of the following conditions are met:
i. the third party utility can demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the
Municipality that it meets the necessary technical and financial requirements to own
and operate the Natural Gas Distribution System;
ii. the only consideration that will be exchanged between the Company and the third
party utility company is the transfer and exchange of assets and monetary
consideration limited to a maximum of 49% of the net book value of the Natural Gas
Distribution System;
iii. there is no adverse impact to the Municipality resulting from the transfer and
exchange above referenced as determined by the Commission;
iv. the Company and the third party utility company obtain all the requisite regulatory
requirements prior to completing the transfer and exchange; and
v. full compensation is paid to the Municipality for all reasonable costs including
administrative and legal costs incurred by the Municipality in ensuring all of the
conditions i) through iv) above are satisfied.

12)

Construction and/or Maintenance of Natural Gas Distribution System
a) Municipal Approval
Before undertaking any Major Work, or in any case in which the Municipality
specifically requests any Major Work, the Company will submit to and obtain the
written approval from the Municipality, or its authorized officers, of the Plans and
Specifications for the proposed Major Work and its location. Approval by the
Municipality granted in accordance with this paragraph will be limited to an approval
of the location and alignment of the Major Work only, and will not signify approval of
the structural design or the ability of the work to perform the function for which it was
intended.
Prior to commencing the Work, the Company will obtain such other applicable permits
as are required by the Municipality. The Company will notify the Municipality of all
Work done within the Municipal Service Area prior to commencing the Work where
reasonably practicable. However, only Major Work is subject to a formal approval
process.
The Company will obtain prior written approval from the Municipality for any traffic
lane or sidewalk closures required to be made at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the
commencement of the proposed Work.
For the purposes of obtaining the approval of the Municipality for Major Work under this
Agreement, the Company will provide the Municipality with the Plans and Specifications
for the proposed Major Work in Electronic Format (or upon request, the Company will
provide the Municipality with a hard copy of the materials). The Plans and Specifications
will include a description of the project and drawings of a type and format generally used
by the Company for obtaining approvals from municipalities and will illustrate the
proposed changes to the Natural Gas Distribution System.
b) Restoration of Municipal Property
The Company agrees when it or any agent employed by it undertakes any Work on any
Municipal Property, the Company will complete the said Work promptly and in a good
and workmanlike manner and, where applicable, in accordance with the approved Plans
and Specifications. Further, and unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties, the Company
will forthwith restore the Municipal Property to the same state and condition, as nearly
as reasonably possible, in which it existed prior to the commencement of such Work,
subject to reasonable wear and tear and to the satisfaction of the Municipality acting
reasonably.
The Company will, where reasonably practicable and prudent, locate its pipelines and
related equipment in lanes and alleys rather than in the streets and main thoroughfares.
The Company further covenants it will not unduly interfere with the works of others or

the works of the Municipality. Where reasonable and in the best interests of both the
Municipality and the Consumer, the Company will cooperate with the Municipality and
coordinate the installation of the Natural Gas Distribution System along the designated
rights-of-way pursuant to the direction of the Municipality. During the performance of
the Work, the Company will use commercially reasonable efforts to not interfere with
existing Municipal Property and to cause as little damage as possible to the property of
others (including the Municipality Property). If the Company causes damage to any
existing Municipal Property during the performance of any Work, it will cause such
damage to be repaired at its own cost.
Upon default by the Company or its agent to repair damage caused to Municipal
Property as set out above, the Municipality may provide written notice to the Company
to remedy the default. If the default is not remedied within two (2) weeks after receipt
of the written notice or such further time as may be reasonably required and requested
by the Company using best efforts on a commercially reasonable basis to remedy the
default, the Municipality may undertake such repair work and the Company will be
liable for the reasonable costs thereof.
c) Urgent Repairs and Notification to Municipality
If any repairs or maintenance required to be made to the Natural Gas Distribution System
are of an urgent nature where the operation or reliability of the Natural Gas Distribution
System is materially compromised or potentially materially compromised, the Company
will be entitled to conduct such repairs or maintenance as are commercially reasonable
without prior notice to the Municipality and, unless otherwise specified by the
Municipality, the Company will provide notice to the Municipality as soon as practicable
and, in any event, no later than seventy-two (72) hours after the repairs are commenced.
d) Company to Obtain Approvals from Other Utilities
The Company will be solely responsible for locating, or causing to be located, all existing
utilities or utility mains, pipes, valves and related facilities in, on or adjacent to the Work
site. The Company will notify all other utility operators and ensure utilities and utility
mains, pipes, valves and related facilities are staked prior to commencement of
construction. Unless the Municipality has staked the location for the utility property,
staking will not be deemed to be a representation or warranty by the Municipality the
utility or utility property are located as staked. The Municipality will not be responsible
for any damage caused by the Company to any utility or any third party as a result of the
Company’s Work, unless the Municipality has improperly staked the utility property.
Approval must be obtained by the Company from the owner of any third party utility prior
to relocation of any facility owned by such third party utility.

e) Revised Plans and Specifications
Following completion of the Major Work, the Company will provide the Municipality
with the revised Plans and Specifications, updated after construction, in Electronic Format,
where available and upon request, the Company will provide the Municipality with a hard
copy of the materials within three (3) months of the request. The Company will provide
the Municipality with copies of any other revised Plans and Specifications as reasonably
requested by the Municipality. For the purposes of this paragraph and paragraph 11, the
Company may satisfy its obligations to provide revised Plans and Specifications in
Electronic Format by:
i. advising the Municipality the revised Plans and Specifications are posted to a webbased forum that contains such information; and
ii. allowing the Municipality access to such web-based forum.
f) Approvals
Where any approvals are required to be obtained from either Party under this
paragraph, such approvals will not be unreasonably withheld.
The Company will ensure all Work is performed in accordance with the requirements
of all applicable legislation, rules and regulations. The Company will immediately
notify the Municipality of any lien, claim of lien or other action of which it has or
reasonably should have knowledge, and will cause the same to be removed within
thirty (30) days (or such additional time as the Municipality may allow in writing),
failing which the Municipality may take such action as it reasonably deems
necessary to remove the same and the entire cost thereof will be immediately due and
payable by the Company to the Municipality.
13)

Responsibilities For Cost of Relocations
a) Upon receipt of one (1) year’s notice from the Municipality, the Company will, at its own
expense, relocate to Municipal Property such part of the Natural Gas Distribution System
that is located on Municipal Property as may be reasonably required by the Municipality
due to planned municipal construction. In order to encourage the orderly development of
Municipal facilities and the Natural Gas Distribution System, the Municipality and the
Company agree they will meet regularly to:
i. review the long-term facility plans of the Municipality and the Company; and
ii. determine the time requirements and costs for final design specifications for each
relocation. Providing the Municipality is not the developer requesting the relocation
for commercial or residential resale to third parties, the Company will bear the
expenses of the required relocation.

b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company will not be required to move any part of the
Natural Gas Distribution System after receipt of notice from the Municipality in
accordance with this paragraph where:
i. the Company has illustrated to the satisfaction of the Municipality, acting
reasonably, an appropriate Alternative Course of Action is available;
ii. the Municipality has provided the Company with its written approval of the
Alternative Course of Action (which approval may not be unreasonably withheld by
the Municipality); and
iii. the Company has provided its written undertaking to carry out the Alternative
Course of Action promptly and within a sufficiently short period of time so as to
ensure the Municipality will be left with sufficient time to complete the said planned
municipal construction within the Intended Time Frame (taking into account any
delays which the Municipality may encounter as a result of the Company utilizing
the Alternative Course of Action).
c) For the purposes of this paragraph 14, the term “Alternative Course of Action” will mean
any course of action that will enable the Municipality to complete the said Municipal
construction and will result in a net cost savings to the Company (taking into account all
additional costs incurred by the Company in carrying out the Alternative Course of
Action and any additional costs which the Municipality may incur and which the
Company will be required to pay in accordance with this paragraph 14 and “Intended
Time Frame” will mean the period of time within which the Municipality would have
reasonably been able to complete the said Municipal construction if the Company would
have relocated the Natural Gas Distribution System in accordance with this paragraph
14.
If the Municipality agrees to permit the Company to utilize an Alternative Course of
Action, the Company will pay any and all costs incurred in carrying out the Alternative
Course of Action and will pay on demand to the Municipality (on a full indemnity
basis) any and all costs incurred by the Municipality:
i. in conducting a review of the Alternative Course of Action to determine whether the
Alternative Course of Action is acceptable to the Municipality;
ii. in modifying any plans the Municipality may have prepared in respect of the said
municipal construction (“Modified Plans”) or in preparing or developing plans and
procedures (“Work Around Procedures”) to work around the Natural Gas
Distribution System or any improvement, thing, or component utilized by the
Company in effecting the Alternative Course of Action; and
iii. in the course of conducting the said planned municipal construction where such costs
would not have been incurred by the Municipality if the Company had relocated the
Natural Gas Distribution System in accordance with this paragraph 14 (including

any reasonable additional cost the Municipality may incur in completing the said
municipal construction in accordance with the Modified Plans or in effecting any
Work Around Procedures).
d) The following example illustrates the intended application of the foregoing provisions:
Where:
i. The Municipality requires the Company to move a Natural Gas line so the Municipality
can replace its own sewer lines. The cost of moving the Natural Gas line is $10,000. The
cost of carrying out the replacement of the sewer line after moving the Natural Gas line
is $40,000;
ii. The Company proposes to simply brace the Natural Gas line (at a cost of $2,000) and the
Municipality, acting reasonably, approves of this as an Alternative Course of Action;
iii. As a result of having to prepare Modified Plans and to prepare and implement Work
Around Procedures to work around the braces, the actual cost incurred by the
Municipality in replacing the sewer line is $45,000 (being a net increase in cost of
$5,000); the Company is required to pay the $2,000 cost of the bracing together and the
additional cost of $5,000 incurred by the Municipality (resulting in a net savings of
$3,000 to the Company).
In cases of emergency, the Company will take all measures that are commercially
reasonable and necessary to ensure public safety with respect to relocating any part of the
Natural Gas Distribution System that may be required in the circumstances.
If the Company fails to complete the relocation of the Natural Gas Distribution System or
fails to repair or do anything else required by the Company pursuant to this subparagraph
without valid justification and in a timely and expeditious manner to the satisfaction of the
Municipality’s representative, acting reasonably, the Municipality may, but is not obligated
to, complete such relocation or repair and the Company will pay the reasonable costs of
such relocation or repair forthwith to the Municipality. If the Municipality chooses to
complete such relocation or repair the Municipality will ensure such work is completed
using the Company’s design specifications and standards, as provided by the Company,
including the use of good and safe operating practices.
The Municipality is not responsible, either directly or indirectly, for any damage to the
equipment which forms part of the Natural Gas Distribution System which may occur
during its installation, maintenance or removal by the Company, nor is the Municipality
liable to the Company for any losses, claims, charges, damages and expenses whatsoever
suffered by the Company including claims for loss of revenue or loss of profits, on
account of the actions of the Municipality, its agents or employees, working in, under,

over, along, upon and across its highways and rights-of- ways or other Municipal Property
other than direct loss or damage to the Company caused by the negligence or willful
misconduct of the Municipality, its agents or employees.
In the event the relocation or any part thereof requires the approval of a third party, the
Municipality will use reasonable efforts to assist the Company in any negotiation with
such third party to obtain the necessary approval(s).
In the event the relocation results from the demand or order of an authority having
jurisdiction, other than the Municipality, the Municipality will not be responsible for any
of the costs of such relocation.
14)

Natural Gas Distribution System Expansion
Subject to the Terms and Conditions, and at no cost to the Municipality unless otherwise
provided for under the Terms and Conditions, the Company will, on a timely basis, use its
best efforts on a commercially reasonable basis to meet the Natural Gas Distribution
System expansion requests of the Municipality or a Consumer and provide the requisite
facilities for connections for new Consumers to the Natural Gas Distribution System.

15)

Increase in Municipal Boundaries
Where the Municipality increases its geographical area, through annexation or
amalgamation, as understood under the MGA, by the greater of 640 acres and twenty five
(25%) percent of the current area or more, the Municipality will have the option to:
a) terminate this Agreement provided the Municipality gives notice in writing to the
Company of its intention to do so; or
b) add the increased area to the Municipal Service Area already served by the Company so
that the rights and obligations contained in this Agreement will apply in respect of the
Municipal Service Area, including the increased area.
For all other increases to the Municipal Service Area through annexation or amalgamation
as understood under the MGA, the rights and obligations contained in this Agreement will
apply in respect of the whole Municipal Service Area, including the increased area.

16)

Joint Use of Municipal Rights-of-Way
a) Municipal Use
The Municipality will upon written notice to the Company have, for any reasonable
municipal purpose, the right to make use of any municipal rights-of-way granted to the
Company by the Municipality, provided such use complies with good and safe

operating practices, as determined by the Company acting reasonably, applicable
legislation, and does not unreasonably interfere with the Company’s use thereof, at no
charge to the Municipality. The Municipality is responsible for its own costs and any
necessary and reasonable costs incurred by the Company including the costs of any
alterations that may be required in using municipal rights-of-way.
b) Third Party Use and Notice
If any third party, including other utilities, desire to jointly use the municipal rights-ofway, the Company agrees it will not grant the third party joint use except in accordance
with this paragraph, or unless otherwise directed by any governmental authority or
court of law having jurisdiction.
The Company agrees the following procedure will be used in granting permission to
third parties desiring joint use of the municipal rights-of-way:
i.

first, the third party will be directed to approach the Company to initially request
conditional approval from the Company to use that part of the municipal rights-ofway it seeks to use;

ii.

second, upon receiving written conditional approval from the Company, the third
party will be directed to approach the Municipality to obtain its written approval
to jointly use that part of the municipal rights-of-way. As a condition of granting
its consent, the Municipality may require such third party enter into an agreement
with the Municipality, and such agreement may require such third party pay
compensation to the Municipality; and

iii.

third, upon receiving written conditional approval from the Municipality, the third
party will be directed to obtain final written approval from the Company to jointly
use that part of the municipal rights-of-way. Once a joint use agreement has been
entered into between the Company and the third party, it will not be subsequently
amended without the written consent of the Municipality (which consent will not
be unreasonably withheld).

c) Cooperation
The Company and the Municipality agree they will use reasonable efforts to
cooperate with each other in encouraging the use of joint trenching and in any
negotiations with third parties desiring joint use of any part of the municipal rights-ofway located on Municipal Property.

d) Payment
The compensation paid or to be paid by such third party to the Municipality for the use
of the Municipal Property including its rights-of-way, will be determined between the
Municipality and the third party.
The compensation paid or to be paid by such third party to the Company for the
joint use of any portion of the municipal rights-of-way will be determined between the
Company and the third party, subject to the jurisdiction of any governmental authority
over the matter and the Municipality’s right to intervene in any related regulatory
proceeding.
e) Provision of Agreements
Upon reasonable request by the Municipality, copies of these agreements will be
updated by the Company and provided to the Municipality at no cost to the
Municipality.
17)

Municipality as a Retailer
The provisions of this Agreement will not in any way restrict the right of the
Municipality to become a retailer within the meaning of the GUA.

18)

Reciprocal Indemnification and Liability
a) The Company will indemnify and save the Municipality, its servants, agents, employees,
licensees, contractors and invitees, harmless from and against any and all liability,
actions, demands, claims, damages, losses and expenses (including all legal costs and
disbursements), including indemnity from and against any claim, loss, cost, demand and
legal or other expense, whether in respect of any lien, encumbrance or otherwise, arising
out of any Work performed by or for the Company, which may be brought against or
suffered, sustained, paid or incurred by the Municipality, its servants, agents, employees,
contractors, licensees and invitees, arising from, or otherwise caused by:
i. any breach by the Company of any of the provisions of this Agreement; or
ii. the negligence or willful misconduct of the Company, or any of its servants, agents,
employees, licensees, contractors or invitees in carrying on its business within the
Municipal Service Area.
b) The Municipality will indemnify and save the Company, its servants, agents,
employees, licensees, contractors and invitees, harmless from and against any and all
liability, actions, demands, claims, damages, losses and expenses (including all legal
costs and disbursements) which may be brought against or suffered, sustained, paid or

incurred by the Company, its servants, agents, employees, licenses, contractors and
invitees, arising from, or otherwise caused by:
i. any breach by the Municipality of any of the provisions of this Agreement; or
ii. the negligence or willful misconduct of the Municipality, or any of its servants,
agents, employees, licensees, contractors or invitees, in carrying on the business of
the Municipality.
c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, in no event will the
Municipality or the Company be liable under this Agreement, in any way, for any
reason, for any indirect, special or consequential damages (including damages for pure
economic loss, loss of profits, loss of earnings or loss of contract), howsoever caused
or contributed to.
19)

Assignment
In the event the Company agrees to sell the Natural Gas Distribution System to a third party
purchaser, the Company will comply with paragraph 10 above. In addition, the Company
will request the third party purchaser confirm in writing it will agree to all the terms and
conditions of this Agreement between the Company and the Municipality. The Company
agrees it will provide to the Municipality a copy of the third party purchaser’s confirmation
letter.
The Company agrees to provide the Municipality with reasonable prior written notice of a
sale of the Natural Gas Distribution System to a third party purchaser. The Parties will
thereafter meet to discuss the technical and financial capabilities of the third party
purchaser to perform and satisfy all terms and conditions of the Agreement, and the
compensation payable to the Municipality for all costs including administrative and legal
costs relating to providing its written consent to the Assignment (“Municipal
Compensation”).
The Municipality has thirty (30) days from the meeting date with the Company to provide
written notice to the Company of its intention to consent or withhold its consent to the
assignment of the Agreement to the third party purchaser. The Company agrees the
Municipality may provide notice of its intention to withhold its consent to the assignment
of this Agreement to the third party purchaser if the Municipal Compensation is inadequate
or if the third party purchaser fails to covenant, in favour of the Municipality, to perform
and observe all of the covenants and obligations of the Company to be performed and
observed under this Agreement and otherwise solely on the basis of reasonable and
material concerns regarding the technical capability or financial wherewithal of the third
party purchaser to perform and satisfy all terms and conditions of the Agreement. In this
case, such notice to the Company must specify in detail the Municipality’s concern.
Should the Municipality not reply within the thirty (30) day period, it is agreed the
Municipality will be deemed to have consented to the assignment. The Company further

agrees when it applies to the Commission for approval of the sale, it will include in the
application any notice received from the Municipality, including the reasons given by the
Municipality for withholding its consent. The Municipality will have the right to make its
own submissions to the Commission.
Subject to the Company having fulfilled the obligations outlined in the preceding three
paragraphs, the Company will be entitled to assign this Agreement to an arm’s length third
party purchaser of the Natural Gas Distribution System without the consent of the
Municipality, subject to paying the Municipal Compensation for the assignment, and
having obtained the Commission’s approval for the sale of the Natural Gas Distribution
System and, the third party purchaser’s confirmation in writing that it agrees to all the
terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Where the Commission approves such sale of the Natural Gas Distribution System to a
third party and the third party provides written confirmation to assume all liabilities and
obligations of the Company under this Agreement, then upon the assignment of this
Agreement and the payment of the Municipal Compensation for its consent to the
Assignment subject to Commission approval, the Company will be released from all its
liabilities and obligations thereunder.
The Company will be entitled to assign this Agreement to a subsidiary or affiliate of the
Company without the Municipality’s written consent. Where the Company assigns this
Agreement to a subsidiary or affiliate, the Company will remain jointly and severally liable.
Further, it is a condition of any assignment that the subsidiary, affiliate or third party
purchaser, as the case may be, will provide written notice to the Municipality indicating it
will assume all liabilities and obligations of the Company under this Agreement.
Any disputes arising under the operation of this paragraph will be submitted to the
Commission for determination.

20)

Notices
a) All notices, demands, requests, consents, or approvals required or permitted to be given
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement will be in writing and will be deemed to have
been properly given if personally served, sent by registered mail or sent in Electronic
Format to the Municipality or to the Company as the case may be, at the addresses set
forth below:
To the Company:
ATCO GAS AND PIPELINES LTD.
Attention: Vice President, Calgary & Edmonton Region
Operations
909 – 11th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2R-1L8
Phone (403) 245-7749
To the Municipality:
VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
Attention: Chief Administrative Officer
PO Box 100
Hussar, Alberta T0J 1S0
Phone (403) 787-3766 Fax 1-888-800-4937
b) The date of receipt of any such notice as given above, will be deemed to be as follows:
i. In the case of personal service, the date of service;
ii. In the case of registered mail, the seventh (7th) business day following the date of
delivery to the Post Office, provided, however, in the event of an interruption of
normal mail service, receipt will be deemed to be the seventh (7th) day following
the date on which normal service is restored; or
iii. In the case of delivery in Electronic Format, the date the notice was actually received
by the recipient or, if not a business day, then the next business day.

21)

Interruptions or Discontinuance of Delivery Service
Subject to its Delivery Tariff, the Company will use its best efforts on a commercially
reasonable basis to avoid and minimize any interruption, reduction or discontinuance of
Natural Gas Distribution Service to any Consumer. However, the Company reserves the
right to do so for any one of the following reasons:

a)

Where the Company is required to effect necessary repairs or changes to the
Natural Gas Distribution System;

b)

On account of or to prevent fraud or abuse of the Natural Gas Distribution
System;

c)

On account of defective aspects of the Natural Gas Distribution Systems which in the
opinion of the Company, acting reasonably, may become dangerous to life or property;

d)

Where required, under the Terms and Conditions, due to a Consumer’s non-payment
of Natural Gas bills.

To the extent the Company has any planned major interruptions, reductions or
discontinuances in Natural Gas Distribution Service, it will notify the Municipality in
writing as soon as practicable in the circumstances. For any other major interruption,
reductions or discontinuances in Natural Gas Distribution Service, the Company will
provide notice (in a format acceptable to the Municipality) as soon as is practicable in the
circumstances.
22)

Dispute Settlement
a) If any dispute or controversy of any kind or nature arises relating to this Agreement
or the Parties’ rights or obligations hereunder, the Parties agree such dispute or
controversy will be resolved by negotiation, and where such negotiation does not
result in the settlement of the matter within thirty (30) days of notice of such dispute
being provided by one Party to the other Party, and to the extent permitted by law, the
Company and Municipality agree that unresolved disputes pertaining to this
Agreement, other than those contemplated in paragraphs 3 and 20 and Section 3 of
Schedule “A”, or those related to the sale of the Natural Gas Distribution System as
contemplated in paragraphs 10 and 12 hereof, or any other matter within the exclusive
jurisdiction of a governmental authority having jurisdiction, will be submitted to
arbitration for determination and may be commenced by either Party providing
written notice to the other Party stating the dispute to be submitted to arbitration.
The Parties will attempt to appoint a mutually satisfactory arbitrator within ten (10)
business days of the said notice. In the event the Parties cannot agree on a single
arbitrator within the ten (10) business days, the dispute will be forwarded to the
Commission for resolution or determination.
In the event the Commission declines to assist in resolving the dispute or declines to
exercise or claim jurisdiction respecting the dispute, both Parties agree to have the
dispute resolved by an arbitration panel in accordance with the following procedure.

Each Party will appoint an arbitrator within the ten (10) business days thereafter by
written notice, and the two arbitrators will, together, appoint a third arbitrator within
twenty-five (25) business days of written notice for arbitration. The dispute will be
heard by the arbitration panel within forty-five (45) business days of the written notice
for arbitration unless extended by mutual agreement between the Parties. The
arbitration panel will render a decision within twenty (20) business days of the last day
of the hearing.
Except, as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the provisions of the
Arbitration Act (Alberta) (as amended from time to time) will apply to any arbitration
undertaken under this Agreement subject always to the Commission's jurisdiction over
any matter submitted to arbitration. Pending resolution of any dispute, the Municipality
and the Company will continue to perform their respective obligations hereunder.
b)`The Company will advise the Commission of any dispute submitted to arbitration within
ten (10) business days of it being submitted and will advise the Commission of the
results of arbitration within ten (10) business days following receipt of the decision of
the arbitrator(s).
23)

Application of Water, Gas and Electric Companies Act
This Agreement will be deemed to operate as consent by the Municipality to the exercise
by the Company of those powers which may be exercised by the Company with the consent
of the Municipality under and pursuant to the provisions of the Water, Gas and Electric
Companies Act (Alberta), as amended.

24)

Force Majeure
If either Party fails to meet its obligations hereunder within the time prescribed, and such
failure is caused or materially contributed by an event of “force majeure”, such failure will
be deemed not to be a breach of the obligations of such Party hereunder, but such Party
will use its best efforts on a commercially reasonable basis to put itself in a position to
carry out its obligations hereunder. The term “force majeure” will mean any acts of God,
strikes, lock-outs, or other industrial disturbances, acts of the Queen’s enemies, acts of
terrorism (either foreign or domestic), sabotage, war, blockades, insurrections, riots,
epidemics, lightening, earthquakes, storms, fires, wash-outs, nuclear and radiation activity
or fall-out, restraints of rulers and people, orders of governmental authorities or courts
of law having jurisdiction, the inability to obtain any necessary approval from a
governmental authority (excluding the Municipality) having jurisdiction, civil
disturbances, explosions, mechanical failure, and any other causes similar in nature not
specifically enumerated or otherwise specified herein that are not within the control of
such Party, and all of which by the exercise of due diligence of such Party could not have
been prevented. Lack of finances will be deemed not to be an event of “force majeure”.

25)

Terms and Conditions
The Terms and Conditions applicable to the Company and approved by the
Commission, as revised or amended from time to time by the Commission, will apply to
the Municipality. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to supersede the Terms and
Conditions.

26)

Not Exclusive Against Her Majesty
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, it is mutually understood
and agreed the rights, powers and privileges conferred and granted by this Agreement
will not be deemed to be exclusive against Her Majesty in right of the Province of Alberta.

27)

Severability
If for any reason any covenant or agreement contained in this Agreement, or the
application thereof to any Party, is to any extent held or rendered invalid, unenforceable
or illegal, then such covenant or agreement will be deemed to be independent of the
remainder of this Agreement and to be severable and divisible from this Agreement. The
invalidity, unenforceability or illegality will not affect, impair or invalidate the remainder
of this Agreement or any part thereof. The intention of the Municipality and the Company
is that this Agreement would have been executed without reference to any portion which
may, for any reason or to any extent, be declared or held invalid, unenforceable or illegal.

28)

Amendments
This Agreement may only be amended by written agreement of the Parties, such
amendments to be subject to any regulatory approvals required by law.

29)

Waiver
A waiver of any default, breach or non-compliance under this Agreement is not effective
unless in writing and signed by the Party to be bound by the waiver. No waiver will be
inferred from or implied by any failure to act or delay in acting by a Party in respect of
any default, breach or non- observance or by anything done or omitted to be done by the
other Party.
The waiver by a Party of any default, breach or non-compliance under this Agreement
will not operate as a waiver of that Party’s rights under this Agreement in respect of
any continuing or subsequent default, breach or non-compliance under this Agreement
(whether of the same nature or any other nature).

30)

Confidentiality
The Company acknowledges the Municipality is governed by the provisions of the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Alberta).

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties hereto have executed these presents as of the day and
year first above written.
Village of Hussar

PER:

PER:

Name:
Title: Chief Administrative Officer

Name:
Title: Mayor

ATCO Gas and Pipelines Ltd.

PER:

Jamie Jaques, Manager
Calgary Region Field Operations

PER:
Ryan Germaine, Vice President, Operations
Calgary and Edmonton Regions

SCHEDULE “A” Core Services
The Company will provide to the Municipality the following basic services as Core Services:
1)

The Company will deliver Natural Gas to the Consumers in accordance with the
Company’s Terms and Conditions, the Company’s Distribution Tariff, the GUA, any
regulations thereto, and any Commission orders and decisions.

2)

The Company will install all Natural Gas facilities required to provide service to the
Consumers in accordance with all applicable regulations, codes, applicable standards and
common industry practices.

3)

As required by legislation, the Company will provide and install all necessary
regulators and meters necessary for measuring the Natural Gas supplied to each Consumer.

4)

The Company agrees to collaborate with the Municipality’s emergency response
services in an effort to mutually develop emergency response procedures relating to
Natural Gas emergencies.

5)

The Company will provide personnel twenty-four (24) hours a day to investigate and
make safe any suspected gas leak inside or outside the Consumer’s premises.

6)

The Company will utilize the services of qualified personnel for designing all Natural Gas
facilities to satisfy all applicable regulatory codes and standards, preparing necessary work
order plans and monitoring the distribution network pressures to ensure the Company’s
facilities will satisfy the Consumer’s current and future Natural Gas delivery requirements.

7)

The Company will provide to the Municipality, on request, copies of any and all
Natural Gas Distribution Service related written or electronic, where available
information or reports required to be filed with the Commission by the Company.

8)

The Company will provide to the Municipality, upon request and to the extent the
information is available, an annual report on the following standards:
a) System Reliability - will be measured by:
i. The number of major outages resulting in a loss of service to Consumers;
ii. The number of Consumers affected by each major outage; and
iii. The duration of each major outage.

b) Consumer Satisfaction - will be measured by:
i. Company-wide call centre targets and statistics (wait times, abandoned calls, call
volumes, etc.); and
ii. any Consumer complaints received by the Commission.
c) Public Safety - will be measured by:
i. the number of customer injuries and/or damages due to Natural Gas Distribution
System failure;
ii. the number of line hits per total locates completed;
iii. the number of line hits as a result of inaccurate locates;
iv. the percentage of the area of the Municipality surveyed for leaks and yearly
cathodic protection measures;
v. the number and nature of calls received from the Municipality and any of its
Municipal agencies (including fire department, police department etc.) regarding
the Natural Gas Distribution System.
9)

Once per year, upon request and subject to any applicable privacy legislation, the GUA
Code of Conduct Regulation or other rules prohibiting or restricting such disclosure, the
Company will provide to the Municipality:
a) The total number of sites billed within the Municipal Service Area, by Company
rate class, per revenue month, for each of the last two (2) years;
b) The total gigajoules (GJ) of Natural Gas consumed by Consumers billed within the
Municipal Service Area, by Company rate class, per revenue month, for each of the
last two (2) years;
c) The franchise fee revenue billed to Consumers within the Municipal Service Area, by
Company rate class, per revenue month, for each of the last two (2) years;
d) Where the Municipality is the customer of record and the Municipality provides a list
of those sites to the Company on the form provided by the Company:
i. The total number of those sites billed within the Municipal Service Area, by
Company rate class, per revenue month, for each of the last two (2) years;
ii. The total gigajoules (GJ) of Natural Gas at those sites billed within the Municipal
Service Area, by Company rate class, per revenue month, for each of the last two
(2) years;

iii. The franchise fee revenue billed to those sites within the Municipal Service Area,
by Company rate class, per revenue month, for each of the last two (2) years; and
e) Such other information as may be agreed upon by the Parties from time to time.
Where privacy legislation, the GUA Code of Conduct Regulation or other rules prohibiting
such disclosure prevent the Company from providing the information above, the Company
will make reasonable attempts to aggregate the information so as to comply with the
applicable rules. The Company will not be obligated to provide such aggregated
information if it believes such aggregation will not allow the Company to comply with the
applicable rules.
10) Upon request by either Party, the Company will meet with the Municipality. Through a
mutual exchange of information the Company will keep the Municipality apprised of the
Company’s construction and upgrading programs planned for the Municipal Service Area
and the Municipality will advise the Company of any issues or plans relating to, or
potentially impacting, the Natural Gas Distribution System.

SCHEDULE “B” Extra Services
Nothing in this Agreement precludes the Parties from contracting for Extra Services outside the
provisions of this Agreement. In the event the Parties do elect to contract for the provision
of Extra Services within the provisions of this Agreement and unless otherwise agreed upon by
the Parties, nothing in this Agreement will preclude the Company from sub-contracting with
third parties for the provision of Extra Services.
Subject to Commission approval, as may be required, any payments from the Municipality to
the Company for Extra Services, if agreed to by the Municipality, may be deducted from the
Franchise Fee collected from Consumers and otherwise remitted to the Municipality pursuant
to paragraph 5 of this Agreement. The timing and quantum of such payments will be as agreed
upon by the Parties and set forth as an amendment to this Schedule.

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Council
October 14, 2021
Bike Rack at School Bus stop

Agenda Item Number:

7g.

BACKGROUND:
Council Fisher would like to discuss a bike rack at school bus stop.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to
2. Motion to accept as information at this time

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Council
October 14, 2021
DP 2021-005 235 2 Ave East - Demolition

Agenda Item Number: 7h.

BACKGROUND:
Council Fisher would like to discuss Development Permit 2021-005 235 2 Avenue East – Demolition
A request was sent to Palliser to make them aware of the debris that has blown around the site
Palliser’s response: “We are making arrangements for John to go by the location to assess the
situation. We should be able to provide you with an update shortly thereafter.”
- I have not received any other updates from their safety inspector as of yet.
Palliser has sent the applicant a notification that says there is no record of a requested inspection or
an inspection of the work being completed. (they are looking for a timeline for the project to be
completed/ update on the project).
- I have not received an update as of yet.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Motion to
2. Motion to accept as information at this time

Village of Hussar
Request for Decision (RFD)
Meeting:
Meeting Date:
Title:

Regular Meeting
October 14, 2021
Fortis Franchise Fee for 2022

Agenda Item Number:

7i.

BACKGROUND
RE:
Request Confirmation of Electric Distribution Franchise Fee for 2022
As part of your Electrical Distribution System Franchise Agreement with FortisAlberta you have the
annual ability to either increase, decrease or keep your franchise fee the same, with written notice.
IMPORTANT TIMELINES TO ENSURE FRANCHISE FEE CHANGES ARE IMPLEMENTED BY JANUARY 1,
2022
1. Review the attached Franchise Fee Calculator and present the recommendations to Council;
2. If Council is proposing an increase or decrease to your franchise fee, a resulting impact to the
customer’s annual billing is required to be advertised in the local newspaper having the
widest circulation within your municipality for two consecutive weeks.
(Please use the sample advertisement that is attached).
2. If increasing your franchise fee, it must stay within the current Franchise Fee Cap of 20%.
3. By November 1st, 2021, please email clear copies of the following to Kelsey Nixon
@ kelsey.nixon@fortisalberta.com
INCLUDE:
• Copies of both advertisements;
• Publication dates for both advertisements;
• Name & location of newspaper.
4. Any late, inaccurate or incomplete responses may be subject to late Alberta Utilities
Commission (AUC) approvals, which may cause your new franchise fee to be in effect April 1,
2022.
5. If Council decides to keep the current franchise fee you do not have to advertise, but please
notify Kelsey Nixon @ kelsey.nixon@fortisalberta.com
Please note: All rate increases/decreases are estimated and have not been approved with the
AUC. The Distribution Tariff revenues shown are estimates only, and are subject to change dependent
on several factors, including but not limited to; fluctuations in the amount of electrical services within
the municipality, their electrical consumption increasing or decreasing, and/or changes to
Transmission or Distribution rates and riders, which could be impacted by current economic
conditions.

RECOMMENDATION:

1. Motion that 2022 electrical franchise fees remain at the 2021 level of 12.5%.

2. Motion that 2022 electrical franchise fees are decreased to ___%.
3. Motion that 2022 electrical franchise fees increase to ___%.

Municipal Code

Municipality

2021 Transmission January to June
Actuals

Rate Category

2021 Distribution January to
June Actuals

2021 Franchise Fee Revenue
January to June Actuals

12 Months Transmission
(ESTIMATED)

12 Months Distribution
(ESTIMATED)

12 Months Franchise Fee
(ESTIMATED)

03-0154

Hussar

11 - Residential Service

$

14,146

$

20,022

$

4,271

$

28,292

$

40,043

$

8,543

03-0154

Hussar

31 - Street Lights

$

366

$

6,666

$

941

$

731

$

13,333

$

1,883

03-0154

Hussar

38 - Yard Lighting Service

$

22

$

262

$

35

$

44

$

523

$

71

03-0154

Hussar

41 - Small General Service

$

15,846

$

20,968

$

4,602

$

31,692

$

41,936

$

9,204

03-0154

Hussar

61 - General Service

$

19,521

$

10,686

$

3,776

$

39,042

$

21,373

$

7,552

$

49,901

$

58,604

$

13,626

$

99,802

$

117,208

$

27,252

`

2021 Current Franchise Fee
Franchise Fee Cap
2021 Estimated Revenue

$

2022 Estimated Franchise Fee Revenue if your Franchise Fee remains the same $

12.50%
20%
27,252
28,979

Franchise Fee Calculator Changes:
Yellow area is to calculate different franchise fee.
2022 Proposed Franchise Percentage

14.50%

2022 Estimated Franchise Fee Revenue if your Percentage is changed $
Difference in Franchise Fees Collected from 2021 to 2022 with Proposed D&T Rate Changes.

$

33,616
6,364

2022 Proposed Transmission 2022 Proposed FortisAlberta
Revenue Change
Distribution Revenue Change

-0.6%

8.8%

-17.9%

5.4%

-17.9%

5.4%

4.4%

9.2%

13.0%

2.5%

2022 Transmission Including
Proposed Rate Change
(ESTIMATED)
$

28,123

$

600

$

36

$

33,087

$

44,118

$

105,963

2022 Distribution
(FortisAlberta) Including
Proposed Rate Change
(ESTIMATED)

2022 D&T Including
Proposed Rate Changes
(ESTIMATED)

2022 D&T & Franchise Fee @
2022 Franchise Fee Revenue
2019 Franchise Fee with
at the NEW Franchise Fee
Proposed Rate Changes
Percentage (ESTIMATED)
(ESTIMATED)

43,566.87

$

71,690

$

80,651

14,052.58

$

14,653

$

16,484

551.58

$

587

$

661

45,794.11

$

78,881

$

88,741

21,907.14

$

66,025

$

74,278

125,872.28

$

231,835

$

260,815

$
$

10,395
2,125

$

85

$

11,438

$

9,574

$

33,616

Franchise Fee Estimating Tool is For Information Purposes Only
This tool is designed for the municipalities to estimate the monthly charges based on a sample fee.
Consumption
Billing Period

640 kWh
30 Days
Existing (Current) Typical Residential Customer Monthly Costs
Rate 11 (Effective Jan.1, 2021) Distribution Tariff Estimated Rate Filing) Based on Current 12.5% Franchise Fee
Delivery Service Charge
$0.067243
$0.8271

All kWh Delivered
Basic Daily Charge

Current Franchise Fee
GST

640 kWh
30 Days

12.50%
5.0%

$43.04
$24.81
$67.85
$8.48
$3.82
$80.15

Current Annual Franchise Fee Costs: $8.48 * 12 = $101.77
Proposed Residential Customer Monthly Costs
Rate 11 (Proposed January 2022 Estimated Distribution Tariff) Based on NEW 14.5% Franchise Fee
Delivery Service Charge
All kWh Delivered*
Basic Daily Charge*

$
$

0.071260
0.85296

Estimated Proposed Franchise Fee
GST

640 kWh
30 Days

14.50%
5.0%

Proposed Annual Franchise Fee Cost: $10.32 * 12 = $123.87
* Includes estimated Rate changes.

$45.61
$25.59
$71.20
$10.32
$4.08
$85.59

2020

2021

2019 Total $
2020 Total $
2021 Jan - June Total $

23,779.92
25,957.49
13,626.10

$1,500.00

$1,000.00

$500.00

$-

$2,001.91

$2,256.17

$2,188.89

$2,405.67

$2,795.73

$2,426.03

$1,977.73

$2,189.87

$2,268.83

$2,017.83

$1,871.35

$1,903.15

$1,916.00

$2,146.71

$2,404.87

$1,999.24

$2,254.42

$1,924.57

$1,835.15

$1,832.73

$1,866.30

$1,682.96

$1,840.88

$2,000.00

$1,924.33

$2,500.00

$2,062.44

$3,000.00

$2,272.55

$2,541.06

Franchise Fee Revenue January 2019 - June 2021
$2,237.75

Revenue Collected
$
2,095.51
$
2,222.88
$
2,237.75
$
2,062.44
$
1,924.33
$
1,840.88
$
1,866.30
$
1,682.96
$
1,832.73
$
1,835.15
$
1,924.57
$
2,254.42
$
1,999.24
$
2,541.06
$
2,404.87
$
2,272.55
$
2,146.71
$
1,916.00
$
1,903.15
$
1,871.35
$
2,017.83
$
2,268.83
$
2,189.87
$
2,426.03
$
1,977.73
$
2,795.73
$
2,405.67
$
2,188.89
$
2,256.17
$
2,001.91

$2,222.88

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

$2,095.51

2019

VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
BANK RECONCILIATION
ACCOUNT
DATE

Village General Acct 10050185
September 30 2021

STATEMENT BALANCE

136,976.30

ADD: OUTSTANDING DEPOSITS
Deposit in October
Deposit in October

1,375.00
661.34

LESS: OUTSTANDING CHEQUES
8484 Gregg Distributors
C
8490 Collabria Payment Processing
8491 Direct Energy
8492 Eagle Lake Nurseries
8493 EPCOR Utilities
8494 Local Authorities Pension Plan
8495 Munisoft
C
8497 Silver Branch Jewellery Repair
8498 Strathmore Times
8499 Telus Communications
8500 Telus Mobility
C
8502 Wheatland County
8503 Workers' Compensation Board AB

2,036.34

583.21
1,122.72
167.84
509.04
89.15
706.24
1,363.95
336.66
136.50
168.25
112.25
1,317.99
557.33

-

12,146.41

OUTSTANDING TRANSFERS

RECONCILED BALANCE
GL BALANCE (3000012700)
Variance

126,866.23
126,866.23
-

OTHER ACCOUNTS
First Response (EFRT) Trust Term Account 10135176 (3000012800)
Community Account (Rate .05)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

Cemetery Perpetual Account 10189009 (3000012900)
Community Account (Rate .05)
**$720 Deposited October 4

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance
-

Cemetery Common Share Account 10499317 (3000013000)
Common Share

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

3,214.78
3,214.78
-

Interest
$
0.13

13,368.97
14,088.97
720.00

Interest
$
0.55

25.53
25.53
-

Interest
$
-

Mayors Memorial Trust Term Account 722821119129 (3000013400)
12 Month Term (Fixed .40% Maturity Date - Feb 24, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

2,416.40
2,416.40
-

Interest
$
-

Cemetery Reserve 722821002853 (3000013500)
High Interest Savings (Rate .35)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

10,451.68
10,451.68
-

Interest
$
3.01

FGTF Grant Term Account 722821171542 (3000013700)
12 Month Term (Fixed .40% Maturity Date - February 22, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

50,918.97
50,918.97
-

Interest
$
-

ACP Grant Term Account 722821404653 (3000013800)
12 Month Term (Fixed .40% Maturity Date - February 15, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

84.64
84.64
-

Interest
$
-

Common Share 10497733 (3000030000)
Common Share

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

2,505.42
2,505.42
-

Interest
$
-

Village Reserves 15037021 (3000032000)
High Interest Savings (Rate .35)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

51,336.61
51,336.61
-

Walking Trail Trust Term Account 15137870 (3000032220)
12 Month Term (Fixed .40% Maturity Date - March 5, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

1,104.83
1,104.83
-

Interest
$
-

MSI Capital Term Account 15137904 (3000032400)
12 Month Term (Fixed .40% Maturity Date - March 5, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

143,448.90
143,448.90
-

Interest
$
-

Equipment Reserve Account 722821632733(3000033000)
High Interest Savings (Rate .35)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

1.58
1.58
-

Interest
$
-

Special Events Account 722821632741 (3000034000)
High Interest Savings (Rate .35)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

910.32
910.32
-

Interest
$
0.26

Emergency Management 722821646022 (3000035000)
Savings Account (Rate .05)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

1,683.94
1,683.94
-

Interest
$
0.07

Centennial 722821666012 (3000036000)
Savings Account (Rate .05)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

1,000.37
1,000.37
-

Interest
$
0.04

FGTF 2 Grant Term Account 723111758865 (3000013900)
6 Month Term (Fixed .45% Maturity Date - Feb 16, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

100,000.00
100,000.00
-

Interest
$
-

Village Reserves Term Account 723111758873 (3000031000)
6 Month Term (Fixed .45% Maturity Date - Feb 16, 2022)

STATEMENT
GL BALANCE
Variance

350,000.00
350,000.00
-

Interest
$
-

Interest
$
14.76

Village of Hussar
List of Accounts for Approval
As of 2021-10-06
Batch: 2021-00108 to 2021-00116

Report Date
2021-10-06 3:43 PM

Payment #

Date

Vendor Name

Page

Reference

Payment Amount

Bank Code: AP - AP-GENERAL OPER
Computer Cheques:
8475
2021-09-03 Government of Alberta
8476
2021-09-03 AMSC Insurance Services Ltd.

Remove Tax Notice
Benefits

8478
8479
8480
8481
8482
8483
8484
8485
8486

2021-09-03
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15
2021-09-15

September Assessment Services
Deduction Remittance
Election-Nomination Day
Monthly Data Storage
Utilities - 9 locations
Water/Sewer Operations
gloves & Tiger torch
Cardlock Fuel
Paper, clips, paper cutter

8488

2021-09-15 Grisack, Lynn

Return Campground Deposit

8490
8491
8492
8493
8494
8495

2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30

Collabria Payment Processing
Direct Energy
Eagle Lake Nurseries Ltd.
EPCOR Utilities Inc.
Local Authorities Pension Plan
Munisoft

Pens, post-it flags, sharpie
PW Utilities
Lilacs - Campground
Campground Utilities
Pension
Cemetery Administration

8497
8498
8499
8500

2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30
2021-09-30

Silver Branch Jewellery Repair
Strathmore Times
Telus Communications Inc.
Telus Mobility

Memorial Plaque x3
Notice of Nomination Day
Phone lines
LS & PW Phones

8502
8503

2021-09-30 Wheatland County
2021-09-30 Workers' Compensation Board AB

Wild Rose Assessment Service
Canada Revenue Agency
Drumheller Mail
Data Scavenger Inc.
EPCOR Utilities Inc.
JG Water Services
Gregg Distributors LP
Jepson Petroleum Ltd.
Canoe Procurement Group of

50.00
715.64

1,122.72
167.84
509.04
89.15
706.24
1,363.95
336.66
136.50
168.25
112.25
1,317.99
557.33
Total for AP:

______________________________________
Reeve

______________________________________
Administrator

490.00
2,297.29
279.30
157.50
3,722.20
4,765.64
583.21
426.21
364.07
250.00

Transfer Site
WCB Premium

Certified Correct This October 6, 2021

1

28,133.90

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30
Committed

Current

REVENUES
TAXES
1000011000 - Municipal Property Taxes
1000011200 - Alberta School Foundation Taxes
1000011300 - Wheatland Lodge Taxes
1000011400 - DI Property Tax Requisition
Total TAXES:
REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCE
1000051000 - Property Tax Penalty
1000054000 - ATCO Gas Franchise Fee
1000055000 - Return On Investments
Total REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCE:
ADMINISTRATION REVENUE
1120041000 - General Services & Supplies
1120041100 - Insurance/Lions/Sen/Lib/Ag.Soc.
1120056000 - Rentals/ Lease Revenue
1120084000 - Provincial Operating Grant
Total ADMINISTRATION REVENUE:
BYLAW SERVICES
1260051000 - Animal Licenses
Total BYLAW SERVICES:
PUBLIC WORKS
1310041000 - PW Services/Supplies
Total PUBLIC WORKS:
ROADS & STREET LIGHTS
1320054000 - Fortis Franchise
Total ROADS & STREET LIGHTS:
WATER SUPPLY/DISTRIBUTION
1410040000 - Water Billing
1410041500 - Bulk Water Sales
1410051000 - Water Penalty
Total WATER SUPPLY/DISTRIBUTION:
SANITARY SEWAGE SERVICE
1420040000 - Sewer Billing
1420051000 - Sewer Penalty
Total SANITARY SEWAGE SERVICE:
SOLID WASTE
1430040000 - Garbage Collection Billing

745.53
20.24
765.77
44.95

Page
Year to Date

Budget

Variance

1
%

196,215.21
40,397.10
1,170.40
28.84
237,811.55

196,284.00
41,638.00
1,170.00
29.00
239,121.00

(68.79)
(1,240.90)
0.40
(0.16)
(1,309.45)

3,842.72
12,858.80
551.98
17,253.50

10,000.00
15,489.00
1,000.00
26,489.00

(6,157.28)
(2,630.20)
(448.02)
(9,235.50)

61.617.044.834.9-

379.35
8.05
3,067.68

200.00

179.35
8.05
(82.32)
(24,203.00)
(24,097.92)

89.7

3.00.60.6-

3,455.08

3,150.00
24,203.00
27,553.00

450.00
450.00

300.00
300.00

625.00
625.00

2,300.00
2,300.00

(1,675.00)
(1,675.00)

72.872.8-

2,157.14
2,157.14

24,369.71
24,369.71

26,742.00
26,742.00

(2,372.29)
(2,372.29)

8.98.9-

3,630.00
62.95
3,692.95

56,375.10
872.86
535.39
57,783.35

67,320.00
2,000.00
1,375.00
70,695.00

(10,944.90)
(1,127.14)
(839.61)
(12,911.65)

16.356.461.118.3-

2,640.00
45.74
2,685.74

41,080.00
451.42
41,531.42

49,170.00
1,000.00
50,170.00

(8,090.00)
(548.58)
(8,638.58)

16.554.917.2-

1,625.00

24,500.00

29,700.00

(5,200.00)

17.5-

44.95

150.00
150.00

2.6100.087.550.0
50.0

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description

Committed

1430051000 - Garbage Collection Penalty
Total SOLID WASTE:
CEMETERY
1560041000 - Cemetery Revenue
1560055000 - Cemetery Interest
1560059000 - Cemetery Donations
Total CEMETERY:
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
1610041000 - Development Permits
1610084000 - Provincial Grant
Total PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT:
PARKS & RECREATION
1720041000 - Campground Revenue
1720056500 - Fish & Game Club Lease
1720059000 - Campground Donations
Total PARKS & RECREATION:
Total REVENUES:

Current

Page
Year to Date

Budget

2

Variance

%

28.58
1,653.58

281.96
24,781.96

500.00
30,200.00

(218.04)
(5,418.04)

43.617.9-

200.00
0.55
720.00
920.55

3,514.28
3.77
1,720.00
5,238.05

1,300.00
5.00
1,000.00
2,305.00

2,214.28
(1.23)
720.00
2,933.05

170.3
24.672.0
127.3

300.00

550.00

300.00

550.00

300.00
20,000.00
20,300.00

250.00
(20,000.00)
(19,750.00)

83.3
100.097.3-

1,114.87

3,500.00
500.00

3,089.87

88.3

1,114.87
13,335.55

6,589.87
500.00
2,500.00
9,589.87
423,439.49

4,000.00
500,175.00

2,500.00
5,589.87
(76,735.51)

139.8
15.3-

13,335.55

423,439.49

500,175.00

(76,735.51)

15.3-

20,818.92

20,819.08
29.00

50.0
100.0

1,170.00
3,393.00

41,638.00
29.00
1,170.00
5,341.00

1,948.00

36.5

2,427.68

660.15
1,461.90
10,275.00
556.96
479.57
13,433.58

850.00
1,600.00
13,500.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
19,950.00

189.85
138.10
3,225.00
2,443.04
520.43
6,516.42

22.3
8.6
23.9
81.4
52.0
32.7

3,972.12
149.08
372.98

35,125.01
1,507.72
3,232.50

48,700.00
1,790.00
4,310.00

13,574.99
282.28
1,077.50

27.9
15.8
25.0

ASSETS
Revenue Totals:

EXPENDITURES
2000076000 - Alberta School Foundation Requisition
2000076200 - DI Property Assessment
2000076500 - Wheatland Lodge Requisition
2000076600 - Royal Canadian Mounted Police Requisitio
COUNCIL & OTHER LEGISLATIVE
2110013000 - Council EI Premiums
2110014000 - Council Training
2110015000 - Council Honorarium/Per Diem
2110021000 - Council Mileage & Expenses
2110051500 - Donations/Gifts
Total COUNCIL & OTHER LEGISLATIVE:
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
2120011000 - Admin Salaries & Wages
2120012000 - AMSC Benefits Employer Contribution
2120012500 - LAPP Employer Contribution

127.20
11.90
2,075.00
213.58

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description
2120013000 - Admin CPP/EI Contributions
2120014000 - Administration Training
2120021000 - Admin Mileage & Expenses
2120021500 - Postage/Courier/Freight
2120022000 - Advertising
2120022500 - Memberships
2120023000 - Accounting/Audit expense
2120023500 - Legal Fees
2120024000 - Assessment Services
2120024500 - IT Services/Website
2120027000 - Insurance Premiums
2120051000 - Office Supplies & Services
2120052000 - COVID-19 Expenses
2120054000 - Admin Utilities
2120080000 - Admin - Amortization Expenses
2121122000 - Election & Census Advertising
2121151000 - Election & Census Supplies
Total GENERAL ADMINISTRATION:
FIRE ASSOCIATION
2230022500 - Radio License
2230076000 - Fire Association Requisition
2230076500 - Fire Capital Contribution
Total FIRE ASSOCIATION:
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
2240051000 - Emergency Supplies & Services
Total EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
AMBULANCE SERVICES
2250076000 - WADEMSA Requisition
Total AMBULANCE SERVICES:
BYLAW SERVICES
2260035000 - Protective Services
Total BYLAW SERVICES:
COMMON SERVICES
2310011000 - Public Works Wages
2310012000 - Public Works Benefits
2310013000 - Public Works CPP/EI
2310025000 - Equipment Maintenance
2310025500 - Contracted Maintenance
2310026000 - Equipment Rentals

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30
Committed

Current
288.61
786.91

Page
Year to Date

Budget

221.65

2,502.84
3,539.11
590.00
1,214.94
264.52
1,442.37
12,000.00
28,371.00
4,175.01
6,335.96
6,512.14
3,537.87
6,978.50
2,303.90

414.57

414.57

9,200.45

120,047.96

3,500.00
560.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
113,520.00

148.79
8,107.58
1,000.00
9,256.37

8,110.00
1,000.00
9,110.00

18.57
66.95

466.67
1,456.80
557.33
428.21

(500.00)
(500.00)
1,520.00
1,520.00

3,690.85
357.84
224.63

27,145.79
3,399.48
2,383.62
417.75
393.95

3,560.00
3,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1,800.00
12,000.00
4,000.00
5,500.00
5,800.00
6,500.00
4,500.00

750.00
750.00

3

Variance

%

1,057.16
(39.11)
1,410.00
285.06
1,235.48
357.63

29.7
1.170.5
19.0
82.4
19.9

(24,371.00)
1,324.99
(535.96)
(12.14)
962.13
(6,978.50)
1,196.10
560.00
585.43
1,500.00
(6,527.96)

609.324.1
9.20.221.4
34.2
100.0
58.5
100.0
5.8-

(148.79)
2.42
(146.37)

1.6-

1,250.00
1,250.00

166.7
166.7

600.00
600.00

600.00
600.00

100.0
100.0

40,982.00
4,567.00
3,560.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
250.00

13,836.21
1,167.52
1,176.38
2,582.25
1,106.05
250.00

33.8
25.6
33.0
86.1
73.7
100.0

1,520.00
1,520.00

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description
2310027000 - Insurance Premiums
2310035000 - Weed Inspector
2310051000 - PW General Supplies
2310051500 - Public Works Tools/Equipment
2310052500 - Cardlock Fuel
2310054000 - Public Works Utiliites
2310077000 - Transfer to Equipment Reserve
2310080000 - Common - Amortization Expense
Total COMMON SERVICES:
ROADS/STREETS
2320024000 - Roads Maintenance
2320025000 - Roads Contracted Maintenance
2320054000 - Utilities - Street Lights
2320080000 - Roads - Amortization Expense
Total ROADS/STREETS:
WATER SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION
2410021500 - Water Postage & Freight
2410023000 - Water Operations Contract
2410023500 - Water Testing
2410025000 - Water Contracted Maintenance
2410026000 - Lease Payments
2410027000 - Insurance Premiums
2410051000 - Water Services/Supplies
2410053000 - Treatment Chemicals
2410054000 - Water Utilities
2410080000 - Water - Amortization Expense
Total WATER SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION:
WASTEWATER
2420023000 - Sewer Operations Contract
2420025000 - Contracted Maintenance
2420027000 - Insurance Premiums
2420051000 - Sewer Services/Supplies
2420054000 - Sewer Utilities
2420080000 - Sewer - Amortization Expense
2420083000 - Debenture Interest
Total WASTEWATER:
GARBAGE COLLECTION/DISPOSAL
2430011000 - Garbage Collection Wages
2430025000 - Transfer Site Maintenance

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30
Committed

Current

Page
Year to Date
1,413.74

289.74
493.69
405.91
322.18

2,140.05
48,898.38
2,539.87
3,539.46

5,784.84

92,272.09

1,582.48

816.00
13,967.20

1,582.48

14,783.20

Budget
1,420.00
250.00
3,225.00
2,225.00
2,500.00
4,500.00
10,000.00
5,073.00
83,052.00

1,000.00
684.00
6,032.80
70,130.00
77,846.80

100.0
45.6
30.2
100.0
84.0

500.00
25,000.00
1,000.00
20,000.00
2,985.00
1,475.00
120.00
4,800.00
12,360.00
38,630.00
106,870.00

244.72
5,840.84
478.80
10,982.68
0.06
1.11
73.01
1,797.16
2,087.25
38,630.00
60,135.63

48.9
23.4
47.9
54.9
0.1
60.8
37.4
16.9
100.0
56.3

1,635.46
(4,983.63)
1.66
79.33
682.08
22,337.00
1,408.00
21,159.90

27.3
191.70.2
66.1
27.3
100.0
100.0
59.1

1,726.84
1,422.31

41.8
25.1

1,106.25
4,984.21

46,734.37

615.74
45.00

232.17

4,364.54
7,583.63
868.34
40.67
1,817.92

892.91

14,675.10

6,000.00
2,600.00
870.00
120.00
2,500.00
22,337.00
1,408.00
35,835.00

336.60
784.65

2,403.16
4,242.69

4,130.00
5,665.00

1,415.00

%

6.26
0.4
250.00
100.0
1,084.95
33.6
(46,673.38) 2097.7(39.87)
1.6960.54
21.4
10,000.00
100.0
5,073.00
100.0
11.1(9,220.09)

1,000.00
1,500.00
20,000.00
70,130.00
92,630.00

255.28
19,159.16
521.20
9,017.32
2,984.94
1,473.89
46.99
3,002.84
10,272.75

2,462.96

Variance

4

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description
2430035000 - Transfer Site Labour
2430054000 - Transfer Site Utilities
2430076000 - Drum Solid Waste Requisition
2430077000 - Drum Solid Waste Loan Payment 10y
2430078000 - SAEWA Requistion
Total GARBAGE COLLECTION/DISPOSAL:
FAMILY/COMMUNITY SERVICES
2510076000 - FCSS Requisition
Total FAMILY/COMMUNITY SERVICES:
CEMETERY
2560011000 - Cemetery Wages
2560025000 - Cemetery Maintenance
2560051000 - Cemetery Goods & Services
2560054000 - Cemetery Utilities
2560080000 - Cemetery Amortization Expense
Total CEMETERY:
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
2610022000 - Planning & Development Advertising
2610023000 - Planning & Development Consulting
2610076000 - Palliser Requisition
Total PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT:
PARKS/RECREATION
2720011000 - Campground Wages
2720025000 - Campground Maintenance
2720027000 - Campground Insurance
2720051000 - Campground Services & Supplies
2720054000 - Campground Utilities
2720080000 - Parks & Rec - Amortization Expense
Total PARKS/RECREATION:
ARENA/CURLING RINK
2730011000 - School ground wages
2730025000 - School ground maintenance
Total ARENA/CURLING RINK:
COMMUNITY SERVICES/CULTURE
2740076000 - Marigold Requisition
2740076500 - Hussar Library Contribution
2740080000 - Culture Amortization Expense
6320023000 - Roads Capital Engineering
6320025000 - Roads Capital Upgrades

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30
Committed

Current
452.17
18.41
(747.04)
653.76
93.28
1,591.83

Page
Year to Date

Budget

5

Variance

%

4,725.14
244.04
93.60
(1.76)
(0.28)
8,209.89

55.6
48.8
1.2
0.30.329.8

3,774.86
255.96
7,877.40
653.76
93.28
19,301.11

8,500.00
500.00
7,971.00
652.00
93.00
27,511.00

1,316.00
1,316.00

1,320.00
1,320.00

4.00
4.00

0.3
0.3

149.71

455.29
500.00
3,292.77
281.63
200.00
4,729.69

75.3
100.0
54.9
28.2
100.0
57.0

450.60
529.20
2.37
982.17

30.0
2.7
0.1
4.2

320.63
93.83

2,707.23
718.37

414.46

3,575.31

605.00
500.00
6,000.00
1,000.00
200.00
8,305.00

1,049.40
19,470.80
1,987.63
22,507.83

1,500.00
20,000.00
1,990.00
23,490.00

500.70
498.28

2,893.95
3,845.00
223.82
1,809.54
3,099.32

92.93

11,871.63

3,000.00
7,000.00
320.00
1,050.00
4,200.00
43,768.00
59,338.00

106.05
3,155.00
96.18
(759.54)
1,100.68
43,768.00
47,466.37

3.5
45.1
30.1
72.326.2
100.0
80.0

376.35
840.00
1,216.35

1,500.00
1,500.00
3,000.00

1,123.65
660.00
1,783.65

74.9
44.0
59.5

1,185.60
500.00

1,186.00
500.00
1,480.00

0.40

(906.05)

2,669.85
56,057.31

1,480.00
(2,669.85)
(56,057.31)

100.0

Village of Hussar
Budgetary Control
For the Period 2021-01-01 - 2021-09-30

Report Date
2021-10-12 4:17 PM
Account # / Description

Committed

6410023000 - Water Capital Engineering
6420023000 - Sewer Capital Engineering
9999900000 - Rounding
Total COMMUNITY SERVICES/CULTURE:
Total EXPENDITURES:

Accounts Printed:

131

Current

Page
Year to Date

Budget

Variance

6
%

26,971.79

1,916.19
1,916.19
1.02
64,246.16
461,638.98

3,166.00
638,145.00

(1,916.19)
(1,916.19)
(1.02)
(61,080.16) 1929.327.7
176,506.02

Expense Totals:

26,971.79

461,638.98

638,145.00

176,506.02

27.7

Net Surplus (Deficit):

(13,636.24)

(38,199.49)

(137,970.00)

99,770.51

72.3

VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
EQUIPMENT PLAN (2021 -2026)
Equipment
Tractor
Truck
Sanding Unit
Ride on Mower
Bush mower
Snow Blade

Next Year to
Replace

2021

2022

2023

2024

$

39,411.75

$

11,383.20

$

50,794.95 $

45,000.00 $

8,000.00 $

-

Equipment Reserves
Capital Reserves

$
$

21,626.78 $
29,168.17 $

10,000.00 $
35,000.00

8,000.00 $
$

Total

$

50,794.95 $

45,000.00 $

8,000.00 $

TOTAL

2030
2031
2032
2026
2028
2027

Approved this ____ day of _______________, 2021

Corey Fisher, Mayor

Kate Brandt, CAO

$

45,000.00

$

2025

8,000.00

2026

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

12,000.00 $
$
-

10,000.00 $
$

10,000.00
-

12,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00

$

-

VILLAGE OF HUSSAR
CAO REPORT
October 14, 2021
Municipal Affairs
A detailed assessment audit has been scheduled for the Village, Michael will be undertaking the Detailed
Audit of the Village of Hussar 2021 assessment roll. Spoke to our new Assessor Rob Vikse (Steve
retired), in the organizational meeting we will have to appoint him by name not just “Wild Rose
Assessment Services” Michael and Rob have already begun some preliminary reviews. Most of the
information that is used for a Detailed Audit is extracted from the provincial data base, ASSET,
supplemented by individual samples of assessed property from your assessor or the municipality
NACLAA
Municipal Law
First Discussion I got an 85%
Leading Strategic Planning is Oct 14 & 15. Have the material in advance to read and prepare
Alberta Community Partnership Grant
We received a letter confirming that we complied with all the reporting requirements of the conditional
grant agreement. There was the additional $84.64 that was unused and in accordance with the Grant
Surplus and Refund Policy applicable to ACP, the variance meets the threshold allowing the Village of
Hussar to retain the surplus. This was the grant used to pay Palliser to create our Municipal
Development Plan. The funds can be transferred to our Village Operating account and the ACP account
can be closed.
Summer Student Program
We received our payment for $2,790.00
Elections -Advance Voting
There were just over a half dozen people that advance voted on Friday October 8th.
Upcoming Office Closures/Meetings
Monday October 18, 2021 Elections Day Voting at the Community Hall
Thursday November 11, 2021 (Stat Holiday) Remembrance Day. Office Closed

Meeting Date

Resolution

Assigned to

Find out about 1st Ave West road closure

CAO

Annexation - Old school grounds

CAO

Dec 10 2020
April 8 2021

2020-12-10-313 to have our CAO begin research on Seniors Housing
2021-08-12-509 offer to purchase north portion of CP Land
2021-04-08-410 continue looking for new and used trucks

April 8 2021
May 13 2021

Dec 10 2020

Resolution #

Date Completed
Next Council will decided if we
want to proceed

CAO

Action/Comment
received response from AB Transport. found map of the road. May be a
utility access road to our well
Have begun compiling all our data and inserting it into an application
package. Have a contact at MGB that will also help me through the
process.
Talk to Wheatland Housing Management Body when I they attend our
meeting

CAO
CAO

Bid was submitted. Will take time to get a response
will keep an eye out for good deals

ongoing
ongoing

2021-04-08-411 village sanding units

CAO

ongoing

2021-05-13-429 Approach to Dundas field for equipment access

PW

purchase after we know what truck we are getting
waiting for K. Frank to return to help us move material (Should be next
week?)

CAO
CAO/Tim

Not urgent - have followed up with Palliser on process and fees
Waiting for supply list from Clarke

Not urgent
on hold

Mayor's memorial wall inscription

CAO

Get inscription once new council is in place

End of October

Columbarium #4

CAO

Need to pour foundation for the base of columbarium #4 and a sidewalk to
connect 3 &4. Haven't been able to get ahold of contractor
on hold

10-Jun-21 2021-06-10-454 look into the process to sell lot 6PUL 9 0310282 and subdivide it
July 8 2021
2021-07-08-490 Clarke's Excavating to install water line at cemetery

Aug 12 2021

2021-08-12-503 approve quote E508 to fix the driveway at 120 2 Avenue E

CAO

Aug 12 2021

2021-08-12-505 AUMA Convention

CAO

Aug 12 2021

2021-08-12-510 Bylaw Services from Wheatland County

Tour 564 video

Sep 16 2021
Sep 16 2021

Sep 16 2021
Sep 16 2021
Sep 16 2021

purchase the Cemetery Administration program through
2021-09-16-537 MuniSoft
2021-09-16-538 to purchase and plant the lilac trees at the campground

2021-09-16-544

install parking curbs along the north side of the alley behind the
property owners house so the water does not run into
neighbouring yards

spread asphalt on 2nd Street East at the same time that we work
2021-09-16-554 on the approach
2021-09-16-556 contact Service Line Warranties to get more information

CAO

CAO/Council

CAO
CAO/PW

CAO/PW
CAO/PW
CAO

Can't get ahold of contractor. Left him several messages. Looking at new
quotes. KNIBB is unable to complete the project until the spring. Another
contractor can do the wall & stairs but not the eqiupment work.
Still working on the current restrictions and how they will impact the
convention. Will give plenty of notice before the event

in progress

on hold

on hold
Completed

meet with the County and we are looking at changing the agreement to
include more than just the animal control bylaw. They will provide services
for us. They cannot provide services around cats. They have provided me
resources to look at for cat options. Will follow up with them to see if they
have revised the proposed agreement to provide other services
in progress
They turned around the day the were scheduled because our Mayor was
unable to attend, instead of just shooting the Village footage without the
interview section. Hayley is looking to see if there are any options for us
now
in progress
Have the program and completed the training. Very happy with the
purchase. Plots will be set up as their own cemetery and Niche's will be set
up as a seprate cemetery to keep records of both separate. Need to enter
all the current data into the program
Lilacs have been planted at the campground
Property owner built a retaining wall which prevents us from placing curbs
in the area. Letter was sent to notify residents that curbs will not be placed
there and to notify them that they are not allowed to direct the water into
adjoining properties
waiting for K. Frank to return to help us move material (Should be next
week?)
waiting for more information

in progress
Completed

Completed
on hold
in progress

JGwaterservices Montly Summary For Sept 2021

September 15, 2021 Lead test were completed. The test results for Total lead were 0 .0003 mg/l which is well
below the accetable level of 0.005 mg/l
September 15, 2021 Completed 3rd Quarter THM testing
September 21, 2021 Based on councils decission we are Sourcing quotes for the bulk water and back up
generator.
September 30, 2021 Had a Failed Bac Sample , Re took new samples, new samples came back fine.

October 6, 2021

Re: Maximum Investment Level for Rate 31 Street Lighting (Investment Option)
FortisAlberta was recently made aware, through various discussions with both municipalities and
developers, of certain complexities regarding the refund of the streetlight portion of the
FortisAlberta Maximum Investment Level following installation and energization of the
streetlight(s) (the “Streetlight Refund” 1).
The intent of this letter is to advises that those complexities only exist in the event that the
municipality and the developer do not agree as to which entity receives the Streetlight Refund. It
is FortisAlberta’s position that the language of our Terms and Conditions, as currently drafted,
allows for certain flexibility between the municipality and the developer. Therefore, the
municipality and the developer are able to make certain commercial agreements between
themselves on either a project-by-project basis, or for a more defined term.
FortisAlberta’s current practice, as it relates to the Streetlight Refund, is to require the developer
(more typically their engineering consultant) to work with the municipality to complete and submit
to FortisAlberta’s attention a checklist whereby the municipality directs who is to receive the
Streetlight Refund. In the event the parties are unable to agree who receives the Streetlight
Refund, FortisAlberta advises that we will defer to the municipality, as the Customer, to elect
where the Streetlight Refund is to be directed.
In an effort to avoid any confusion, FortisAlberta further notes that several municipalities have
negotiated and state in their development permits, other agreements, understandings, or
contracts with developers where the Streetlight Refund is to be directed.
Please feel free to contact your Stakeholder Relations Manager should you have any questions
or require further information.
Best regards,

Dave Hunka
Manager Municipalities, Customer Care and Connections
1

Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized terms have the meaning ascribed to them in FortisAlberta’s Customer Terms and
Conditions of Electric Distribution Service (the “Terms and Conditions”).
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MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM
710 - 2nd Street
Strathmore, AB T1P 1K4
Phone: 403.934.5334
1.855.934.5334

MARIGOLD REPORT
To Councils and
Special Areas Board

MARIGOLD BOARD MEETING
August 28, 2021
Marigold Library System held its regular
Board meeting on Saturday, August 28
via Zoom with 37 Board members in
attendance.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The final budget will be approved by the
Marigold Board in January 2022.
Budget Estimates depend on:
• Provincial Grant amount anticipated for
2022 is still based on 2016 municipal
populations. Grant amount will be
revealed with the 2022 provincial
budget
• Population: The provincial government
is adjusting the formula for calculating
municipal populations, which will be
issued through Treasury in 2022
• New Building anticipated occupancy
costs

Marigold unaudited Financial Statements
to July 31, 2021 were accepted for
information.

Contact CEO Michelle Toombs for budget

• Everything is on track including salaries

MARIGOLD AGREEMENT UPDATE

and materials/eResources, and Marigold
finances are in a good position.
• Marigold received the full Provincial
Grant in June.
• Marigold’s expenditures for the new
building remain under the $8 Million cap
set by the Marigold Board. Because we
were careful with our expenditures and
financial sustainability over the past
decade, we are now able to achieve the
long-time vision and goal of a new
building, new technologies, and new
momentum for the future.

2022 BUDGET ESTIMATES
Budget Estimates for 2022 were accepted.
The $5,552,007 Budget Estimate is 3%
higher to account for an increased
population based on the Treasury
population numbers for 2020.
Cost savings and efficiencies are achieved
with volume discounts, consolidating
work, and providing expert consultation
and IT infrastructure.
Marigold’s regular services and operations
continued throughout the COVID
pandemic without interruption. It’s
anticipated that travel and contract
services will be back to normal in 2022.

estimate questions: michelle@marigold.ab.ca

In the Spring of 2022, Marigold will be
sending out a long-awaited update of the
Marigold Agreement to Municipal Councils
for approval. Included will be Schedule C,
the amendment listing levy rates in
upcoming years.

POLICY APPROVAL & DECISION
Policies/Bylaws/Schedules reviewed and
approved by the Marigold Board:
• Access and Acceptable use of
Information Technology Policy
• Programs Policy
• Board Meetings Policy
• Policy Deployment Policy
• Library Service Points—Community
Libraries, Collection Management Policy
• Library Service Points—Community
Libraries, Hours of Service Policy
• Library Service Points—Community
Libraries, Workplace Violence
Prevention
• Library Service Points—Community
Libraries, Workplace Harassment
Prevention

UPDATES
Bragg Creek Satellite Library and
Library Lending Lockers

The Library Lending Lockers—29 lockers—
have been in operation at the Bragg Creek
Community Centre for six months.

Since
April, Marigold
drivers have filled the lockers with more
than 590 requested items. Deliveries take
place once a week.
Rocky View County designed and paid for
a promotional wrap for the Library
Lending Lockers. Marigold collaborated on
use instructions and functional design.

Langdon Library
The Langdon Library Society and their
community partners are enthusiastic and
committed to opening a library in their
community. In April, the Marigold Board
passed a motion to provide library services
for a community library in Langdon. The
Marigold IT Department has been
researching options for the SuperNet,
while discussions about the IT
requirements for a small library are
ongoing.

Cereal
The Cereal Library closed on May 27
because the municipality of Cereal
dissolved into Special Areas. On July 7, the
Cereal Book Deposit opened to the public.
Marigold now supports 12 book deposits.
The Cereal Library Board donated most of
the library’s collection, furnishings and
equipment to the Langdon community for
a starter library. Close to 4,000 items as
well as other furnishings and décor were
transported to Langdon in July.
MARIGOLD REPORT: August 2021 Board Meeting Highlights

NEW BUILDING UPDATE
The Marigold Library System and Western Irrigation District
Headquarters project is quickly approaching the finish line.
•
Major tasks for staff include a new records management,
preparation of the server room, packing up of offices,
work spaces and basement as well as the preparation of
OHS requirements.
•
The combination of the COVID-19 pandemic, Suez Canal
incident and Texas Storm caused some supply chain issues
which impacted our construction—fortunately our
construction missed the worst of it.
•
The Marigold Executive approved the Operating
Agreement between Marigold and the WID.
•
Marigold and the WID will take next steps to form the
condominium corporation that will ultimately be owned
50/50 by the two organizations.
Marigold will be moving into the new building towards the end
of September. A Grand Opening event is planned for early
2022, depending on the COVID pandemic situation, to
celebrate the long journey to successful building completion
and the strong and productive collaboration with WID.

Delivery bays

Read more at https://www.marigoldwidcommunity.ca or
https://www.marigold.ab.ca/About-Us/
Publications (New HQ document)
Open work area

PRESENTATIONS
IT Services
Marigold IT Manager Richard Kenig
provided an update on the changes to
services, email migration and phone
systems. The IT Department has focused
on updating and moving services to
provide a more mobile friendly system to
our workforce. A new phone system
platform has been implemented as well.
The IT Department is focused on ensuring
that the new building is set up and
configured in a way to best serve our

users, moving the server and network
infrastructure and ordering new hardware
for the building.
Marigold is continuing to focus on security
projects as outlined in the security
assessment and is ensuring that all the
new systems and services put in place
follow the same guidelines.

October is Library Month in Marigold
Communications and Marketing Specialist
Miriam Thompson spoke about Celebrate
your Library Month and Library Card SignUp Month. The presentation discussed the

importance of promoting library services,
especially eResources, as the COVID-19
pandemic continues, the installation of
library lending lockers in Bragg Creek with
a satellite library and raising awareness
during the upcoming elections. The monthlong initiative aims to showcase the value
of libraries to Canadians and build
connections within their communities.
Marigold encourages its member libraries
to seize this opportunity and emphasize
the important role libraries play in
research, education and literacy.

IMPORTANT DATES
Upcoming Board Meetings
Saturday, November 27, 2021: Meeting format TBD 9:30 a.m.
Saturday, January 29, 2022: Meeting format TBD, 9:30 a.m.
MARIGOLD REPORT: August 2021 Board Meeting Highlights

August 28, 2021
www.marigold.ab.ca

Enclosed are budget estimates to operate and manage Marigold Library System in 2022. These estimates are
provided to member municipal councils annually in September as per the Marigold Agreement. The final 2022
budget will be approved by the Marigold Board in January.
Marigold staff will move into the new headquarters building, shared with Western Irrigation District, in September
2021; that building project is on time and under budget. Marigold’s current headquarters building is up for sale.
Marigold is a not-for-profit municipal membership collaborative that provides affordable, state-of-the-art public
library services for 43 member municipalities, 35 public libraries, Siksika and Stoney Nakoda Nations, 12 book
deposits in small communities, three locations with Library Lending Lockers, and a personalized library service by
mail. With 343,849 residents in the Marigold service area, Marigold Library System is the third largest library
system in Alberta based on population. Marigold is a member of TRAC (The Regional Automation Consortium)
along with Yellowhead, Northern Lights and Peace Library Systems. TRAC’s 180 libraries share one catalogue
database to enable convenient sharing of collection materials.
Marigold’s goals and objectives for Vision 2022 Strategic Plan are fully supported in this budget estimate.
•
•
•
.

•

Marigold will invest in its operational assets and capacity to allow for service expansion.
Marigold will increase its services to member libraries, as space at Headquarters and staff time permit.
Marigold is committed to efficient operations and sustainable stewardship to provide member
municipalities with library services that are recognized as good value.
Marigold will capitalize upon and nurture the knowledge, skills, and abilities of its community.

REVENUE
Marigold’s estimated budget for 2022 is $5,552,007, which is 3% higher because of an increased population
estimate for 2022. Revenue and expenditures are based on current population defined by the provincial
government. Per capita levy rates have not increased since 2020. Revenue is pooled so that all member libraries and
Marigold residents receive high quality library service.
The total levy requisition for each municipality will be confirmed when the official 2022 population figures for Alberta
municipalities are released by Treasury in January.

Estimated 2022 Population
Municipalities with library boards
Library Boards
Municipalities without Library Boards

POPULATION PER CAPITA
245,991
$6.24
$10.74
245,991
$4.50
89,163
$10.74

}

LEVY
$1,534,984
$1,106,959
$957,611

Municipal Affairs announces which year’s official population will apply to the grant formula as part of the provincial
budget.

Based on 2016 population as determined
by Provincial Government Budget:
System Operating Grant
*Library Services (rural) Grant
Indigenous Project Grant
MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM 2022 BUDGET ESTIMATES

POPULATION

PER CAPITA

OPERATING GRANT

296,672
82,337

$4.70
$5.55

$1,394,358
$456,971
$93,264

*Paid to Marigold on behalf of municipalities without library boards
1|P a g e

EXPENDITURES
In recent years, Marigold’s service population and patron use of Marigold services have steadily increased along
with increased costs for materials, IT equipment and supplies. Marigold’s regular services and operations
continued throughout the COVID pandemic without interruption, and we anticipate that travel and contract
services will be back to normal in 2022.
Cost savings and efficiencies are achieved with volume discounts, by consolidating work and by providing expert
consultation and IT infrastructure. Most contract costs are based on current population (e.g., electronic resource
subscriptions; TRAC levy; TAL membership; licenses).

•
Includes salary grid step increases for eligible staff, more shipping and delivery staff hours and the addition of a
half-time IT specialist because the IT workload has increased a lot. Marigold’s staff costs are partially paid with
Indigenous Project Grant funding and government grants for summer students. Marigold’s staff complement
totals 30 employees, or 27 FTE.

•
Includes print, AV, eBook and digital purchases. Annual eBook and eResource subscription costs set by US
vendors increase faster than inflation. With higher fuel and vehicle costs, as well as more delivery trips to
libraries with high lending volumes and new service destinations, delivery costs keep going up as well.

•
Service grants are paid to all Marigold libraries to offset the costs of sharing collections, which is a huge benefit
to patrons located throughout Alberta.

•
Contracts are reviewed and compared regularly to ensure best market value, and especially this year as
Marigold prepares to move to a new building with new systems and equipment. There is some uncertainty
about building occupancy costs for the new building, but energy and maintenance savings are also expected.

•
Marigold professionals, IT staff and program staff connect with member library staff to deliver programs, do
consultations, and support and install IT equipment. The IT network, equipment and library systems are
integral to public library services for people of all ages and circumstances.

•
Marigold professionals provide consultation services, and Marigold staff travel to member libraries to deliver
service, such as IT installations and programs. Marigold has a library of programming kits, supplies and games
for libraries to borrow for their programs.

•
A small operational surplus will be combined with the Vehicle Reserve to replace two delivery vans in 2022.
Marigold’s seven vehicles are on the road most days, delivering in-person services.
If you have any questions about these budget estimates, please contact me.

Michelle Toombs, CEO,
E: michelle@marigold.ab.ca
T: 1.855.934.5334 or (403) 934-5334, ext. 224
MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM 2022 BUDGET ESTIMATES
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SUMMARY
MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM BUDGET ESTIMATES 2022
2021 BUDGET 2022 BUDGET

REVENUE
Municipal and Board Levies

$

3,403,388

$

3,599,554

Provincial Grants

$

1,944,209

$

1,944,953

Other (Interest, Donations & Contract Sales)

$

25,000

$

7,500

TOTAL REVENUE

$

5,372,597

$

5,552,007

Salaries & Benefits

$

2,330,000

$

2,410,000

Materials, Delivery, Supplies

$

1,382,293

$

1,382,293

Transfer Payments

$

669,390

$

678,418

Admin/finance, Board, Building, Vendor Services, Contracts

$

589,160

$

612,267

Computers, Peripherals, Maint. Agreements, Network Costs, TRAC

$

299,000

$

312,000

Consultation, Marketing, Programs

$

87,400

$

110,400

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES

$

5,357,243

Capital & Project Expenditures

$

15,354

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES & PROJECTS

$

5,372,597

EXPENDITURES

$5,505,378

$

46,629

$5,552,007

Note: The 2022 budget is passed by the Marigold Board on January 29, 2022

MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM 2022 BUDGET ESTIMATES
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MARIGOLD OPERATING EXPENDITURES ESTIMATE- 2022
Admin/Finance,
Board, Building,
Vendor Services,
Contracts

Computers,
Peripherals, Maint.
Agreements,
Network, TRAC

10%

6%

Transfer Payments

Consultation,
Marketing, Supplies

2%

12%

Materials, Delivery,
Supplies

Salaries & Benefits

45%

25%

MARIGOLD REVENUE ESTIMATE 2022
Municipal Levies

44.8%

Library Board Levies

19.9%

Provincial Library System Operating Grant

25%

Provincial Rural Library Service Grant

8.2%

Other (Interest, donations, contract sales)

0.4%

On-Reserve Project Grant

1.7%
$0

$500,000

MARIGOLD LIBRARY SYSTEM 2022 BUDGET ESTIMATES

$1,000,000 $1,500,000 $2,000,000 $2,500,000 $3,000,000
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Issue 16 – August 2021

NEW

The headquarters building is move‐in ready, having
undergone the comple on of drywall, paint, flooring and
the installa on of fixtures, furniture, and much more

PROJECT HISTORY: Background informa. on and details on past progress, as well as previous issues of
this publica on can be found on the Marigold website at:
www.marigold.ab.ca/projects‐events/new‐headquarters‐building/the‐project
Also checkout: www.marigoldwidcommunity.ca
M. Toombs, CEO and L. Price, Director of Service Delivery,
M. Thompson, Communica on and Marke ng Specialist, Marigold Library System

michelle@marigold.ab.ca
January 2021 Page | 1

Building Update
Issue 16

New HQ— Plans and Progress

What’s going on at our site?
Amazing changes are happening all the me...
In recent months, the Marigold Library System and Western Irriga on District Headquarters Facility has
undergone considerable modifica ons to the exterior and interior of the building. Oﬃces, common areas
and delivery bays are no longer a foreign concept and staﬀ are eagerly preparing for the move. Over the
past four months the following processes have been completed:


Drywall, taping and pain ng






Installa on of electrical, gas and water meters
Flooring installa on; raised access flooring in
the open workroom, carpet and les
throughout
Installa on of ceiling fixtures; fans and lights
landscaping









1
2

Entering the Marigold wing from the main entrance

Installa on of furniture and fixtures: cabinets,
oﬃce furniture, shelving, faucets, toilets,
vani es, showers and more
Parking lot and sidewalks
Exterior siding
Installa on of windows, doors and baseboards
Plumbing and electrical work

Building Update
August 2021

New HQ— Plans and Progress

The doors leading to the delivery bay area

4

5

2

Entering the delivery bay area from the open oﬃce area

3

Raised Access Flooring is installed in the open oﬃce area

The open oﬃce area with oﬃces in the back

6

Entering the Marigold wing facing west—
the main entrance is to the right

3

Building Update
Issue 16

New HQ— Plans and Progress

The Shared Multipurpose Area
The shared mul purpose area is flooded with natural light, exquisite beams and is accented by beau ful
modern details. The space lends itself to comfortably host our Board mee ngs as well as entertain external
training sessions and mee ngs for our community members. A server‐style kitchen with a buﬀet counter is
adjacent to the community room, and large bathroom facili es are located down the hall.
A successful fire alarm inspec on took place on August 4 and 5. The inspec on was crucial for the approval
to occupy the building. It involved the architect, general contractor, electrical engineers, electrical subtrade,
the Town of Strathmore Safety Oﬃcer and our contract ULC‐cer fied fire monitoring company (Troy Life &
Fire).

7
4

The shared mul purpose area in early August

Building Update
August 2021

New HQ— Plans and Progress

A view of the kitchen servery window in the
shared mul purpose area

Looking at the main entrance when standing at the entrance to
the Marigold wing. The Shared mul purpose area is to the le ,
the entrance to the WID is on the right.

The hallway leading to the shared mul purpose space

8

10

11

The shared kitchen in the
mul purpose area

9

As per the Opera ng Agreement between
Marigold and the WID, Marigold will be
responsible for ordering supplies and ensuring
maintenance and repairs for the common area
are completed according to the manufacturer
and warranty specifica ons. The WID has
several responsibili es as well, including
landscaping and snow clearing for the site.

12
12

Toilets and stalls were installed and beau ful marble les are covering the
walls of the bathrooms in the shared mul purpose area.

5

Building Update
Issue 16

New HQ— Plans and Progress

The Marigold Wing
Ge ng ready to
move...
13

14

15
6

Cabinets arrived

The Marigold HQ Transi on Staﬀ Commi ee has
been working relessly to prepare HQ staﬀ for
the move:


IT connected the SuperNet for a seamless
transi on for member libraries and internal
workflows. The phone system has also
been switched over to a web‐phone system



Managers have been cleaning record room
files and photographs– this has assisted
with the design and prepara on of artwork
for the Marigold wing and “gallery” areas in
the common area hallways



Marigold’s Health and Safety Commi ee
has been reviewing the facility plans and
establishing recommenda ons and a list of
needs being ac oned by staﬀ



Staﬀ have been organizing, cleaning and
packing up their oﬃce areas in prepara on
for the move



The proposed date for our Grand Opening
is October 22

The oﬃce of the CEO in July

Marigold oﬃces and hallway
running west to east

Building Update
New HQ— Plans and Progress

16

The doors have arrived

17

The server room

18

The delivery bays

Our staﬀ kitchen/lunch room

August 2021

19

Coming from the main entrance the
open oﬃce area is straight ahead

20
7

August 2021

New HQ— Plans and Progress

The Marigold wing on the
west side

21

22

The main entrance

The main entrance

Parking lot on the east side

8

24

The exterior of the shared
mul purpose area

23

25

Contribution Rate Decrease for 2022
The LAPP Sponsor Board voted unanimously to reduce contribution rates by 1% for employers
and 1% for members, effective January 1, 2022, reducing the blended rate from 20.16% to
18.16%. The reduction will mean that a member earning $70,000 a year will save around $667
in payroll deductions next year.
The rate reduction means members and employers will pay less for the same level of pension
benefit, which is based on the same defined benefit formula LAPP has always used to
calculate the pension members will receive for life. The 2022 contribution rate decrease is
possible because LAPP is in a strong, fully-funded position.

Contribution Rates for 2021

Contribution Rates for 2022

Member rate up to
the YMPE*

8.39%
on pensionable salary
up to $61,600

7.45%
on pensionable salary
up to the 2022 YMPE

Member rate over
the YMPE

12.84%
on portion of pensionable
salary over $61,600

11.80%
on portion of pensionable salary
over the 2022 YMPE

Employer rate up to
the YMPE

9.39%
on pensionable salary
up to $61,600

8.45%
on pensionable salary
up to the 2022 YMPE

Employer rate over
the YMPE

13.84%
on portion of pensionable
salary over $61,600

12.80%
on portion of pensionable salary
over the 2022 YMPE

* YMPE (Years Maximum Pensionable Earnings), is a figure set each year by the Canadian
government that specifies the earnings amount that can be used in calculating contributions to
the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and can be used in calculating contributions to registered
pension plans, such as LAPP, for each year.
The YMPE is set at $61,600 for 2021. The 2022 YMPE is not yet known; LAPP Corporation
will update employers when the figure is released.

